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Since its founding in 1995 in the city of Fulda, Germany, marotech has been commit-

ted to improving safety for people, animals and goods in transit. We produce and sell 

products in the fields of safety and load safety (LaSi). This includes anti-slip mats for 

load securing, stowage pads, rubber buffers, collision protection, tensioning straps 

and lashing strap.

marotech products represent uncompromising quality. This is not only proven by the 

DIN ISO certification, but also by numerous tests by Dekra, TÜV, TUL-LOG, Fraunhofer 

IML or 3G Kompetenzzentrum. Due to the optimal quality of the materials used, the 

marotech brand products are very durable, resilient and have a long shelf life.

Customers all over the world place their trust in our load securing solutions. We are

one of the leading providers in the industry. Everything you need for safe transport, 

logistics and transport logistics is available from us.

In addition to standard products, marotech safety experts also develop individual 

solutions tailored to the exact needs of our customers. The development of innova-

tions is also constantly driven forward - always according to our motto: An idea more 

certain.

Awards such as "Best Product" are testament to the innovative drive and pioneering 

spirit of marotech in the load securing solutions industry.

Our customer show us their individual wishes. We have set ourselves the task of 

satisfying these wishes for him and us through expertise, experience, reliability, 

product quality, flexibility in processing and short processing and delivery times.

We always seek harmony in communication with our customers. We reject any dis-

pute. We believe that we can only achieve sustainable success when we make our 

customers goals our goals, and respect the needs of our suppliers.
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Brand quality pays. Whether it's work area mats, industrial equipment or TPE profiles, ma-

rotech manufactures and supplies high-quality products from new rubber, secondary rubber 

and plastic to improve the safety of people, animals and goods in transit. Since our founding 

in 1995, we have built a product portfolio that includes chains, industrial chains, collision 

protection solutions, moulded rubber parts, rubber seals, rubber boards, rubber buffers 

for vehicles,ramps and dock levellers, rubber noise insulation products, hose bridges and a 

range of high-quality transport safety products.In cooperation with renowned test labora-

tories in Germany, we develop high-quality products made of new rubber. We are a certified 

and already award-winning specialist in the fields of operational safety, community safety, 

home and garden safety.

Industry, logistics and transport



Rubber collision buffer

Commercial vehicles

Rubber collision buffer

Dimensions Hole
quan-
tity

Hole
dis-
tance

Drawing Article no.

125 x 43 x 50 mm 2 60 mm A 105-19000205

200 x 52 x 60 mm 2 120 mm B 105-1900020127

200 x 52 x 80 mm 2 120 mm C 105-1900020227

300 x 52 x 60 mm 3 115 mm D 105-1900023127

300 x 52 x 80 mm 3 115 mm E 105-1900023227

315 x 35 x 60 mm 3 125 mm F 105-1900024027

400 x 52 x 60 mm 3 165 mm G 105-1900022127

400 x 52 x 80 mm 3 165 mm H 105-1900022227

Commercial vehicle collision buffer1

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM rubber at no extra 
cost (subject to availability)

• very stable due to vulcanized steel discs

• Applications: Commercial vehicles

• Available in various sizes

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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Our rubber and collision buffers are suitable for use with commercial vehicles, ramps, dock levellers and swap bodies.

marotech supplies collision buffers suitable for almost 90% of all standard dock levellers, including models from Arnold, ARB, Brühl, Butt, Caema, Crawford Hafa, Dyna-Seal, Eurodock, 
Flexion, Hafa, Hörmann, Klein, Koch, Lepschi, Loading Systems, MBW, Meerhoff, Nani, Novoferm, Promstahl, Stertil, Trebel and many more. Subject to availability, we can supply collision 
buffers in high-quality, weather-resistant EPDM rubber if required, at no extra charge. Original marotech rubber buffers are robust, shock-absorbing and exceptionally long-lasting. 
You protect vehicle and building - Contact us for more information — we're happy to help.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Rubber collision buffers

Standard-A collision buffer2

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 400 x 80 x 70 mm

• Hole distance 160 mm

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM 
rubber at no extra cost (subject to availability)

• Highly robust thanks to steel discs and sleeve incorporat-
ed into the component during vulcanisation

• Applications: Dock levellers (e.g. Crawford Hafa), ramps, 
swap bodies and commercial vehicles in general

• Standard-A PLUS collision buffer:With a raised wear 
protection layer for a longer service life
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Brand quality by marotech.

Why do Aldi, Deutsche Post, Edeka, Hilti, Karstadt, Kaufhof, Lidl, Norma, Rewe, Tengelmann and a whole host of smart transport companies all use rubber buffers from 
marotech?
Because our high-quality original equipment quality lasts much longer and they want to reduce costs.

Many competing products make the same claim but, with an elongation at break of just 80%, these products do not last long. They are manufactured from a rubber 
granulate/new rubber mix (recycling quality), but feature a new rubber outer layer, lending the buffer the appearance of a top-quality product. Our latest external tests 
on our series-manufactured buffers showed an elongation at break of over 400%. Or put simply: After around six months, the recycling quality product will have worn 
out. marotech rubber buffers can last as long as three years. These outstanding results were seen at a hub near our site, which welcomes over 120 trucks for loading each 
and every night.

However, some of the latest products to come to market are of such poor quality that they could actually be accused of being designed to deceive the customer. Although 
these buffers are black and look like rubber, concrete painted black would be a cheaper—and equally useless—solution. These rubber buffers are not capable of absorbing 
the forces that a normal rubber buffer can withstand. They transfer the kinetic energy to the building, damaging the fabric of the construction. In such cases, the supplier 
of the rubber buffers should be held liable for the building damage.

The following cheap tricks have been uncovered in some rubber buffers:

• Rubber buffers filled with sand, rendering it impossible to measure elongation at break and tensile strength. Characterised by high abrasive wear and a short service 
life.

• Rubber buffers with a low rubber content and a high recycled plastics content. We had the technical values tested in a rubber laboratory. Elongation at break and 
tensile strength were, again, not measurable. The rubber hardness was over 90° Shore A.

• Rubber buffers with a new rubber outer layer (max. 5 mm thick) with recycled rubber made from tyre granulate inside. The new rubber exterior quickly becomes 
damaged, detaches from the granulate and crumbles.

Vulcanised natural rubbers are characterised by high elasticity and tensile strength. They boast high impact resistance and low abrasive wear. Of all the elastomers, these 
rubbers are the best able to withstand high mechanical and dynamic loads. Natural rubber is resistant to polar fluids and aliphatic, aromatic and chlorinated hydrocarbons.

Highly robust

Very long-lasting

Environmentally friendly

Assembly kit for Standard-A collision 
buffer

• Primed or galvanised 400 x 80 x 10 mm welding 
plate and galvanised M12 fixing screws

Model Article no.

Standard 105-584103040027

PLUS 105-584103040026

Model Article no.

Primed 105-870111510

Galvanised 105-870111520

Standard-A PLUS

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Rubber collision buffers

Standard-CH collision buffer2

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 360 x 100 x 120 mm

• Hole distance 200 mm

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM 
rubber at no extra cost (subject to availability)

• very stable due to vulcanized steel discs

• Applications: Dock levellers (Switzerland), ramps, swap 
bodies and commercial vehicles in general

Standard-B collision buffer1

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 500 x 80 x 100 mm

• Hole distance 200 mm

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM 
rubber at no extra cost (subject to availability)

• Highly robust thanks to steel discs and sleeve incorporat-
ed into the component during vulcanisation

• Applications: Dock levellers (e.g. Arnold, Koch, Lepschi, 
Meerhoff), ramps, swap bodies and commercial vehicles 
in general

• "The small component for a longer service life".

Assembly kit for Standard-B collision 
buffer, primed

• Primed 500 x 80 x 10 mm welding plate and galva-
nised M12 fixing screws

Article no. 105-870111509

Very robust

Exceptionally long-lasting

Incl. screw set

Article no. 105-584103050027

Article no. 105-584113040027

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Rubber collision buffers

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 200 x 150 x 80 mm

• Hole distance on long side 115 mm, short side 75 mm

• Vulcanised new rubber with steel discs incorporated 
during vulcanisation, no steel sleeves

• Applications: Commercial vehicles

Truck collision buffer3
The versatile solution

PLUS truck collision buffer5

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 200 x 150 x 80 mm

• Hole distance on long side 115 mm, short side 75 mm

• Vulcanised new rubber with steel discs incorporated 
during vulcanisation, no steel sleeves

• Applications: Commercial vehicles

• With a raised wear protection layer for a longer service 
life

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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• Highly robust thanks to steel discs and steel 
sleeves incorporated during vulcanisation, suitable 
for dock levellers (e.g. Crawford Hafa old models), 
ramps, swap bodies and commercial vehicles in 
general

Article no. 105-584103062027

Article no. 105-584103061027

4 Stabilo truck collision buffer

• Highly robust thanks to steel discs and steel 
sleeves incorporated during vulcanisation, suitable 
for dock levellers (e.g. Crawford Hafa old models), 
ramps, swap bodies and commercial vehicles in 
general

• With a raised wear protection layer for a longer 
service life

Article no. 105-584103062026

6 Stabilo PLUS truck collision buffer

Article no. 105-584103061026
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Loading ramps and dock levellers

Rubber collision buffers

Bulli-A 110 collision buffer1

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 450 x 250 x 110 mm

• Hole distance 250 mm

• Applications: Dock levellers (e.g. Nani new models) and 
ramps in general

Bulli-A 140 collision buffer2

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 460 x 250 x 140 mm

• Hole distance 250 mm

• Applications: Dock levellers (e.g. Brühl, Nani old models) 
and ramps in general

Rubber collision buffers

All Bulli collision buffers are manufactured in vulcanised new rubber or high-quality EPDM rubber at no extra cost (subject to availability). They fit perfectly on virtually all dock 
levellers (e.g. Brühl, Crawford Hafa, Arnold, Koch, Lepschi, Meerhoff, Nani and many more) and on ramps in general, and are available in a range of sizes.

Exceptionally long-lasting

Article no. 105-584103045027

Article no. 105-584103046027

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Assembly kit for Bulli-A collision buffer, 
primed

• Primed 450 x 250 x 10 mm welding plate and galva-
nised M12 fixing screws

Article no. 105-870111512
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Rubber collision buffers

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM rubber at no extra cost 
(subject to availability)

• Applications: Dock levellers (e.g. Crawford Hafa, Arnold, Koch, Lepschi, Meer-
hoff and many others) and ramps in general

Name Dimensions Hole distance Article no.

Bulli-B 80 500 x 250 x 80 mm 250 mm 105-584108080027

Bulli-B 90 500 x 250 x 90 mm 250 mm 105-87014971027

Bulli-B 100 500 x 250 x 100 mm 250 mm 105-58411001027

Bulli-B 140 500 x 250 x 140 mm 250 mm 105-584103030027

Bulli-B half 250 x 250 x 140 mm 1 central hole 105-584103025027

Bulli-B collision buffer3

Assembly kit for Bulli-B collision buffer

• 500 x 250 x 10 mm welding plate with two holes 
and welded M16 nuts, incl. galvanised fixing bolts 
and washers

Heavy duty dowel for Bulli-B 80-90-100

• For fastening to concrete ramps or as an addition-
al one-sided fastener to concrete, if only one side 
is welded to the loading ramp

• M12 x 147 mm, galvanised 8.8 steel

• Clamping thickness 40 mm

Important information

Reduce costs using smart solutions!
With our system, even concealed fixing bolts can be easily unscrewed and refitted without needing to replace the welding plate. With other solutions, the welding plate has 
to be cut away, which is a time-consuming process.

Article no. 105-0905218004

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Model Article no.

Primed 105-870111508

Galvanised 105-870211508
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Heavy duty dowel for Bulli-B 140

• For fastening to concrete ramps or as an addition-
al one-sided fastener to concrete, if only one side 
is welded to the loading ramp

• M12 x 212 mm, galvanised 8.8 steel

• Clamping thickness 100 mm

Article no. 105-0905218106
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Rubber collision buffers

• With galvanised 10 mm steel plate on front and reinforce-
ments on rear

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 500 x 250 x 140 mm

• Hole distance 250 mm

• Applications: Dock levellers (e.g. Crawford Hafa, Arnold, Koch, 
Lepschi, Meerhoff) and ramps in general

• Technical specification available on request or tailored to 
customer requirements

Bulli-B steel plate collision buffer1

Bulli-C collision buffer2

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 450 x 200 x 100 mm

• Hole distance 210 mm

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM 
rubber at no extra cost (subject to availability)

• Applications: Dock levellers (e.g. Butt, Stertil) and ramps 
in general

Article no. 105-584103030030

Article no. 105-584108040027

Brand quality by marotech.

Many competing products make the same claim but, with an elongation at break of just 80%, these products do not last long. They are manufactured from a rubber 
granulate/new rubber mix (recycling quality), but feature a new rubber outer layer, lending the buffer the appearance of a top-quality product. Our latest external tests 
on our series-manufactured buffers showed an elongation at break of over 400%. Or put simply: After around six months, the recycling quality product will have worn 
out. marotech rubber buffers can last as long as three years. These outstanding results were seen at a hub near our site, which welcomes over 120 trucks for loading each 
and every night.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Assembly kit for Bulli-C collision 
buffer, primed

• Primed 450 x 200 x 10 mm welding plate and 
galvanised M12 fixing screws

Article no. 105-870111511
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Heavy-duty anchor for Bulli-C

• For fastening to concrete ramps or as an additional 
one-sided fastener to concrete, if only one side is 
welded to the loading ramp

• M16 x 152 mm, galvanised 8.8 steel

• Clamping thickness 20 mm

Article no. 105-87012391
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Rubber collision buffers

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 600 x 300 x 100 mm

• Hole distance 450 mm

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM 
rubber at no extra cost (subject to availability)

• Applications: Dock levellers (e.g. Flexion, Loading Systems 
old models, Novoferm old models) and ramps in general

Bulli-D collision buffer3

Article no. 105-584171960027

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Bulli-E collision buffer4

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 500 x 250 x 100 mm

• Two through-holes on face, approx. 20 mm

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM 
rubber at no extra cost (subject to availability)

• Applications: Dock levellers (e.g. Loading Systems old 
models) and ramps in general

Article no. 105-584103110028

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 250 x 250 x 100 mm

• Two through-holes on face, approx. 20 mm

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM 
rubber at no extra cost (subject to availability)

• Applications: Dock levellers (e.g. Loading Systems old 
models) and ramps in general

Bulli-E half collision buffer5

Article no. 105-584103110038
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Steel buffers & Collision protection profiles

Fitting instructions Delta profile 04

Installation via adhesive joints

Fitting instructions Delta profile 06 08 11 15

Important information

Drill a Delta profile to the desired hole size with a larger drill or step 
drill. Mounting with hexagon socket head screws or Torx drive is rec-
ommended.
(small screw head = only small hole necessary)

The profile base should only be drilled with the diameter of the dowel 
used. The pre-drilled flat steel iron is inserted into the delta profile 
and fixed.

Please ask for further installation types!

Buffer systems of the new generation mean very long durability in the 
area of the dock levellers when used properly and thus offer consider-
able savings in operating costs.

made from vulcanised EPDM rubber

Loading ramps and dock levellers

Collision protection profiles

Steel buffers

Name A B Lengths Article no.

Delta profile 04 40 mm 22 mm 5, 10, 15, 20 m 105-19000401

Delta profile 06 60 mm 53 mm 2.60 m 105-19000411NFZ

Delta profile 06 60 mm 53 mm 5.20 m 105-19000412

Delta profile 08 80 mm 70 mm 5.00 m 105-19000421

Delta profile 11 110 mm 97 mm 2.60 m 105-19000431NFZ

Delta profile 11 110 mm 97 mm 5.20 m 105-19000432

Delta profile 15 150 mm 130 mm 2.50 m 105-19000442

• Assembly information for delta profile 04

• Applications: Assembly information for delta profile 06, 08, 11, 15

• Available in various sizes

Delta profile/fender profile collision protection3
Made from vulcanised EPDM rubber

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Buffer Bulli-steel, galvanized1

• replacement of the rubber buffer on the dock levellers is no longer necessary 
with this robust and almost indestructible steel buffer

• the enormous damping effect of the built-in rubber buffers reduces the 
damage to the dock levellers caused by moving trucks

• due to a robust deflection system, a maximum damping effect is achieved in 
the smallest of spaces

• manufactured with a 10 mm outer shell of steel and elastomers in the inner 
core designed for long-term permanent loading

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

500 x 250 x 210 mm 105-48210250210

800 x 250 x 210 mm 105-58410800210
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Traffic calming and warehouse safety
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Traffic calming and warehouse safety

• made of PVC in the contrasting colours black and yellow

• Integrated reflectors for optimum visibility day and night 

• Textured profile; anti-slip even in wet conditions

• Easy to fit on any road surface, supplied with alignment rods. Four heavy-duty anchors per centre 
part and two heavy-duty anchors per end part are required for fitting.

• Channels on underside: Multiple elements can be aligned using the alignment rods, also suitable 
for cabling

• Rounded end elements protect pedestrians and cyclists  
(two units can be used to form a round speed bump)

Two systems for different guideline speeds:

Recommended speed of up to 10 km/h or up to 20 km/h

• 10 km/h  = height 60 mm

• 20 km/h  = height 50 mm

Solid and indestructible
Speed bumps, guideline speeds up to 10 km/h or 20 km/h1

Available in contrasting  
yellow and black

Name Dimensions (L x 
W x H)

Weight Article no. (black) Article no. 
(yellow)

Centre part, 10 
km/h

500 x 430 x 60 mm 13 kg 130-58410722001 130-58410722002

End part, 10 km/h 215 x 430 x 60 mm 4 kg 130-58410723001 130-58410723002

Centre part, 20 
km/h

500 x 430 x 50 mm 10 kg 130-58410724001 130-58410724002

End part, 20 km/h 215 x 430 x 50 mm 3 kg 130-58410725001 130-58410725002

• Rounded safety bollard (80 mm in diameter) with EPDM full rubber coating (65° ± 5° Shore A) and 
solid steel spring

• Suitable for use both indoors and outdoors:   The safety bollard can 
be collapsed to make way for vehicles at the hinge point.

• especially suitable for cycle paths

• Multiple bollards can be connected using a chain

• Model with base sleeve: Improved safety, as bollard tilts up to 35°

• The safety bollard from marotech is protected by patent in Switzerland under document 706 569 
and in Germany under document no. 20 2013 005 184.1 as utility model.

Safety bollard2

Height Types Colour Article no.

1,000 mm With base sleeve Black/yellow 130-10008035

1,000 mm With base plate Black/yellow 130-10008090

1,000 mm With base sleeve White/red 130-10008036

1,000 mm With base plate White/red 130-10008091

Model with base sleeve Model with base plate

Further products for warehouse safety such as 

oil binding mats you will find on:

www.marotech.de
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Wheel wedges and chocks

• Nominal size 53 (L x H x W): 
470 x 230 x 200 mm

• High-quality plastic in safety colour 
yellow

• Extremely high load bearing capacity, 
no deformation

• More stable than plates

• Design in accordance with DIN 76051, 
TÜV-tested

• Nominal size 46: 165 mm wide 
Nominal size 53: 205 mm wide,

• Made from galvanised steel

• Standard bracket for wheel wedge/
chock

• Safety bracket for secure hold

• Install on commercial vehicle or as a 
wall bracket

• Nominal size 46 (L x H x W): 
380 x 190 x 160 mm

• High-quality plastic in safety colour 
yellow

• Extremely high load bearing capacity, 
no deformation

• More stable than plates

• Design in accordance with DIN 76051, 
TÜV-tested

• Nominal size 46: 380 x 190 x 160 mm

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM rubber at no extra cost (subject 
to availability)

• The rubber chock is available in any RAL colour on request  
(minimum order quantity of 100 pieces required)

• Made of rubber for optimum anti-slip performance; no deformation, rust or damage to 
tyres if driven over

• No static load and no sparking

• Design in accordance with DIN 76051, TÜV-tested

An indispensable tool for safe vehicle parking.

• 3.2 mm thick, length can be individual-
ly assembled (max. 25 m)

• Recommendation: 5 running meters, 8 
running meters

• Available in lengths up to 50 m

• For fixed fastening to loading ramps or 
dock levellers

Wheel wedges and chocks

Wheel wedges and chocks are indispensable tools for parking a vehicle safely. Furthermore, wheel wedges and chocks are legally required when parking trailers with a total weight 
of over 750 kg and motor vehicles over 4 t, in accordance with § 41 StVZO (German road traffic licensing regulations). Wedges and chocks must be safe to use, sufficiently effective 
and stored in an easily accessible position on or in the vehicle, using brackets to prevent loss or clattering.

Made of rubber, exceptionally long-lasting

Theft prevention solution for 
wheel wedges and chocks

Article no. 120-58410301027

Strong wheel wedge/chock, rubber, black1

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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2 Wheel wedge/chock
Plastic, yellow, 46

3 Wheel wedge/chock
Plastic, yellow, 53

4 Wheel wedge bracket for
NG 46 or NG 53

5 Knotted link chain

Nominal size Article no.

46 120-31414080

53 120-31414081

Wheel wedge/chock, plastic, yellow, 
53

Art. no. 120-18411888

Wheel wedge/chock, plastic, yellow, 
46

Art. no. 120-18411886

Length Article no.

Metres 120-33900902

5.0 m 120-33900902-5M

8.0 m 120-33900902-8M



Dimensions Article no.

400 x 400 x 30 mm 115-5841201927

400 x 400 x 50 mm 115-5841196727

500 x 500 x 40 mm 115-5841042727

Hard rubber protective underlay board6

Dimensions Colour Article no.

400 x 400 x 30 mm multicoloured black 115-58412020

500 x 500 x 40 mm multicoloured black 115-58412022

400 x 400 x 30 mm Black 115-58412021

500 x 500 x 40 mm Black 115-58412023

PE protective underlay board7

Protective underlay boards
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Protective underlay boards
An indispensable tool for safe vehicle parking.

Dimensions Article no.

1,170 x 195 x 22/24 mm 145-87014971003

SOLID forklift collision protection made from industrial board, black8

Dimensions Article no.

320 x 250 x 43 mm 130-58512073905

TopStop platform truck stopper9

• Vulcanised rubber, also available in high-quality EPDM rubber at no extra cost (subject to availability)

• 30 mm thick board designed to protect the road surface; only suitable for use on solid surfaces

• 40 mm and 50 mm thick boards are suitable for weight transfer

• PE reclaimed plastic, black or coloured

• Designed with a non-profiled, smooth surface

• PU-bonded rubber granulate

• High load bearing capacity of at least 40 kg/cm2 (static), tested up to 80 kg/cm2

• Resistant to oil, lyes and acids (10% concentration)

• Prevents wall damage caused by forklift truck forks

• Robust design in plastic with rubber feet on base to prevent manual platform trucks from rolling around in 
the loading area

• Light and compact with two embedded carry handles

These high-quality protective underlay boards for machinery, containers, scaffolding, trucks with crane superstructures, semi-trailers, swap bodies, mobile silos and all hydraulic 
or mechanical supports guarantee stable and slip-free parking. Our protective underlay boards offer a number of benefits: The underlay protection plates offer you the following 
benefits: extreme load capacity (static at least 40 kg / cm2), easy handling with a carrying handle, prevention of pressure damages in the road surface, no lowering of the supports, 
by profiled surface stability even in wet conditions, no deformation, no rusting, no Damage to the tire when driving over and does not crack like wood.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Benefits

• Prevents supports sinking

• Safe parking even in wet 
conditions

• Extremely high load bearing capacity

• Easy to use thanks to carry handle

• Prevents pressure damage on road 
surface

Note

marotech protective underlay boards offer secure parking and 
protection against slipping for hydraulic or mechanic support feet 
and removable plates.

16



MT "Safety" safety floor covering
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MT "Safety" safety floor covering

Anthracite Beige Blue Brown

Colour Article no.

Anthracite 135-58073030008

Beige 135-58073030006

Blue 135-58073030010

Brown 135-58073030009

MT "Safety" tread and riser mat, 730 x 300 x 7 mm1

Colour Article no.

Green 135-58073030004

Red 135-58073030003

Salt & pepper 135-58073030007

Terracotta 135-58073030005

Colour Article no.

Anthracite 135-580600240071

Beige 135-58060024006

Blue 135-580600240072

Brown 135-58060024009

MT "Safety" tread mat, 600 x 240 x 7 mm2

Colour Article no.

Green 135-58060024004

Red 135-58060024002

Salt & pepper 135-58060024007

Terracotta 135-58060024005

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 730 x 300 x 7 mm

• Suitable for outdoor steps, with angled profile

• High level of slip protection, resistant to rotting, insulates against impact noise

• Not sensitive to water, cold or heat

• Great in winter: Ice melts on contact, no need to grit surfaces

• Pleasantly soft and comfortable to walk on and for carrying out activities while standing

• Dirt-trapping effect in the work area, the only stair covering to help combat black ice, snow 
and oily substances!

• BIA-tested anti-slip effect R13

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 600 x 240 x 7 mm

• Suitable for outdoor steps, with aluminium profile

• High level of slip protection, resistant to rotting, insulates against impact noise

• Not sensitive to water, cold or heat

• Great in winter: Ice melts on contact, no need to grit surfaces

• Pleasantly soft and comfortable to walk on and for carrying out activities while standing

• Dirt-trapping effect in the work area, the only stair covering to help combat black ice, snow 
and oily substances!

• BIA-tested anti-slip effect R13

Colour options

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Colour Article no.

Anthracite 135-580800240071

Beige 135-58080024008

Blue 135-580800240072

Brown 135-58080024009

MT "Safety" tread mat, 800 x 240 x 7 mm3

Colour Article no.

Green 135-58080024004

Red 135-58080024002

Salt & pepper 135-58080024007

Terracotta 135-58080024005

Colour Article no.

Anthracite 305-18120066

Beige 305-18120086

Blue 305-18120096

Brown 305-18120076

MT "Safety" safety floor covering4

Colour Article no.

Green 305-18120067

Red 305-18120097

Salt & pepper 305-18120056

Terracotta 305-18120046
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MT "Safety" safety floor covering

• Dimensions (W x H): 1,200 x 6 mm

• Maximum roll length of 10.0 m.

• High level of slip protection, resistant to rotting, insulates against impact noise

• Not sensitive to water, cold or heat

• Great in winter: Ice melts on contact, no need to grit surfaces

• Pleasantly soft and comfortable to walk on and for carrying out activities while standing

• Dirt-trapping effect in the work area, the only stair covering to help combat black ice, snow 
and oily substances!

• BIA-tested anti-slip effect R13

Green Red Salt & pepper Terracotta

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 800 x 240 x 7 mm

• Suitable for outdoor steps, with aluminium profile

• High level of slip protection, resistant to rotting, insulates against impact noise

• Not sensitive to water, cold or heat

• Great in winter: Ice melts on contact, no need to grit surfaces

• Pleasantly soft and comfortable to walk on and for carrying out activities while standing

• Dirt-trapping effect in the work area, the only stair covering to help combat black ice, snow 
and oily substances!

• BIA-tested anti-slip effect R13

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Information

The SAFETY MAT is equipped with a special adhesive tape. Before laying, the stair step must be thoroughly cleaned, free of grease and absolutely dry. If necessary, dry 
the steps with a hair dryer.

“Only an absolutely dry step with a smooth surface guarantees a perfect hold for the SAFETY MAT.

“The optimum installation temperature is between 15 °C and 20 °C. At lower temperatures, please heat the adhesive tape with a hair dryer.

“Peel off the masking paper at a right angle and press the SAFETY MAT strongly against the stairs, if necessary use aids or screw them together additionally.

“The adhesive tape of the SAFETY MAT is resistant to moisture, frost and grease.
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Workplace mats and floor coverings

• On-roll material: 8/12 mm thick, 1,300 mm wide

• Made from polyurethane-bonded rubber granulate

• Impact-elastic and anti-slip work area mat with 3D design for standing work areas or as a "rubber 
carpet" for smooth surfaces

• Reduced noise level in working area thanks to sound wave absorption

• Water-permeable and reversible

• We can cut your mat to size from on-roll material

• Elements of 1.157 x 780 x 10 mm; cover layer with interlocking system

• Made from replasticised recycled PVC

• Easy to lay and remove thanks to non-permanent interlock system

• Ideal as a protective cover for industrial flooring subject to high loads, for carpet, parquet or sports 
hall floors during events, for grassy areas (in parks and stadiums) during major events such as 
concerts and fairs, and in tents in open-air exhibition spaces

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 900 x 650 x 15 mm

• Anti-slip textured polyurethane surface

• Angled edges guarantee safe working

• Wear-resistant, anti-slip and highly elastic

• Not sensitive to solvents, oils and many industrial chemicals

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 900 x 650 x 13 mm

• Anti-slip textured polyurethane surface

• Angled edges guarantee safe working

• Wear-resistant, anti-slip and highly elastic

• Not sensitive to solvents, oils and many industrial chemicals

• Also available in anti-static, non-flammable or food-safe versions on request

Wide range of applications, including around machinery, packing and assembly tables,
work benches and in restaurant and sales areas.
Every year, employees take days off work sick with circulatory disorders, foot and leg complaints and back and shoulder muscle tension because they perform mostly standing work 
in areas that have cold, hard floors. The step-elastic work mats from marotech with permanent ergonomic properties are an effective aid here.

Cost-effective work area mat

Feather-light and
extremely long-lasting

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Article no. 125-1813000812

MT "pro active" work area mat

Protector plate with hammer pattern

MT "Comfort" rounded work area mat

MT "Comfort" flat work area mat

1

2

3

4
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Article no. 305-58410208001

Article no. 125-18417500

Article no. 125-18417510
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Thickness Colour Extras Article no.

14 mm Black Oil-resistant 125-876000815

17 mm Red/brown 125-876000814

17 mm Black 125-876000813

Ring rubber mat with click-in system5

Colour Extras Article no.

Red/brown 125-876200814

Red/brown With textured surface 125-876100814

Black 125-876200813

Black With textured surface 125-876100813

Edge profile for ring rubber mat with click-on system6

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

800 x 600 x 23 mm 135-8761000825

1,000 x 750 x 23 mm 135-8761000823

1,200 x 800 x 23 mm 135-8761000827

1,500 x 1,000 x 23 mm 135-8761000821

Entrance mat7

Width Thickness Colour Article no.

1,000 mm 3 mm Grey 305-876111468ROL

1,200 mm 3 mm Grey 305-876212135ROL

1,000 mm 3 mm Black 505-875111468ROL

1,200 mm 3 mm Black 505-875211468ROL

Fine ribbed mat8

• Dimensions (L x W): 900 x 900 mm

• With integrated click-in system for seamless expansion

• For all areas that require ergonomic, wear-resistant mats with a high dirt-trapping capacity 

• Ideal for wet areas or outdoors, as the textured underside allows water to drain away on all sides

• Further reduce risk of tripping by connecting additional click-on angled edges/edge profiles

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 990 x 75 x 17 mm

• Made from elastic vulcanised SBR rubber

• With or without textured surface

• Protects against potential trip hazards

• 23 mm thick, without base

• For home and business doorways, corridors, work platforms, working areas and installations such as ski lifts

• Keeps dirt out

• Water-permeable

• Stays firmly in place, reduces risk of slipping

• Accessories: Integrated brushes in various colours and connection pieces for extending the mat

• Made from vulcanised rubber

• Elastic, anti-slip ribbed structure

• Also available in custom-cut sizes

The ideal solution
for wet areas

The indestructible
floor mat

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Information

Available in a range of standard sizes or custom-cut to size.
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MT flat textured rubber covering1

VF textured rubber covering2

Hammer-embossed mat3

• Fraunhofer test result µ = 0.75 *

• Also suitable for use as a floor covering in vehicle construction *

• Made from vulcanised new rubber (black)

• Long-lasting and versatile

• Fabric finish on underside

• MT flat textured rubber covering 4.5 mm: Highly oil and grease-resistant design

• Made from high-quality vulcanised new rubber with increased wear resistance

• With rounded raised elements, raised element diameter approx. 25 mm, raised element height 1 mm, 
approx. 70° Shore A

• Fabric finish on underside, other designs (flat or with woven underside) on request

• Specific features also available, e.g. anti-static, electrically conductive, oil-resistant or non-flammable

• Made from vulcanised new rubber

• Elastic, anti-slip woven pattern on underside

• Increases safety in working areas such as in front of work benches or machine operating areas

• Suitable for use all over halls and corridors, as a runner for high-traffic areas and floors and in trailers

Tested for
load securing*

Long-lasting and versatile

Can be used either side up

Cost-effective work mat

Thickness Width Raised element diameter Raised element height Colour Article no.

3.0 mm 1,250 mm 22 mm 1 mm Black 305-6210125030

4.0 mm * 1,400 mm 22 mm 1 mm Black 305-620016141

4.5 mm 1,000 mm 22/23.5 mm 2 mm Black 305-6210100045

Thickness Width Colour Article no.

4.0 mm 1,230 mm Grey 305-620012304

4.0 mm 1,230 mm Black 305-620012305

Thickness Width Colour Article no.

8.0 mm 1,650 mm Green 305-5821165009

8.0 mm 1,650 mm Black 305-5821165008

8.0 mm 2,000 mm Black 305-5821200008

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Information

Available in a range of standard sizes or custom-cut to size. Available on a roll or pre-cut to size.
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Article no. 305-620016140

Important information

* MT flat textured rubber covering 4.0 mm: Tested in accordance with VDI guidelines 2700 ff. as a full-area floor covering using wooden Euro pallets and used non-slip 
flooring as friction surfaces (in dry conditions). Non-tested friction surfaces or smaller dimensions may exhibit lower values and should be tested with the original freight.

Please contact us!

Thickness Width Colour Article no.

6.0 mm 1,000 mm Black 305-876110813

6.0 mm 1,200 mm Black 305-876112813

Bar-structure mat4

• Made from vulcanised new rubber, approx. 75° Shore A

• With anti-slip woven pattern on underside

• Suitable for use as a footwell/floor covering in vans, buses, driver cabs in construction machinery and trucks

• Increases safety in working areas such as in front of work benches or machine operating areas

• Prevents cables/hoses etc. on the floor from becoming a tripping hazard and protects them against being 
driven over

Elastic, anti-slip bar 
structure



Work area mats
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Thickness Width Colour Article no.

4.0 mm 1,100 mm Black 305-875511468

4.0 mm 1,200 mm Black 305-875511469

Pyramid mat5

Dimensions Article no.

10,000 x 1,500 x 3 mm 305-875110521ROL

Chequered plate mat6

Dimensions Article no.

10,000 x 1,500 x 3 mm 305-875110621ROL

FOUR chequered plate mat7

• Made from vulcanised new rubber

• Ideal for wet areas and on wooden walkways

• On-roll material: 10,000 x 1,500 x 3 mm

• Made from vulcanised new rubber NR/SBR

• Ideal for use as a permanent anti-slip mat in vehicle construction, in loading areas or in load securing 
applications

• Can be used as a work area mat and floor covering, shelf liner, damping mat under fitness equipment, as a 
covering for work benches or as an anti-slip covering

• Fraunhofer IML Dortmund test result with coefficient of sliding friction µ = 0.70 for load securing

• Also available in custom-cut sizes

• On-roll material: 10,000 x 1,500 x 3 mm

• Made from vulcanised new rubber

• With chequered plate pattern, elastic and anti-slip

• Also available in custom-cut sizes

Elastic, anti-slip
pyramid structure

Elastic, anti-slip
Checker sheet structure

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

10,000 x 1,250 x 6 mm 135-4771250105000

8,000 x 1,250 x 8 mm 135-4771250085000

6,000 x 1,250 x 10 mm 135-4771250065000

MT 510 building protection8

• Designed for simple and rapid fitting

• Water-permeable, rot-free, weather-resistant and can be subjected to maximum load 
immediately after fitting

• Application areas: Underground engineering, terraces, garden and landscaping 
applications and many more.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Information

The newly designed, state-of-the-art marotech MT 510 building protection material is ideal for providing long-term protection against mechanical and weather damage. 
marotech MT 510 building protection material is a rubber product sold off the roll, made from homogeneous polyurethane-bonded rubber granulate. 
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Tested for
Load securing
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Name Diameter Height Thread

Type DP 10-118 mm 10-136 mm M6-M16

Type EP 10-118 mm 10-136 mm M6-M16

Type DP - parabolic (ET) unilateral external thread3

Name Diameter Height Thread

Type AT 10-60 mm 10-60 mm M4-M10

Type AT (ET/ET) tapered, bilateral external thread4

3.1

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Rubber/metal buffers
Rubber/metal buffers are available in a wide variety of shapes, including round, conical, parabolic, tapered and cylindrical, or made to your required dimensions. The standard ma-
terial NR (natural rubber) is available in hardnesses from 40° - 85° Shore A. Other rubber materials  (e.g. CR, EPDM, NBR and others) are available on request.  The steel components 
are galvanised or available in brass, V2A, V4A and other materials on request.

Name Diameter Height Thread

Type EB 50-125 mm 35-93 mm M10-M16

Type EB - round (IT) unilateral internal thread1

Name Diameter Height Thread

Type DK 15-80 mm 12-30 mm M10-M16

Type DK, square 125 mm 45 mm M16

Type EK 15-80 mm 12-30 mm M6-M16

Type EK, square 125 mm 45 mm M16

Type DK - conical (ET) unilateral external thread2

Type EK - conical (IT) unilateral internal thread

Type EP - parabolic (IT) unilateral internal thread

2.1

Information on rubber/metal elements

Machines generate vibration that can negatively affect and damage machines and buildings. Our high-quality rubber/metal elements reduce airborne and structure-borne 
noise. They insulate against machine vibration and protect against noise.

In its Slovenian plant close to the Austrian border, marotech produces an extensive range of products for the storage of vibrating objects. Our standard products can be 
found on our website at www.marotech.de, or we can work with you to develop exactly the product you need before proceeding to series production. Our efficient mould 
construction processes help to keep your costs down throughout the process.
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Rubber/metal buffers
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Name Diameter Height Thread

Type A 6-200 mm 7-75 mm M3-M24

Type A - cylindrical (ET/ET) bilateral external thread5

Name Diameter Height Thread

Type B 6-200 mm 7-75 mm M3-M24

Type B - cylindrical (IT/ET) unilateral internal thread/unilateral external thread6

Name Diameter Height Thread

Type C 6-200 mm 8-100 mm M3-M24

Type C - cylindrical (IT/IT) bilateral internal thread7

Name Diameter Height Thread

Type D 6-200 mm 7-75 mm M3-M24

Type D - cylindrical (ET) unilateral external thread8

Name Diameter Height Thread

Type E 6-200 mm 1-100 mm M3-M26

Type E - cylindrical (IT) unilateral internal thread9

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

More information on-line

www.marotech.de

Contact us for information on special designs

+49 (0)661 862020
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Crane buffers and crane cellular buffers
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With square plate With one threaded bolt With two threaded bolts With one internal thread

With square plate With one threaded bolt With two threaded bolts With one internal thread

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Crane buffers
Rubber material: NR 70° ± 5° Shore A

Special materials and other hardnesses available on request

Metal components: Galvanised steel (square plates from Ø 160 mm primed in black)

Crane cellular buffers
Cellular body material: Cellular polyurethane elastomer, yellow

Bulk density 0.53 g/cm3 (special design: soft - 0.35 g/cm3; hard - 0.65 g/cm3) 

Square plate up to Ø 200 mm in plastic or aluminium, from Ø 250 mm in steel

Information

Other sizes available on request. Special 
designs can be commissioned.
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Seals, moulded components and profiles
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Seals, moulded components and profiles
Can be made in all common rubbers.

Seals

Whether you need individual units for initial prototypes, replacement parts or small or large series 
products, you can choose from over 1,000 different types tailored and produced to your exact require-
ments. We can manufacture your seals using CNC machines, cutting plotters, die cutters, water jet 
cutters or the very latest rubber injection presses. A highlight of our service is the ability to produce 
a one-off piece using a cost-effective CNC process based on your original component or drawing. We 
can manufacture seals and moulded components in all common rubbers and plastics.

Moulded components

We produce rubber moulded components based on the precise requirements of our cus-
tomers. Whether it's cases for beverage containers, stair coverings to reduce impact noise, 
or components for the automotive industry — the flexibility of the material and our various 
production options
mean that you get a product that is precisely tailored to your needs. Every single moulded 
part that leaves our production line will have been produced to your exact requirements.

We work closely with our customers during the technical development phase and when com-
mencing series production of new products. This approach ensures that the moulded parts 
leaving our plant are an exact match with our customers' requirements.

Profiles

On our website at www.marotech.de, you can browse a large selection of over 1,000 
profiles in a wide range of categories, as well as special profiles made from PVC and 
common rubbers such as CR, EPDM, NBR, NR, SBR and many others. If you don't find what 
you're looking for in our extensive range, we are happy to produce special series and 
one-off pieces to your exact requirements.

Rubber/metal bars

Our in-house production facilities enable us to produce a wide range of different designs. Thanks 
to our countless size options of up to 2,000 mm in length, and a choice of metals and elastomer 
Shore hardnesses, our products open up a diverse range of potential construction applications.

Please state all dimensions with a type reference, diameter, height and thread measurement or 
use our request form, which can be found with the products on our website.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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marotech load securing systems are a reliable partner in vehicle construction, craft, 

trade, industrial, municipal and logistics applications. We are happy to assist you 

with any questions on load securing solutions, even providing specific information 

tailored to your situation.   

Load securing: Here are the conditions created to secure your goods through individ-

ual solutions against all types of transport damage. We'll show you all the options at 

your disposal to ensure that your goods are effectively protected against all trans-

port stresses. In addition, your goods must be safe for transport, i.e. all hazards to 

people and the environment must be excluded during transport. Our knowledge and 

products give you these securities.     

Retaining value through knowledge: We can help to ensure that your employees 

possess the skills and knowledge they need to introduce and apply value retention 

measures. Our training courses provide you with the knowledge you need to achieve 

optimum conservation of value in practical seminars.

Load securing



Anti-slip mats

Anti-slip mats / -pads / -rollers /
On-roll material / Floor covering
Anti-slip material available in standard sizes and cut to required dimensions.

• Anti-slip mats with optimum co-efficient of friction for multiple uses

• Compressive strength: approx. 3.00 N/mm2* (equivalent to 300 t/m2), co-efficient of 
friction: μ = 0.80*

• We can produce mats to the exact dimensions you require from our on-roll materi-
al, to widths of up to 1,600 mm

Thickness Width Article no.

3 mm 1,250 mm 245-530125003

3 mm 1,600 mm 245-530160003

4 mm 1,600 mm 245-070160004

5 mm 1,250 mm 245-310125005

5 mm 1,600 mm 245-310160005

6 mm 1,250 mm 305-851613704

6 mm 1,500 mm 305-851613702

8 mm 800 mm 245-190160008

8 mm 1,200 mm 245-200120008

8 mm 1,250 mm 245-200125008

8 mm 1,600 mm 245-200160008

10 mm 1,250 mm 245-160125010

10 mm 1,500 mm 305-851013702

MT "Premium" anti-slip floor covering1

• Available in thicknesses of 3, 6 and 8 mm

• Does not leave black marks on the loaded goods

• Compressive strength: approx. 3.00 N/mm2* (equivalent to 300 t/m2), co-efficient of 
friction: μ = 0.80*

• We can produce mats to the exact dimensions you require from our on-roll materi-
al, to widths of up to 1,600 mm

Thickness Width Article no.

3 mm 1,600 mm 245-530160003 coloured

6 mm 1,600 mm 245-265160006 coloured

8 mm 1,600 mm 245-200160008 coloured

MT 2000 coloured anti-slip floor covering2

Important information

Suitable for multiple uses

Best result in winter test

Based on the requirements of VDI guideline 2700 ff, sheet 15, anti-slip mats with voids may only be compressed up to 30% of their material thickness. You'll be well within 
the safety margin with marotech anti-slip mats. The compressive strength of our standard material is exceptionally high, at approx. 3.00 N/mm2 (equivalent to 300 t/
m2). Our "MT Premium" option boasts a compressive strength almost three times greater than that of cheaper alternative anti-slip mats. This is a particularly important 
consideration when loading heavy goods. Further benefits of the high binding agent content in our products include a significantly extended service life and a high safety 
reserve in extreme driving situations.

Our anti-slip mats and coverings work by increasing the co-efficient of friction, providing a cost-effective solution to prevent damage and injury to persons and goods. They are 
manufactured in line with the latest scientific developments and practical experience to deliver optimum co-efficient of friction and adhesion values. Depending on the application, 
pressure, material thickness, material dimensions and friction surfaces, our products achieve a co-efficient of friction between μ=0.70* and μ=0.90*. Furthermore, thanks to the high 
proportion of binding agents used, our anti-slip mats boast a high safety margin.

Tested at temperatures down to -22°C

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Anti-slip mats

Dimensions (L x W x H) Co-efficient of friction μ= Article no.

5,000 x 125 x 4 mm 0.70* 205-13702266

5,000 x 250 x 4 mm 0.70* 205-13702268

5,000 x 125 x 8 mm 0.80* 205-13702246

5,000 x 250 x 8 mm 0.80* 205-13702241

5,000 x 500 x 8 mm 0.80* 205-13702247

13,600 x 150 x 3 mm 0.80* 205-13702242

20,000 x 100 x 3 mm 0.70* 205-13702248

20,000 x 150 x 3 mm 0.70* 205-13702243

MT "Premium" anti-slip on roll material3

• Compressive strength: approx. 3.00 N/mm2* (equivalent to 300 t/m2)

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate

• For machines, pallets and other heavy goods

• Also suitable for heavy loads and uneven vehicle surfaces

Important information

* = Tested in accordance with VDI guidelines 2700 ff wooden Euro pallets and used non-slip flooring as friction surfaces (in dry conditions). Depending on the quality, 
we have further test certificates with the friction partners box pallet or paper roll / used screen printing floor. Non-tested friction surfaces or smaller dimensions may 
exhibit lower values and should be tested with the original freight. If in doubt, the lowest measured value (minimum value) for a test series should be assumed. Under no 
circumstances should a calculated co-efficient of friction of μ > 0.60 be used. Please contact us!

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Dimensions 
(L x W x H)

Packaging units Co-efficient of friction μ= Article no.

100 x 100 x 8 mm 200 pcs 0.70* 205-13702258500

180 x 125 x 8 mm 100 pcs 0.77* 205-13702254100

200 x 100 x 8 mm 100 pcs 0.77* 205-13702253100

200 x 200 x 8 mm 50 pcs 0.77* 205-1370225550

240 x 80 x 5 mm 150 pcs 0.70* 205-13702240100

250 x 125 x 8 mm 100 pcs 0.77* 205-13725012508

300 x 200 x 8 mm 30 pcs 0.77* 205-1373002000830

MT "Premium" anti-slip pad4

• Compressive strength: approx. 3.00 N/mm2* (equivalent to 300 t/m2)

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate

• Ideal for use as an intermediate layer

Dimensions (L x W x H) Co-efficient of friction μ= Article no.

1,200 x 800 x 3 mm 0.80* 205-13702245

1,200 x 800 x 5 mm 0.80* 205-58413235

1,200 x 800 x 8 mm 0.80* 205-137120080008

MT "Premium" anti-slip mat, 1,200 x 800 mm 5

• Compressive strength: approx. 3.00 N/mm2* (equivalent to 300 t/m2)

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate

• Full-area covering and intermediate layer for pallets and other heavy goods



Anti-slip mats

Important information

* = Tested in accordance with VDI guidelines 2700 ff wooden Euro pallets and used non-slip flooring as friction surfaces (in dry conditions). Depending on the quality, 
we have further test certificates with the friction partners box pallet or paper roll / used screen printing floor. Non-tested friction surfaces or smaller dimensions may 
exhibit lower values and should be tested with the original freight. If in doubt, the lowest measured value (minimum value) for a test series should be assumed. Under no 
circumstances should a calculated co-efficient of friction of μ > 0.60 be used. Please contact us!

Dimensions 
(L x W x H)

Packaging units Co-efficient of friction μ= Article no.

100 x 100 x 8 mm 200 pcs 0.70* 205-13702260200

200 x 100 x 8 mm 100 pcs 0.70* 205-13720010008100

300 x 200 x 8 mm 30 pcs 0.70* 205-13730020008302

MT "Classic" anti-slip pad 3

Dimensions (L x W x H) Co-efficient of friction μ= Article no.

5,000 x 125 x 8 mm 0.70* 205-13702254

5,000 x 250 x 8 mm 0.70* 205-13702249

MT "Premium" anti-slip on roll material 2

• Compressive strength: approx. 2.50 N/mm2* (equivalent to 250 t/m2)

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate

• Suitable for medium-weight pallets and uneven vehicle surfaces

• Compressive strength: approx. 2.50 N/mm2* (equivalent to 250 t/m2)

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate

• Ideal for use as an intermediate layer

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Dimensions (L x W x H) Co-efficient of friction μ= Article no.

10,000 x 1,250 x 6 mm 0.80* 305-851613704

10,000 x 1,250 x 8 mm 0.80* 205-1371000012508

MT "Premium" anti-slip mat, 10,000 x 1,250 mm1

• Compressive strength: approx. 3.00 N/mm2* (equivalent to 300 t/m2)

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate

• Full-area covering and intermediate layer for pallets and other heavy goods



Anti-slip mats

• 600 mm wide on-roll material

• 10 mm thick, hole ø: 10 mm, hole distance: 50 mm

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate

• Ideal covering for wet areas or open mesh flooring, as elastic and water-permeable

• We can produce mats to the exact dimensions you require from our on-roll material with 
a width of 600 mm

Thickness Width Article no.

10 mm 600 mm 505-832900718

MT "Premium" perforated anti-slip mat4

Regulations

According to VDI guideline 2700 ff., slip-resistant materials must be tested by independent institutes. marotech provides these tests with comprehensive test certificates 
so that you as the user can present them to the police and FOPH during inspections.

• Compressive strength: approx. 7.50 N/
mm2* (equivalent to 750 t/m2), co-effi-
cient of friction tested on used  
non-slip flooring with anti-slip pads  
200 x 100 x 10 mm: Wooden Euro pallets  
μ = 0.80*, mesh transport boxes μ = 
0.75*

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate

• particularly highly compressed

• Long life, developed especially for 
heavy-duty transport applications

• Dimensions (L x W x H):   
1,200 x 800 x 13 (± 1) mm

• With 3 mm thick wear protection 
layer and bonded rubber granulate 
underside

• Compressive strength: approx. 15.00 
N/mm2* (equivalent to 1,500 t/m2), 
co-efficient of friction: Dependent on 
application and pressure load, μ = 0.70 
to 0.90*

• Long life, developed especially for 
heavy-duty transport applications

• Combination of excellent adhesion and 
high load bearing capacity

• On-roll material, 10,000 x 1,400 x 4 mm

• Raised element ø: approx. 22 mm, 
raised element height: approx. 1 mm

• Tested as an anti-slip covering with a 
co-efficient of friction of μ = 0.75 1

• Made from vulcanised new rubber,  70° 
± 5° Shore A

• Long-lasting and versatile

• Dimensions (W x H): 1,550 x 1.5 (± 0.3) 
mm

• With latex coating and exceptional 
co-efficient of friction values

• Leaves no coloured marks on your 
goods (non-staining)

• Ideal for use in applications requiring 
a high co-efficient of friction (μ = 2.75 
in lab test, values must be tested on 
original goods) and low weight (e.g. 
planes, hazardous goods transport)

Important information

* = Tested in accordance with VDI guidelines 2700 ff wooden Euro pallets and used non-slip flooring as friction surfaces (in dry conditions). Depending on the quality, 
we have further test certificates with the friction partners box pallet or paper roll / used screen printing floor. Non-tested friction surfaces or smaller dimensions may 
exhibit lower values and should be tested with the original freight. If in doubt, the lowest measured value (minimum value) for a test series should be assumed. Under no 
circumstances should a calculated co-efficient of friction of μ > 0.60 be used. Please contact us!

1 = Tested in accordance with VDI guidelines 2700 ff. as a full-area floor covering using wooden Euro pallets and used non-slip flooring as friction surfaces (in dry condi-
tions). Non-tested friction surfaces or smaller dimensions may exhibit lower values and should be tested with the original freight. Please contact us!

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Article no. 305-620016141

5 Textured rubber covering
MT flat textured mat, black

6 Anti-slip mat
Heavy duty V1000

7 Anti-slip mat
MT Supergrip

8 Anti-slip mat
MT Flex, grey

Article no. 205-86116120011

Dimensions (L x W x H): 1,200 x 800 x 10 mm

Dimensions (L x W x H): 200 x 100 x 10 mm



Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

2,500 x 1,250 x 1 mm 205-277001

2,500 x 1,250 x 2 mm 205-277002

MT "Secure" anti-slip coating
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Important information

Dekra-tested quality according to VDI 2700, sheet 14 and slip resistance tested according to DIN 51130. Sliding friction coefficient even in the wet conditions of μ = 0.60

Benefits of the MT "Secure" 
anti-slip covering:

• self-adhesive polyurethane anti-slip coating with slightly structured surface

• Suitable for vans with open loading area or open trailers. But also a relocation in the 
van, delivery / distribution vehicle

• suitable for vehicle floors from vans to trucks

• high wear resistance, cost-effective and durable

• enormous time savings during installation, easy and quick to install, transport vehi-
cles are immediately ready for use again.

• resistant to de-icing salts, diesel and automotive oils

• high wear resistance, cost-effective and durable

• suitable for permanent anti-slip mat replacement

• no more complex installation of conventional anti-slip mats

• high coefficients of sliding friction with the friction partners box pallet cage (μ 0.80) 
and wooden pallets (μ = 0.90), dry and broom-clean

MT "Secure" anti-slip mat1

 Long durability, polyurethane

 Short loading times mean cost savings

 Replaces costly anti-slip floor coatings with longer downtime of the transport vehicles.

 Can be cut to size over large areas or before installation and easily glued to truck wooden   
           floors, phenolic resin screen printing plates, steel or aluminium floors.

 Low wear with high slip resistance

 Suitable as a permanent RHM replacement

 Despite the high coefficients of sliding friction, the rolling resistance of a lift truck or   
 forklift truck on MT "Secure" is no higher than on a screen-printed floor.

€ Tested by Dekra &
3G Competence Centre

Cost reduction through 
Fewer tension belts

Less complications
during traffic checks

33
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Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

2,500 x 1,250 x 2 mm 205-277003

2,500 x 1,250 x 3 mm 205-277004

MT "Secure" anti-slip coating
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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• self-adhesive polyurethane anti-slip coating with granulate surface

• Suitable for vans with open loading area or open trailers. But also a relocation in the 
van, delivery / distribution vehicle

• The newly developed hard grain surface is also suitable for use in vans with an open 
loading area or open trailers.

• high wear resistance, cost-effective and durable

• enormous time savings during installation, easy and quick to install, transport vehi-
cles are immediately ready for use again.

• suitable for permanent anti-slip mat replacement

• no more complex installation of conventional anti-slip mats

• high coefficients of sliding friction with the friction partners box pallet cage (μ 0.80) 
and wooden pallets (μ = 0.90), dry and broom-clean

MT "Secure OP" anti-slip mat3

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

2,500 x 1,250 x 2 mm 205-277005

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

2,500 x 1,250 x 3 mm 205-277006

• self-adhesive polyurethane anti-slip coating with LaSi-Alu composite panel and slightly 
structured surface

• The perfect load securing floor as initial equipment for the renovation of existing load 
floors. Suitable for small vans, delivery/distribution vehicles, truck floors and closed 
small trailers.

• resistant to de-icing salts, diesel and automotive oils

• suitable for permanent anti-slip mat replacement

• no more complex installation of conventional anti-slip mats

• high coefficients of sliding friction with the friction partners box pallet cage (μ 0.80) 
and wooden pallets (μ = 0.90), dry and broom-clean

• self-adhesive polyurethane anti-slip coating with LaSi-Alu composite panel and hard-
grain surface

• The perfect load securing floor as initial equipment for the renovation of existing load 
floors. Suitable for small vans, delivery/distribution vehicles, truck floors and closed 
small trailers.

• The newly developed hard grain surface is also suitable for use in vans with an open 
loading area or open trailer.

• resistant to de-icing salts, diesel and automotive oils

• suitable for permanent anti-slip mat replacement

• no more complex installation of conventional anti-slip mats

• high coefficients of sliding friction with the friction partners box pallet cage (μ 0.80) 
and wooden pallets (μ = 0.90), dry and broom-clean

MT "Secure Plus" anti-slip mats

MT "Secure OP Plus" anti-slip mats

2

4

34Image may differ. Standard colour: black



Anti-slip mats

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

1,200 x 800 x 24 mm 205-85100120016

MT ConsMa anti-slip mat for tracked vehicles such as construction 
vehicles and tanks

2

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

10,000 x 1,500 x 3 mm 305-875110521ROL

Chequered plate mat, black1

• Tested as an anti-slip covering with a co-efficient of friction of μ = 0.70*, Fraunhofer test result

• Elastic, anti-slip chequered plate structure

• Made from vulcanised new rubber, 70° ± 5° Shore A

• Ideal for use as a permanent anti-slip mat in vehicle construction, in loading areas or in load 
securing applications

• Dimensions (L x W x H): approx. 1,200 x 800 x 24 mm

• Compressive strength: approx. 7.50 N/mm2* (equivalent to 750 t/m2)

• In accordance with the requirements of VDI guideline 2700 ff., tested as a floor covering with used 
excavator chain links only, co-efficient of friction values* as follows:

• DRY in running direction of chain: μ = 0.64

• DRY across running direction of chain: μ = 0.62

• WET in running direction of chain: μ = 0.51

• WET across running direction of chain: μ = 0.40

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate

• Long life, developed especially for tracked and construction vehicles

• In continuous testing with construction machines up to 85 t in weight, the product required 
replacement after three years

• Combination of excellent adhesion and high load bearing capacity

• Efficient solution for all areas of production, storage and logistics that require space to be used 
effectively, and where weight and time are of the essence

• 1.3 mm thick: ideal as a lining for drawers, shelves, paternoster lifts and storage sections in large 
shelving units

• Co-efficient of friction μ = 0.60

• Free from cadmium, lead and other heavy metals (can be disposed of with normal domestic waste)

• Easy to cut to size using scissors or a knife

• Protects fragile products against slipping

• Can be used as an anti-slip intermediate layer for glass, wood, aluminium and plastic sheets

• Saves weight in aviation/automotive applications

• Please note that this product is subject to potential plasticiser migration.

Width Length Article no.

400 mm 10.0 metres 205-110467015

500 mm 10.0 metres 205-110467016

600 mm 10.0 metres 205-110467017

800 mm 10.0 metres 205-110467020

1,000 mm 10.0 metres 205-110467018

1,200 mm 10.0 metres 205-110467014

1,800 mm 10.0 metres 205-110467019

2,400 mm 10.0 metres 205-110467021

Mesh anti-slip mat3

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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L: 1.200 mm B: 800 mm

H: 2
4 m

m

Image may differ. 



Black-Cat on-roll material4

Black-Cat anti-slip mats

Roll width Article no.

1,000 mm 205-110467011

1,200 mm 205-110467012

1,500 mm 205-110467038

2,400 mm 205-110467013

Black-Cat standard sizes5

Article name Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

Black-Cat, octagon 150 x 150 x 3.8 mm 205-110467028

Black-Cat Handy-Mate 250 x 200 x 3.8 mm 205-110467026

Black-Cat Uni-Car-Mate 600 x 450 x 3.8 mm 205-110467023

Black-Cat Work-Mate 1,200 x 600 x 3.8 mm 205-110467025

Black-Cat Car-Mate 1,200 x 800 x 3.8 mm 205-110467022

Black-Cat Mini-Mate 1,800 x 300 x 3.8 mm 205-110467024

Black-Cat Midi-Mate 1,800 x 450 x 3.8 mm 205-110467027

Black-Cat 10,000 mm rolls6

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

10,000 x 60 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-1

10,000 x 100 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-2

10,000 x 120 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-3

10,000 x 150 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-4

10,000 x 200 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-5

10,000 x 250 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-6

10,000 x 300 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-7

10,000 x 350 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-8

10,000 x 400 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-9

10,000 x 430 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-10

10,000 x 450 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-11

10,000 x 500 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-12

10,000 x 600 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-13

10,000 x 650 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-14

10,000 x 700 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-15

10,000 x 750 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-25

10,000 x 800 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-16

10,000 x 900 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-17

10,000 x 1,000 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-18

10,000 x 1,200 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-19

10,000 x 1,500 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-20

10,000 x 1,800 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-21

10,000 x 2,000 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-22

10,000 x 2,200 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-23

10,000 x 2,400 x 3.8 mm 205-110467000-24

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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• 3.8 (± 0.3 mm) thick, weight approx. 600 g/m2

• Made from flexible, high-quality, anti-slip material (PES carrier fabric and 
PVC soft foam coating), which sticks to smooth surfaces without the need for 
adhesive or any other positioning system

• Washable (delicate wash) and tear-resistant

• For craft, workshop, production, industry and hobby applications, and for 
securing loads in cars/vans

• Adheres on both sides at angles of up to 60°

• High co-efficient of friction of µ = 0.70 to 1.00* depending on the friction 
surface and surface pressure

• Free from formaldehyde and poisonous heavy metals such as lead and cadmi-
um, free from silicon

• Can also be supplied with one adhesive side only

• Available in various standard sizes

• Please note that this product is subject to potential plasticiser migration.

Black-Cat

High-strength Black-Cat anti-slip safety mats are the answer to all your problems in 
any sector. Whether you need an anti-slip covering to secure your load in a car or 
small van or a safety mat for use in the household or workshop. When used as a useful
anti-slip device on the dashboard in the vehicle, it should be noted that in
summer temperatures up to +100 ° C can occur. It may happen that plas-
ticizer components evaporate from the foam layer and collect as conden-
sate on the windows and dashboard. Plasticizer-containing plastics should 
therefore only be used for a short time. In any case, Black-Cat and the
substrate should be cleaned from time to time with water or soapsuds (up to +60 ° C)
and then dried. This care ensures that the anti-slip function of Black-Cat is fully restored.
Please note that this product is subject to potential plasticiser migration.
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Black-Cat anti-slip mats

Black-Cat Panther on-roll material1

Roll width Article no.

1,200 mm 205-110467163

1,600 mm 205-110467161

Black-Cat Panther standard sizes2

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

150 x 150 x 4.5 mm, octagon 205-11467102

200 x 120 x 4.5 mm 205-110467108

240 x 200 x 4.5 mm 205-110467118

800 x 600 x 4.5 mm 205-110467105

1,200 x 800 x 4.5 mm 205-110467103

1,250 x 120 x 4.5 mm 205-110467120

2,450 x 120 x 4.5 mm 205-110467121

Black-Cat Panther

High quality, tear-resistant anti-slip mats to secure loads during heavy duty trans-
port, for use as an anti-slip mat and floor covering in small vans and as a safety mat 
and floor covering in the household or workplace. Black-Cat Panther can be wiped 
clean with water or solvent-free cleaning agents, or steam-cleaned. If used for long 
periods on products that contain plasticisers, an ionic reaction may occur that will 
leave a residue on the surface. Always clean the Black-Cat mat and surface.

Black-Cat Panther rolls

Black-Cat Panther rolls one-sided self-adhering

3

4

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

4,000 x 120 x 4.5 mm 205-110467104

4,000 x 200 x 4.5 mm 205-110467106

4,000 x 300 x 4.5 mm 205-110467119

4,000 x 400 x 4.5 mm 205-110467164

4,000 x 600 x 4.5 mm 205-110467101

4,000 x 800 x 4.5 mm 205-110467109

4,000 x 1,000 x 4.5 mm 205-110467111

4,000 x 1,200 x 4.5 mm 205-110467113

4,000 x 1,600 x 4.5 mm 205-110467114

8,000 x 200 x 4.5 mm 205-110467117

8,000 x 1,000 x 4.5 mm 205-110467116

8,000 x 1,200 x 4.5 mm 205-110467110

8,000 x 1,600 x 4.5 mm 205-110467115

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

4,000 x 120 x 4.5 mm 205-110467104-SK

4,000 x 200 x 4.5 mm 205-110467106-SK

4,000 x 300 x 4.5 mm 205-110467119-SK

4,000 x 600 x 4.5 mm 205-110467101-SK

4,000 x 800 x 4.5 mm 205-110467109-SK

4,000 x 1,200 x 4.5 mm 205-110467113-SK

13,800 x 120 x 4.5 mm 205-110467112-SK

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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• 4.5 (± 0.4 mm) thick, weight: approx. 2.5 kg/m2

• Made from flexible, high-quality, anti-slip material (PES carrier fabric and 
PVC soft foam coating), which sticks to smooth surfaces without the need for 
adhesive or any other positioning system

• For securing loads or use as a floor covering in small vans, freight shipping or 
in the workplace

• High co-efficient of friction of µ = 0.70 to 1.49* depending on the friction 
surface and surface pressure

• Extensively tested and certified with loads of up to 82.5 t/m2. Can be used 
hundreds of times — without noticeable wear!

• Temperature resistance of approx. -40°C to +120°C, melting temperature of 
approx. +250°C, self-ignition temperature approx. +350°C, excellent resistance 
to acids, lyes, oil, petrol and diesel

• Highly stable, can be driven over by forklift trucks

• Easy to clean thanks to sealed surface

• Free from formaldehyde and poisonous heavy metals such as lead and cadmi-
um, free from silicon

• Very good biological resistance

• Can also be supplied with one adhesive side only

• Available in a range of standard sizes or custom-cut to size

• Please note that this product is subject to potential plasticiser migration.
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Anti-slip mat Black-Cat & anti-slip paper

Black-Cat Tiger

• Manufactured in a multi-layered structure with a newly developed carrier layer inside

• Can be used multiple times after being cleaned and dried

• Can be hot steam-cleaned at temperatures of up to +60 °C

• High compressive strength of up to 500 t/m2

• Co-efficient of friction µ = 0.60

• Certified in accordance with the latest VDI guidelines (VDI 2700)

• High co-efficient of friction of anti-slip mats tested in a practical test (1,000 kg) using 
wooden Euro pallets and new non-slip flooring (dry and swept clean) as friction surfac-
es by Fraunhofer IML in Dortmund:

• Unprecedented tensile strength at break according to Fraunhofer IML in Dortmund:

• Measurement with 3 mm thickness: Average value 874 N

• Measurement with 6 mm thickness: Average value 1,587 N

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

240 x 200 x 3 mm 205-110467418

4,000 x 60 x 3 mm 205-110467401

8,000 x 60 x 3 mm 205-110467402

4,000 x 80 x 3 mm 205-110467403

8,000 x 80 x 3 mm 205-110467404

4,000 x 120 x 3 mm 205-110467405

8,000 x 120 x 3 mm 205-110467406

13,800 x 120 x 3 mm 205-110467407

4,000 x 200 x 3 mm 205-110467408

8,000 x 200 x 3 mm 205-110467409

13,800 x 200 x 3 mm 205-110467410

4,000 x 400 x 3 mm 205-110467411

8,000 x 400 x 3 mm 205-110467412

4,000 x 700 x 3 mm 205-110467413

8,000 x 700 x 3 mm 205-110467414

4,000 x 1,000 x 3 mm 205-110467415

8,000 x 1,000 x 3 mm 205-110467416

3,000 x 1,400 x 3 mm 205-110467417

6,000 x 1,400 x 3 mm 205-110467418

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

240 x 200 x 6 mm 205-110467517

750 x 550 x 6 mm 205-110467518

4,000 x 120 x 6 mm 205-110467505

8,000 x 120 x 6 mm 205-110467506

13,800 x 120 x 6 mm 205-110467507

4,000 x 200 x 6 mm 205-110467508

8,000 x 200 x 6 mm 205-110467509

13,800 x 200 x 6 mm 205-110467510

4,000 x 400 x 6 mm 205-110467511

8,000 x 400 x 6 mm 205-110467512

4,000 x 700 x 6 mm 205-110467513

8,000 x 700 x 6 mm 205-110467514

4,000 x 1,000 x 6 mm 205-110467515

3,000 x 1,400 x 6 mm 205-110467516

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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The highly tear-resistant anti-slip mat made from special new rubber. With this mat, even 
the most challenging transport tasks, such as the transport of heavy duty track vehicles, 
wind turbines and gigantic steel, aluminium or stainless steel parts — can be overcome 
with ease. The newly developed anti-slip mat Black-Cat Tiger anti-slip mat tackles tricky 
transport problems with weights of up to 500 t/m2. 

Anti-slip paper

Dimensions (L x W) Basis weight (g/m2) Article no.

1,170 x 770 mm 110 206-036001

1,170 x 770 mm 166 206-036003

1,170 x 970 mm 110 206-036002

1,170 x 970 mm 166 206-036004

• made of recycled paper, coated on both sides with a water-repellent anti-slip coating

• suitable as an intermediate layer to prevent goods from moving or slipping during 
transport

• 100 % recyclable

Anti-slip paper1



Sustainable and cost-effective - Three years of research and development - Protein technology creates anti-slip effect - Biodegradable - Certi-
fied by multiple leading institutions - Available in various sizes - Can be printed. The powerful combination of corrugated cardboard and protein 
technology is an innovation that is opening new doors in the field of anti-slip materials and packaging solutions. DEKRA, Fraunhofer IML and the 
TUL-LOG Technology Centre in Dresden have already tested and certified the biological anti-slip mats with a range of friction surfaces and weights 
of up to 2,750 kilogrammes. Tests have also been carried out in a refrigerated trailer at temperatures down to -20°C. The new biological anti-slip 
mats are suitable for use as a base layer between the loading surface and pallet, or as an intermediate layer, for example underneath BigBags, 
boxes or Octabins.

Loads such as sacks or loose goods, for example BigBags as a flexible packaging solution (soft packaging), are difficult to secure within the goods 
transport chain. It is therefore essential to implement adequate load securing solutions and prevent damage to the loaded goods. 

A full-area covering of BIO anti-slip mats between the wooden Euro pallets and the goods is the first requirement for safe transport. As the mats 
are not water-permeable, they also serve to protect the goods against water spray when using older vehicles to keep transport costs down.

Our BIO anti-slip mat supports your sustainability management!

biodegradable anti-slip mat

biodegradable anti-slip mat

Name Specification Figures, dates, facts

Carrier Corrugated cardboard 1.0 to 5.0 mm

Coating (both sides) Protein technology (biological coating) Various coating thicknesses are available depending on the 
application

Surface Unpatterned, smooth application Standard corrugated cardboard surface

Colour/pattern of coating Colourless or printed as required by customer Any design

Moisture/water-resistance of coating Coating resistant in the medium to long term,
cardboard not resistant

Formula selected based on specification and application

Colour loss No colour loss Colourless

Chemical resistance of coating Properties comparable to those of rubber products 
(can be tested based on specific customer require-
ments if needed)

Wide-ranging chemical resistance (water, acids, lyes, 
aliphatic hydrocarbon compounds)

Odour No odour No transfer of odour

Shelf life/storage life of coating At least 12 months at room temperature
(if not permanently exposed to sun)

Not affected by frost, thermally stable
from -25°C to +100 °C

Information

Alongside its sustainability and environmental benefits, this new innovation comes with the additional advantage of being a low-cost solution.
The BIO anti-slip mat has been tested to VDI 2700 ff. and the latest DIN EN 12195-1 standard.

The BIO anti-slip mat is suitable for approval for use as a load securing solution for food loading units. Please contact us!

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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GO GREEN — SAVE OUR PLANET

Biological Recyclable
Biodegradable
Material cycle

New Biomaterials 
technologies



Made from sustainable raw materials

Biodegradable

Can be printed individually

Easy disposal

Cost-saving

Can be manufactured to any size

Tested with various friction surfaces and weights

Tested as a base layer and intermediate layer

Tested at minus temperatures in a refrigerated trailer

Calculation-relevant sliding friction coefficients according to test certificate TUL-LOG 
GmbH Dresden:

biodegradable anti-slip mat

Test certificate for 
biodegradable anti-slip mat

biodegradable anti-slip mat
www.marotech.de

Benefits of the anti-slip mat BIOlogical:

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Friction combination: EURO-wood pallet (used) -  screen-printed floor (used)
Test weight: 860 kg, test temperature: 21 °C
Humidity: 56 %, condition: dry, μD = 0.7

Friction combination: EURO-wood pallet (used) - aluminium surface, smooth
Test weight: 1132 kg, test temperature: 22 °C
Humidity: 34%, condition: dry, μD = 0.66

Friction combination: EURO-wood pallet (used) - aluminium loading area, ribbed structure
Test weight: 416 kg, test temperature in trailer: minus 21 °C
Humidity: 35%, condition: dry, μD = 0.65

The test was carried out with two anti-slip strips 800x150x3.9 mm each. Further tests were carried out by DEKRA and Fraunhofer IML.

Information

These values only apply to the above-mentioned quality and friction partners! Depending on the friction partner, sliding friction coefficients of μD = 0.90 are achieved. 
Friction coefficients determined on the basis of guideline VDI 2700, sheet 14, at a safety margin of 5 % of the measured values. We would be happy to check your 
friction partners with full-surface underlay, where higher coefficients of friction are to be expected.

Dimensions (L x W) Article no.

1,200 x 800 mm 206-3841000

1,200 x 150 mm 206-38120015039

800 x 150 mm 206-3880015039

BIO Anti-Slip Mat "E-B-Wave"1

Other sizes available on request

Dimensions (L x W) Article no.

1,200 x 800 mm 206-3843000

800 x 150 mm 206-3880015030

BIO anti-slip mat "E-E-Welle"2

Other sizes available on request

Dimensions (L x W) Article no.

1,200 x 800 mm 206-3842000

1,000 x 1,000 mm 206-381000100025

950 x 950 mm 206-95095025

Dimensions (L x W) Article no.

1,200 x 800 mm 206-3844000

BIO Anti-Slip Mat "B-Wave"

BIO Anti-Slip Mat "E-Wave"

3

4

Other sizes available on request

Other sizes available on request



Anti-slip joists

• Available in sizes up to 2,500 x 300 x 150 mm

• Ideal for heavy duty loads such as steel transport, surface loading up to 1,250 t/m2

• High load bearing capacity and very long service life

• Also available in light colours (non-staining)

• High-quality special rubber, black, UV-resistant with increased wear resistance for 
a long service life in open loading areas

• Also available in non-staining and oil-resistant designs.

• funded by Federal Ministry of Economics and Energy

Vulcanised anti-slip joist with steel core (µ = 0.75)1
High load bearing capacity

Very long service life

Information on service life and reduced loading times

Working in close partnership with a selected group of users, we monitored the 
introduction of this new anti-slip joists. Even after three years of use, with the 
joists subjected to the most challenging heavy steel loads, no wear was ob-
served. Statistical data was collected on steel loading processes. This data in-
dicated that loading times were reduced by 12%. A time saving of 1,104 hours 
per year, based on 20 loading processes a day, each with an average duration 
of two hours, 230 days a year.

Fraunhofer life test to determine the co-efficient of friction. 
The test used load weights of 776 kg and 1,440 kg.

Results dependent on the loading surface of the U-shaped 
steel support: 

• Lowest measured value: µ = 0.73

• Highest measured value: µ = 1.30

• Co-efficient of friction for calculations µ ≥ 0.75 for the 
test certificate

We can also supply the main supports with any of the types of vulcanised 

rubber listed here. Please indicate your required thickness and dimensions.

A co-efficient of friction of µ = 0.60 can generally be assumed for calculation 

purposes. We hold test certificates from the Fraunhofer Institute IML indicating 

higher values for some rubber coverings.

You can select from a number of different types of rubber:

• EPDM rubber (UV-resistant)

• NBR rubber (largely oil-resistant)

• NR rubber (low-wear rubber made from natural rubber)

• SBR rubber (tyre rubber)

A 42 t load

When even solid wood has succumbed to the weight…  
the rubber anti-slip joist from marotech holds firm.

In the test with IPE 120, the total weight of approx. 42,155 kg 
was distributed across six supports with a flange thickness of 
6.30 mm resting on the anti-slip joist.

A 42 t load

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

1,275 x 120 x 100 mm 205-1371000

2,400 x 120 x 100 mm 205-1372400120100

2,500 x 100 x 100 mm 205-1372500100100

2,500 x 120 x 100 mm 205-1372500120100

Other sizes available on request



Safety mats

• 1,200 x 800 x 6 mm, full 20 mm high and 8 mm thick edge

• Tested as an anti-slip covering with a co-efficient of friction of μ = 0.60 as an intermedi-
ate layer between a mesh transport box and used non-slip flooring

• Can be used either side up, reinforced on all four corners, provides optimum protection 
during loading

• Standard quality for normal use; also available in special designs on request, e.g. 
resistant to lyes, acids, other chemicals, oil-resistant or for special applications in the 
food industry

• Available in various rubbers depending on the application

Safety mat, black2

Suitable for use as a Euro pallet cover (anti-slip covering)

• The cover is placed over the pallet — a clever tool for transporting valuable machinery 
or other loads

• Vibration and shocks are absorbed and the optimum co-efficient of friction ofμ = 0.60* 
effectively prevents slipping

• Long-lasting anti-slip covering for challenging loads

• Ideal for freight companies or in internal industrial logistics applications

As a tray cover for Euro pallets (hazardous substances tray)

• If the mat is reversed and placed on top of the pallet as a tray, it also acts as a drip tray: 
Drums, containers, machines, oily gearboxes and engines can be safely transported 
(strapped) without posing a risk to the environment

• Proven environmental protection — ideal for fire brigades, internal company logistics 
and workshops

Special version
on request

Information

Our safety mats for load securing applications meet the requirements set out in 
the latest version of the VDI guidelines 2700 sheet 15 (published in May 2009).

Available in various rubbers depending on the application

• Standard quality for normal use;

• also available in special designs on request, e.g. resistant to lyes, acids, 
other chemicals, oil-resistant or for

• special applications in the food industry and other applications

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Edge protection

Edge protection
Perfect edge protection to effectively prevent damage to loads.

Length Side length Thickness Article no.

800 mm 120 x 120 mm 12 mm 210-8350120800

1,000 mm 120 x 120 mm 12 mm 210-8350121000

1,200 mm 120 x 120 mm 12 mm 210-8350121200

2,000 mm 120 x 120 mm 12 mm 210-8350122000

6,000 mm 120 x 120 mm 12 mm 210-8350126000

12 120

120 x 120 x 12 mm

19 190

190 x 190 x 19 mm

Angled edge protection, sold by the metre, blue1

Length Side length Thickness Article no.

800 mm 190 x 190 mm 19 mm 210-8350190800

1,000 mm 190 x 190 mm 19 mm 210-8350191000

1,200 mm 190 x 190 mm 19 mm 210-8350191200

2,000 mm 190 x 190 mm 19 mm 210-8350192000

6,000 mm 190 x 190 mm 19 mm 210-8350196000

Angled edge protection, sold by the metre, orange2

• Sold by the metre: max. 6,000 mm long

• Double-wall sheet made from PE plastic

• Designed to protect, stabilise, strengthen and standardise packaging

• Sold by the metre: max. 6,000 mm long

• Double-wall sheet made from PE plastic

• Designed to protect, stabilise, strengthen and standardise packaging

Other lengths available on request.

Other lengths available on request.

Transport holder for edge protection orange3

• suitable up to a length of 2.00 m and up to 10 edge protectors

• consisting of 2 holding plates, galvanised steel

• Installation area: Board wall

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Article no. 210-464138848



Length Side length Article no.

400 mm 185 x 185 mm 210-835015915

800 mm 185 x 185 mm 210-835015916

1,150 mm 185 x 185 mm 210-835015917

Edge protection bracket BigOne7

• Made from robust PP plastic for heavy loads

• Ideal for BigBags and sacks

• Feather-light and stackable

• Highly stable thanks to double-wall construction

• Colour: Black

• Special colours: Blue, grey, green or red

Edge protection

Side length Width Article no.

185 x 140 mm 150 mm 210-835015914

JUMBO edge protection5

Side length Width Article no.

185 x 140 mm 150 mm 210-835015912

• Abrasion guards protect your lashing straps

• Break-proof, stable and stackable

• Strap fixed through side entry points

• Raised load points for pressure point relief

• Equal distribution of forces when lashing down

• Improved deflection factor when lashing down (K-factor = 1.80)

• Made from polypropylene (PP)

• Abrasion guards protect your lashing straps

• Break-proof, stable and stackable

• Strap fixed through side entry points

• Raised load points for pressure point relief

• Equal distribution of forces when lashing down

• Improved deflection factor when lashing down (K-factor = 1.80)

• Made from high-quality ABS/polycarbonate plastic

• with void inside for sensitive goods

• High resistance to cold temperatures thanks to rubber content in material, resists 
deformation up to +99°C

• Abrasion guards protect your lashing straps

• Break-proof, stable and stackable

• Strap fixed through side entry points

• Equal distribution of forces when lashing down

• made of polyethylene (PE)

Side length Width Article no.

180 x 130 mm 130 mm 210-83505083

Protect edge protection6

PREMIUM edge protection4

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Edge protection

Side length Width Article no.

85 x 85 mm 110 mm 210-83505080

VW edge protection 110 x 85 mm, black1

Side length Width Article no.

90 x 90 mm 135 mm 210-83505082

VW edge protection 135 x 90 mm, white2

• Side length: 85 x 85 mm, width: 110 mm

• Medium size, made from polyethylene, stackable

• Edge protection can be fastened to the lashing strap using the integrated long holes 
and is easily attached to the loaded goods

• Strap fixed through side entry points

• Improved "K" deflection factor when lashing down

• For belt strap widths from 50 mm (with guide slot) to 80 mm

• Side length: 90 x 90 mm, width: 135 mm

• Made from polyethylene

• Edge protection can be fastened to the lashing strap using the integrated long holes 
and is easily attached to the loaded goods

• Strap fixed through side entry points

• Improved "K" deflection factor when lashing down

• For belt strap widths from 25 mm (with guide slot) to 110 mm

• Flexible edge protection with anti-slip effect

• 4.5 mm thick with highly tear-resistant mesh layer

• Stitched sliding film

• Emergency brake for loose belts

• For strap widths of up to 50 mm, other sizes available on request

• Flexible edge protection with anti-slip effect

• 4.5 mm thick with highly tear-resistant mesh layer

• Stitched sliding film

• Emergency brake for loose belts

• For strap widths of up to 50 mm, other sizes available on request

• Side length 190 x 160 mm, width: 150 mm

• made of polypropylene, break-proof and cold-resistant

• Protection of the roll edge by adapted edge legs, dimensionally stable

• S
TF

: min. 500 daN

• Improvement of the transmission coefficient "k" for tie-down lashing to k=1.8

• Belt fixation by lateral guidance, pressure point displacement by raised side parts

Dimensions (L x W) Article no.

150 x 150 mm 210-835015918

BCP-Flex Octagon edge protection3

Dimensions (L x W) Article no.

200 x 120 mm 210-835015919

Dimensions (L x W) Article no.

190 x 150 mm 210-835001015

BCP-Flex Square edge protection

Paper edge protection 190 x 150 mm, green

4

5

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Edge protection

Dimensions (L x W) Thickness Article no.

200 x 100 mm 10 mm 210-83020010010

Flexible edge protection plate6

CargoSafe7

Name Dimensions (L x W) Article no.

CargoSafe 25/35 mm 180 x 75 mm 210-835015923

CargoSafe 50 mm 180 x 75 mm 210-835015922

CargoSafe 75/100 mm 180 x 120 mm 210-835015924

Length Article no.

Approx. 300 mm 210-835017300

Metres 210-835017000

Edge protection hose

Edge protection bracket with rollers

8

8

• Size: 200 x 100 mm, thickness: 10 mm, other sizes and thicknesses available on request

• Long-lasting solid plate made from expanded plastic

• With two long holes 55 x 10 mm for pulling belt straps through

• Bendable, flexible, elastic and tear-resistant

• Available in various Shore hardnesses

• Colours: White, brown, black (other colours on request)

• Made from thermoplastic with a high load bearing capacity, stackable

• Flexible edge protection

• Abrasion protection for protruding loads

• Can be extended as required using integrated connection system

• Packaging units: 24 units per box

• for belt strap widths 35 mm and 50 mm

• Made from mesh-reinforced polyester hose for tough application areas Standard 
length:

• Approx. 300 mm Can be cut to size:

• On rolls of up to 50 metres

• Tested by the 3G Competence Centre

• metallic

• perfect transmission of the clamping force through the ball-bearing rollers  
(97% clamping force transmission to the other side)

• balanced force transmission by means of two deflection rollers with closed  
deep groove ball bearings

Information

For optimal load securing, we recommend our edge protectors. They protect your lashing straps, ensure that the strap is optimally pre-tensioned and effectively prevent 
damage to the load.

Possible applications edge protectors

• Angled edge protection optimum load securing when transporting palletized 
building materials and concrete goods

• Angled edge protection as excellent securing of the load during transport  
 
palletized bucket, e.g. paint bucket

• Angled edge protection as a good securing option for bulk material in  
Sacks / BigBags

Possible applications for edge protection/edge protectors

• Edge protectors for freight companies as part of original truck equipment

• Optimal edge protection in industrial applications

• Edge protectors as an ideal load protection solution in conjunction with lashing straps

• Angled edge protectors ensure that an optimum pretension is achieved and protect your 
lashing straps

• Edge protectors for sensitive or critical loads such as containers, drums, wooden panels, pa-
per rolls, drywall, particle board...

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Article no. 210-8305020500





Professional load securing with lashing and tensioning straps according to DIN EN 

12195-2 for vans, trucks, heavy loads and cars. Available with a belt width of 25, 35, 

50 or 75 mm and in 1 or 2-part design as strapping strap or as lashing strap with 

pointed hook, snap hook, flat hook, D-ring and many others.

Lashing straps and tension belts



Lashing straps and tension belts

LC Lashing Capacity

S
HF

 Standard Hand Force

S
TF

 Standarf Tension Force

daN Deca newton (unit of measurement for force; 10 Newton = 1 daN = approx. 1.00 kg)

Basic terminology

Guidelines *

VDI guideline 2700

VDI guideline 2700 relates to load securing solutions for road vehicles. It describes the forces 
that act on a load and how the load can be secured.

VDI guideline 2701

This guideline applies to load securing straps in commercial goods transport on roads. Com-
bined transport is excluded. VDI guideline 2701 covers multiple-use straps such as lashing 
straps made from synthetic fibres, lashing chains and steel wire ropes with tensioning and 
fastening elements.

Standards*

Regulations*

Load securing is regulated among other things in § 22-23 StVO,  
§§ 30-31 StVZO, § 823 BGB, § 412 HGB and § 22 BG Regulation D27.

German Trade Association Information (BGI) 649
Load securing and load distribution on vehicles

Helpful information on lashing straps and tension belts
Tension belts, or lashing straps, are woven bands fitted with a tensioning device (ratchet/clamp) to secure and strap freight loads into position, 
for example on a loading surface.

To reduce elongation in use, tension straps are pre-stretched. High-quality lashing straps are impregnated to compress the surface and make it 
more resistant to soiling. Standard belts are manufactured in widths of 25, 35, 50 and 75 mm. The tear strength is between 250 and 10,000 daN.

End fittings are always securely stitched into place using special safety stitches. A label showing the test characteristics (material, tensile 
strength, test standard) is also sewn to the end of each strap.

Expert panels working with the European Committee for Standardisation (CEN) have used the 
various national standards and best practices to create consistent European CEN standards for 
load securing technology.

If a CEN standard becomes effective in Germany as a DIN-EN standard, the German standard/
the relevant VDI guideline is withdrawn.

The following DIN-EN standards reflect the current best available technology:

DIN EN 12195-1 Calculation of securing forces

DIN EN 12195-2 Nature and properties of lashing straps     
 (lashing straps made of man-made fibres)

DIN EN 12640 Lashing points on commercial vehicles for the transport of goods

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Information

Contraventions of the DIN-EN standards/DIN standards are not classed as offences in their own right. However, failure to follow these guidelines is in direct contravention 
of other regulations, such as the StVO and StVZO.

* = Please note that the information provided here is an extract only. Please ensure that you familiarise yourself with all relevant information.

The A-Z of safety

You can find more useful information 
and facts in our A-Z of safety at 

www.marotech.de

Code-No. 13100400001
PES   LC = 2500 daN   DIN EN 12195-2

AV-No.:     86033AV-No.:     86033

Do not use for lifting!

STFSHF

500 daN50 daN

LC 2500      daN  

LC 5000      daN  

material:                 PES
stretching <            5%
lenght L =            8m

lenght L
LT

=            7,5m

lenght L
FT

=            0,5m

manufacturing date  1.4.2016
Code-No. 13100400001
DIN EN 12195-2

Heinkelstraße 2-4 • 36041 Fulda

Heinkelstraße 2-4 • 36041 Fulda

Sample label



Materials

PES lashing straps

Manufactured from polyester with a blue label; high strength. 99% of lashing straps are made from polyester (PES).
Resistant to temperatures -40°C to +100 °C Softening temperature +225 °C

PA lashing straps

Manufactured from polyamide with a green label. Good resistance to acids and lyes.
Resistant to temperatures -40°C to +100 °C Softening temperature +170 °C

PP lashing straps

Manufactured from polypropylene with a brown label. For lightweight loads; good resistance to acids and lyes.
Resistant to temperatures -40°C to +80 °C Softening temperature +140 °C

Lashing methods

Diagonal lashing
With direct lashing, the lashing equipment is tensioned directly between the lashing points on the vehicle and 
on the load. The load is held in position by the lashing equipment itself.  

The factors that significantly impact on the securing effect with direct lashing are the permissible lashing ca-
pacity (LC) of the lashing equipment and lashing angle α (vertical angle between loading surface and lashing 
equipment) and lashing angle β (horizontal angle between vehicle longitudinal direction and lashing equip-
ment).

Lashing down
With lashing down, the load is secured by pressing it down against the loading surface. The lashing angle α is 
between the loading surface and the lashing equipment and should be as large as possible, but at least 35°. 

The holding power of a piece of lashing equipment depends not only on the pretensioning force of the ratchet, 
but also to a great extent on the lashing angle alpha (α). This lashing angle is measured between the loading 
surface and the loading equipment, and has a significant effect on the effective pretensioning force of the 
lashing equipment used.

The smaller the lashing angle alpha (α), the lower the effective pretensioning force.

• Lashing angle α = 90° will result in the lashing equipment achieving maximum pretensioning force.

• Lashing angle α > 83° to 90° will result in an acceptable pretensioning force.

• Lashing angle α < 83° should be taken into account in the calculation of the pretensioning force. The sinus 
value for the lashing angle is factored into the calculation in such cases.

• Lashing angle α < 35° is not suitable for lashing down.

Lashing straps and tension belts

General note on replacing lashing equipment

All lashing equipment must be inspected by a professional at least once a year. This inspection must be documented. Lashing equipment must 
bear a label stating information such as the manufacturer's details, the LC, STF and SHF. If this information is not present, the lashing equipment 
is not fit for purpose.

Lashing straps that are damaged and need replacing, and straps that do not have a label, must be taken out of use.

Lashing equipment must not be used for lifting. In accordance with guideline VDI 2700 sheet 3.1, straps must not be knotted together. Tensioning 
and fastening elements must not be bent.

No unsuitable extensions may be fitted to tensioning elements to achieve higher pretensioning forces.

Do not tension lashing straps over sharp edges; use edge protectors and check the load securing equipment at appropriate intervals during 
travel, adjusting the equipment if necessary.

Before opening lashing equipment, ensure that the load will remain steady even when the lashing equipment is removed. Make sure that em-
ployees cannot be injured by falling loads.

Use anti-slip mats, angled edge protectors and lashing equipment to create an optimum load securing solution.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Two-part lashing straps

Two-part lashing straps
All ratchet lashing straps are fitted with a robust, fully galvanised ratchet for high strap pretension. Lashing straps with a strap width of 50 mm are also available with ergonomic 
long-lever ratchets and a high pretensioning force of up to S

TF
 700 daN. In addition to the standard lengths, we can also supply all lashing straps in the exact dimensions you require, 

at low cost and in small quantities — and even printed with your own logo.

marotech 2000 double claw hook lashing strap4

Length Belt strap width PU S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

8,000 mm 50 mm 1 300 daN 50 daN 2,500/5,000 daN 230-79225211084 Sp

8,000 mm 50 mm 12 300 daN 50 daN 2,500/5,000 daN 230-7922521108412

10,000 mm 50 mm 10 300 daN 50 daN 2,500/5,000 daN 230-7922521108510

marotech 5000 lashing strap1

marotech 5000 ERGO lashing strap2

Save with our packaging units. 

Save with our packaging units. 

Loose end for marotech 5000 lashing strap3

in accordance with DIN EN 12195-2

With push ratchet and double claw hook

With ERGO long-lever pull ratchet and double claw hook

With double claw hook

With push ratchet

Length of fixed end: 400 mm

Length of fixed end: 500 mm

Length of fixed end: 500 mm

Length Belt strap width PU S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

8,000 mm 50 mm 1 500 daN 50 daN 2,500/5,000 daN 230-79225211086 Sp

8,000 mm 50 mm 9 500 daN 50 daN 2,500/5,000 daN 230-7922521108609

8,000 mm 50 mm 1 700 daN 50 daN 2,500/5,000 daN 230-79225211186

8,000 mm 50 mm 1 950 daN 50 daN 2,500/5,000 daN 230-79225211286

10,000 mm 50 mm 8 500 daN 50 daN 2,500/5,000 daN 230-7922521108608

Length Belt strap width LC Article no.

7,600 mm 50 mm 2,500/5,000 daN 230-79225211087

9,600 mm 50 mm 2,500/5,000 daN 230-79225211097

11,600 mm 50 mm 2,500/5,000 daN 230-79225211098

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 35 mm 150 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-79225211085-4M Sp

6,000 mm 35 mm 150 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-79225211085 Sp

8,000 mm 35 mm 150 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-79225211085-8M Sp

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Two-part lashing straps

Lashing strap for combi lashing rails5

marotech 2000 snap hook lashing strap6

marotech 2000 double-stud fitting lashing strap7

marotech 1500 lashing strap, flat hook with lock8

marotech 1000 snap hook lashing strap9

With push ratchet and oblong hole lashing fitting

With push ratchet

With push ratchet

With push ratchet

With push ratchet

Length of fixed end: 500 mm

Length of fixed end: 800 mm

Length of fixed end: 200 mm

Length of fixed end: 300 mm

Length of fixed end: 300 mm

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 50 daN 750/1,500 daN 203-3222351107540

6,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 50 daN 750/1,500 daN 203-3222351107560

8,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 50 daN 750/1,500 daN 203-3222351107580

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 35 mm 180 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-79225211094-4M

6,000 mm 35 mm 180 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-79225211094

8,000 mm 35 mm 180 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-79225211094-8M

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 35 mm 180 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-3222351120040

6,000 mm 35 mm 180 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-3222351120060

8,000 mm 35 mm 180 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-3222351120080

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 35 mm 150 daN 50 daN 750/1,500 daN 230-32223514150-4M

6,000 mm 35 mm 150 daN 50 daN 750/1,500 daN 230-32223514150-6M

8,000 mm 35 mm 150 daN 50 daN 750/1,500 daN 230-32223514150-8M

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 25 mm 150 daN 50 daN 500/1,000 daN 230-79225211096

6,000 mm 25 mm 150 daN 50 daN 500/1,000 daN 230-79225211096-6M

8,000 mm 25 mm 150 daN 50 daN 500/1,000 daN 230-79225211096-8M

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Two-part lashing straps

marotech 1000 single-stud fitting lashing strap1

marotech 800 S-hook lashing strap, plasticised2

With push ratchet

Length of fixed end: 350 mm

Length of fixed end: 300 mm

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 25 mm 150 daN 50 daN 500/1,000 daN 230-3222251110040

6,000 mm 25 mm 150 daN 50 daN 500/1,000 daN 230-3222251110060

8,000 mm 25 mm 150 daN 50 daN 500/1,000 daN 230-3222251110080

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 25 mm 130 daN 50 daN 400/800 daN 230-32222515080-4M

Belt strap width Article no.

45 mm 230-13751051018

Lasi-Fix side wall clamp with lever-operated tension fastening3

Belt strap width Article no.

50 mm 230-13751051019

Lasi-Fix MAXI side wall bracket with ratchet4

• Fastens smaller loads securely to the side wall

• Ideal for pick-up trucks

• No lashing points required; can be attached anywhere

• Complies with DIN EN 12195-2, can be used anywhere

• Easy to use for rapid installation

• Automatically secures load when fastening is clamped

• Rubberised ends protect the side wall

• Suitable for side wall thicknesses between 20 and 30 mm

• Usable length 3,600 mm, belt strap width 45 mm

• Adjustment range 900 to 3,000 mm, weight 1.60 kg

• Load bearing capacity of 200 daN for strapping, LC 100 daN

• Suitable for side wall thicknesses between 10 and 45 mm

• Length 4,000 mm, belt strap width 50 mm

• Flexible adjustment range, weight 1.95 kg

• Load capacity 500 daN in straight tension / 1000 daN in strapping

• Rubberised ends protect the side wall

The side wall bracket can be used when there are no lashing rails on the side walls of the vehicle. The bracket is ideal for side walls 
10 mm to 45 mm thick. It can also be used with angled clamping rails and load restraint bars. Thanks to its robust construction, the 
bracket reliably achieves an exceptionally high lashing value of LC 500 daN in direct lashing.

For secure  
and fast fasten-
ing

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Automatic lashings5

Length Belt strap width Colour S
TF

S
HF

LC End fitting Article no.

1,800 mm 25 mm Black 100 daN 50 daN 300/600 daN S-hook 230-2621133106

3,000 mm 25 mm Green 100 daN 50 daN 300/600 daN Double claw hook 230-2621133105

Length of fixed end: 100 mm
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marotech 400 clamping lock lashing strap6

marotech 800 push ratchet lashing strap

marotech 5000 push ratchet lashing strap

8

10

Length Belt strap width S
HF

LC Article no.

1,000 mm 25 mm 50 daN 400 daN 230-32212566040-1M

2,000 mm 25 mm 50 daN 400 daN 230-32212566040-2M

3,000 mm 25 mm 50 daN 400 daN 230-32212566040-3M

4,000 mm 25 mm 50 daN 400 daN 230-32212566040-4M

5,000 mm 25 mm 50 daN 400 daN 230-32212566040-5M

6,000 mm 25 mm 50 daN 400 daN 230-32212566040-6M

Length Belt strap width S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 25 mm 25 daN 800 daN 230-32212566080-4M

6,000 mm 25 mm 25 daN 800 daN 230-32212566080-6M

Length Belt strap width S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 50 mm 50 daN 5,000 daN 230-32211350-4M

6,000 mm 50 mm 50 daN 5,000 daN 230-32211350-6M

8,000 mm 50 mm 50 daN 5,000 daN 230-32211350-8M

10,000 mm 50 mm 50 daN 5,000 daN 230-32211350-10M

12,000 mm 50 mm 50 daN 5,000 daN 230-32211350-12M

One-part lashing straps

marotech 700 clamping lock lashing strap7

marotech 2000 push ratchet lashing strap9

One-part lashing straps
All ratchet lashing straps are fitted with a robust, fully galvanised ratchet for high strap pretension. Lashing straps with a strap width of 50 mm are also available with ergonomic 

long-lever ratchets and a high pretensioning force of up to S
TF

 700 daN. In addition to the standard lengths, we can also supply all lashing straps in the exact dimensions you require, 

at low cost and in small quantities — and even printed with your own logo.

in accordance with DIN EN 12195-2

Length Belt strap width S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 35 mm 50 daN 700 daN 230-32213566080-4M

6,000 mm 35 mm 50 daN 700 daN 230-32213566080-6M

8,000 mm 35 mm 50 daN 700 daN 230-32213566080-8M

Length Belt strap width S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 35 mm 50 daN 2,000 daN 230-32213566200-4M

6,000 mm 35 mm 50 daN 2,000 daN 230-32213566200-6M

8,000 mm 35 mm 50 daN 2,000 daN 230-32213566200-8M

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Configurator: 25 mm lashing strap

Configurator: 25 mm lashing strap

Select length Standard length of fixed end: 300 mm Note: Please inform us if fixed part length deviates from the stated figure

Create article number

230-3222 XXXX XXX XM

Ratchet Lashing fitting Length Colour

2M 4M 6M 8M2 m 4 m 6 m 8 m

3

230-3222XXXXXXX-XM XXXX

5

+ + + =

2-Part

XXXX+

Select colour

Red Blue Grey YellowRED BLUE GREY YELLOW

4

Green Orange Black WhiteGREEN ORANGE BLACK WHITE

Standard colour: Red Unless otherwise indicated

Select ratchet

Clamping lock Clamping lock2020

1

S
TF

 136 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 400/800 daN

S
TF

 210 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 500/1,000 daN

2025 Clamping lock 2040 Clamping lock 2060 Hobby ratchet 1070 Push ratchet 1120

LC 300/600 daNLC 100/200 daN LC 125/250 daN LC 200/400 daN

Select lashing fitting

Double claw hook
Snap hook with 
lock

104

2

LC 750 daN LC 500 daN

D-ring Single-stud fitting
Flat hook with 
lock

Plasticised S-hook

LC 900 daNLC 500 daN LC 1,000 daN LC 1,000 daN

202 106 111 109 101

Pallet hook 105

LC 170 daN

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Configurator: 25 mm lashing strap

Select ratchet

Select length

Clamping lock Clamping lock

Create article number

230-3221 XXXX XXXX

Ratchet ColourLength

2020

2M 4M 6M 8M2 m 4 m 6 m 8 m

1

2

230-3221XXXX-XM XXXX

4

+ + =

1-Part

Configurator: 25 mm lashing strap

XM +

S
TF

 136 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 800 daN

S
TF

 210 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 1,000 daN

2025 Clamping lock 2040 Clamping lock 2060 Hobby ratchet 1070 Push ratchet 1120

LC 600 daNLC 200 daN LC 250 daN LC 400 daN

Select colour

Red Blue Grey YellowRED BLUE GREY YELLOW

3

Green Orange Black WhiteGREEN ORANGE BLACK WHITE

Standard colour: Red Unless otherwise indicated

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Configurator: 35 mm lashing strap

Configurator: 35 mm lashing strap

Select length Standard length of fixed end: 300 mm Note: Please inform us if fixed part length deviates from the stated figure

Create article number

230-3222 XXXX XXX XM

Ratchet Lashing fitting Length Colour

2M 4M 6M 8M2 m 4 m 6 m 8 m

3

230-3222XXXXXXX-XM XXXX

5

+ + + =

2-Part

XXXX+

Select ratchet

Clamping lock 2090

1

LC 300/700 daN

Select lashing fitting

Double claw hook
Claw hook with a 
single claw

204

2

LC 1,000 daN LC 1,100 daN

Rave hook
Snap hook with 
lock

D-ring
Double-stud 
fitting

LC 1,000 daNLC 1,500 daN LC 1,500 daN LC 1,500 daN

248 241 202 206 211

Select colour

Red Blue Grey YellowRED BLUE GREY YELLOW

4

Green Orange Black WhiteGREEN ORANGE BLACK WHITE

Standard colour: Red Unless otherwise indicated

Flat hook with 
lock

Anchor rail fitting
109

LC 750 daN LC 750 daN

345

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Push ratchet 1220

S
TF

 220 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 1,000/2,000 daN
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Configurator: 35 mm lashing strap

Select length

Create article number

230-3221 XXXX XM

Ratchet Length Colour

2M 4M 6M 8M2 m 4 m 6 m 8 m

2

230-3221XXXX-XM XXXX

4

+ + =

1-Part

Configurator: 35 mm lashing strap

XXXX+

Select ratchet

Clamping lock Push ratchet2090

1

1220

LC 700 daN

Select colour

Red Blue Grey YellowRED BLUE GREY YELLOW

3

Green Orange Black WhiteGREEN ORANGE BLACK WHITE

Standard colour: Red Unless otherwise indicated

S
TF

 220 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 2,000 daN

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Configurator: 50 mm lashing strap

Configurator: 50 mm lashing strap 2-Part

Select ratchet

Clamping lock Push ratchet2130

1

1320

LC600/1,200 daN S
TF

 200 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 1,500/3,000 daN

Push ratchet Push ratchet1340 1350

S
TF

 300 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 2,500/5,000 daN

Long-arm push 
ratchet

Long-arm push 
ratchet

1349 1359

S
TF

 500 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 2,500/5,000 daN

Long-lever    
ERGO ratchet

13411 13511

S
TF

 500 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 2,500/5,000 daN

Long-lever    
ERGO ratchet

S
TF

 280 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 2,000/4,000 daN

S
TF

 520 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 2,000/4,000 daN

S
TF

 520 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 2,000/4,000 daN

Select lashing fitting

Double claw hook
Double claw hook 
with lock

342

2

LC 2,500 daN LC 2,500 daN

Rave hook Profile hook
Snap hook with 
triangle

LC 2,500 daNLC 2,500 daN LC 2,500 daN LC 2,500 daN

342S 348 341 339 332
Claw hook with a 
single claw

Swivel  snap 
hook

336

LC 1,000 daN LC 750 daN

D-ring
Anchor rail  fitting

LC 1,100 daNLC 2,500 daN LC 2,500 daN LC 2,500 daN

334 340 211 306 345Triangle hook
Snap hook with 
lock

Double-stud 
fitting

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Configurator: 50 mm lashing strap

Create article number

230-3222 XXXX XXX XM

Ratchet Lashing fitting Length Colour

230-3222XXXXXXX-XM XXXX

5

+ + + =XXXX+

Select length Standard length of fixed end: 300 mm Note: Please inform us if fixed part length deviates from the stated figure

2M 4M 6M 8M2 m 4 m 6 m 8 m

3

Select colour

Red Blue Grey YellowRED BLUE GREY YELLOW

4

Green Orange Black WhiteGREEN ORANGE BLACK WHITE

Standard colour: Red Unless otherwise indicated

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Configurator: 50 mm lashing strap

Configurator: 50 mm lashing strap

Select length

Create article number

230-3221 XXXX XM

Ratchet Length Colour

2M 4M 6M 8M2 m 4 m 6 m 8 m

2

230-3221-XXXX-XM XXXX

4

+ + =

1-Part

XXXX+

Select colour

Red Blue Grey YellowRED BLUE GREY YELLOW

3

Green Orange Black WhiteGREEN ORANGE BLACK WHITE

Standard colour: Red Unless otherwise indicated

Select ratchet

Clamping lock Push ratchet2130

1

1320

LC 1,200 daN S
TF

 200 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 3,000 daN

Push ratchet Push ratchet1340 1350

S
TF

 300 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 5,000 daN

Long-arm push 
ratchet

Long-arm push 
ratchet

1349 1359

S
TF

 500 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 5,000 daN

Long-lever    
ERGO ratchet

13411 13511

S
TF

 500 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 5,000 daN

Long-lever    
ERGO ratchet

S
TF

 280 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 4,000 daN

S
TF

 520 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 4,000 daN

S
TF

 520 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC 4,000 daN

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Configurator: 75 mm lashing strap

Configurator: 75 mm lashing strap 2-Part

Select length Standard length of fixed end: 300 mm Note: Please inform us if fixed part length deviates from the stated figure

Create article number

230-3222 XXXX XXX XM

Ratchet Lashing fitting Length Colour

2M 4M 6M 8M2 m 4 m 6 m 8 m

3

230-3222XXXXXXX-XM XXXX

5

+ + + =XXXX+

Select ratchet

Push ratchet 11020

1

Select lashing fitting

Double claw hook Rave hook542

2

Snap hook with 
lock

LC 5,000 daNLC 5,000 daN LC 5,000 daN

541 532

Select colour

Red Blue Grey YellowRED BLUE GREY YELLOW

4

Green Orange Black WhiteGREEN ORANGE BLACK WHITE

Standard colour: Orange Unless otherwise indicated

S
TF

 500 daN / S
HF

 50 daN

LC5,000/10,000 daN

Information

Lashing straps with a strap width of 75 mm are also available in one-piece design.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Accessories for lashing straps
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Accessories for lashing straps

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

250 x 140 x 33 mm 230-6254511500

Tensioning strap fix1

• suitable for all commercially available belts up to 50 mm wide

• maximum lashing strap length 12.00 m

• made of impact-resistant, robust plastic for long durability

• suitable for left- and right-handers at the same time

• Colour: blue

Lashing strap fix2

• suitable for all commercially available belts up to 50 mm wide

• maximum lashing strap length 12.00 m

• made of impact-resistant, robust plastic for long durability

• suitable for left- and right-handers at the same time

• Colour: Black

Strapmaster ®3

• Housing: Plastic

• Thread: Extranyl, nylon, approx. 4.0 m

• Spring: martensitic spring steel, stainless

• the legally prescribed load securing of general cargo in curtain siders is short-
ened and optimised by the use of the Strapmaster®

• trouble-free loading and unloading

• easy installation of the Strapmaster® with screws or rivets

• no additional vehicle superstructures necessary for installation, can be extended 
at any time

• the complete system is maintenance-free and therefore reliable on all  
Fields of application

• the return system ensures that the tension belts no longer twist

• available with adapter plate and telescopic hook on request

Dimensions (L x W x H) Article no.

245 x 115 x 33 mm 230-7924511533

Installation view Application picture

Article no. 235-50502
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Lashing methods
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Lashing strap systems for car and motorcycle transport
In car transport, there is a vast array of fastening methods and combination options. The German Road Traffic Act (STVO) stipulates that all four wheels must be secured.

Belt strap width Article no.

35 mm 230-7922600

50 mm 230-7922611

Belt strap width Article no.

35 mm 230-7922601

50 mm 230-7922612

Belt strap width Article no.

50 mm 230-7922602

Car transport belt with 
plastic fixation

Car transport belt with 
Special anti-slip protection

Car transport belt with 
rubber anti-slip protection

1 2 3

• Plastic fixing points

• Belt width 35 mm, LC 1,500 daN, standard length 
0.15 + 2.35 m

• Belt width 50 mm, LC 2,000 daN, standard length 
0.20 + 2.60 m

• With ratchet and 3 fixed hooks

• Anti-slip protection: Nylon upper, underside with 
textured rubber coating

• Belt width 35 mm, LC 1,500 daN, standard length 
0.15 + 2.35 m

• Belt width 50 mm, LC 2,000 daN, standard length 
0.20 + 2.60 m

• With ratchet and 3 fixed hooks

• Anti-slip protection made from vulcanised rubber

• Belt width 50 mm, LC 2,000 daN, standard length 
0.10 + 2.40 m

• With ratchet and 3 swivel hooks

• Effectively secures the vehicle whatever the tyre size

• Belt width 35 mm, LC 1,000 daN, standard length 2.80 m

• Belt width 50 mm, LC 2,000 daN, standard length 2.80 m

• With ratchet

Safe transport Anti-slip With swivel hooks
and ratchet

Belt strap width Article no.

35 mm 230-7922603

50 mm 230-7922613

Three-part tyre lashing strap4

Belt strap width Article no.

35 mm 230-7922604

50 mm 230-7922614

Two-part tyre lashing strap with loop5

• Lashing strap that secures vehicles in place without damaging sensitive alloy wheels

• Belt width 35 mm, LC 1,500 daN, standard length 2.00 m

• Belt width 50 mm, LC 2,000 daN, standard length 2.00 m

• With ratchet

• Belt width 50 mm, LC 1,000 daN, 
standard length 2.00 m

• Over-centre buckle for lashing and 
adjusting

• with a 30 cm tyre loop and snap 
hook

• Tensile strength 5,000 daN

Belt strap width Article no.

50 mm 230-7922605

Belt strap width Article no.

30 mm 230-7922606

Tyre lashing strap with 
2-part over-centre buckle

Hook adaptor6 7

Cars must be directly lashed on the wheels for transport

Information

Special applications? We'll help you to find the right securing system for your transport application. Please contact us!

2-Part
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Lashing methods

Belt strap width Article no.

25 mm 230-7922607

Motorcycle transport belt1

Belt strap width Article no.

25 mm 230-7922608

35 mm 230-7922615

Motorcycle handlebar lashing strap with 2 loops2

Strap width Article no.

25 mm 230-7922609

35 mm 230-7922616

Motorcycle handlebar lashing strap with 2 industrial ratchets3

Length Article no.

0.3 m 230-7922610

Brake belt4

• Motorcycle belt with 2 plasticised S-hooks and terminal lock

• 2 pieces = 1 set

• 25 mm belt width

• Standard length 1.80 m

• Tensile force LC: 400/800 daN

• Integrated protective middle section

• Brake lever blocking

• Two loops for tensioning with a one-part or two-part lashing strap

• Length: 1.20 m

• Belt strap width: 25 or 35 mm

• Integrated protective middle section

• Brake lever blocking

• With 2 industrial ratchets for optimum load securing

• Length: 2.00 m

• Belt strap width: 25 or 35 mm

• Brake lever blocking belt with Velcro fastening

• Length: 0.30 m

• Belt strap width: 25 mm

Safe transport

Safe transport

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit
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Lashing chains

Nominal chain 
diameter

Permissible 
lashing 
force LC

Minimum
tensile 
strength

Standard 
length L

Preload force 
STF (dan)

Article no.

6 mm 2,200 daN 4,520 daN 3000 mm 1,100 daN 231-6801063000

8 mm 4,000 daN 8,040 daN 3000 mm 2,000 daN 231-6801083000

10 mm 6,300 daN 12,600 daN 3000 mm 3,150 daN 231-6801103000

13 mm 10,000 daN 21,200 daN 3000 mm 3,500 daN 231-6801383000

One-part lashing chain5

Two-part lashing chain6

• in accordance with DIN EN 12195-3

• Ratchet load binder with safety catch

• Parallel hook with eye and 8-8 safety pin on both ends plus shortening hook and safety pin

• with marking metal pendant on the chain and the ratchet load tensioner

• in accordance with DIN EN 12195-3

• Ratchet load binder with safety catch

• Parallel hook with eye and 8-8 safety pin on one end plus shortening hook and safety pin

• with marking metal pendant on the chain

Nominal chain 
diameter

Permissible 
lashing 
force LC

Minimum
tensile 
strength

Standard 
length L

Preload force 
STF (dan)

Article no.

6 mm 2,200 daN 4,520 daN 3000 mm 1,100 daN 231-6802063000

8 mm 4,000 daN 8,040 daN 3000 mm 2,000 daN 231-6802083000

10 mm 6,300 daN 12,600 daN 3000 mm 3,150 daN 231-6802103000

13 mm 10,000 daN 21,200 daN 3000 mm 3,500 daN 231-6802133000

Nominal chain diameter Production force (MPF values)

6 mm 28 kN                     (2,800 daN)

8 mm 50 kN                    (5,000 daN)

10 mm 78.75 kN                 (7,875 daN)

13 mm 132.5 kN                (13,250 daN)

Professional, DIN EN 12195-3-compliant load-securing lashing chains for trucks, vans and heavy goods vehicles. The lashing chains are suitable for use with tensile forces between 
2,000 and 10,000 daN. marotech lashing chains can be supplied in 6 mm, 8 mm, 10 mm and 13 mm thicknesses and in a one-part or two-part design.

This is a robust lashing material made of specially hardened steel, which must meet at least quality class code number "8". Lashing chains are available in one-part or two-part 
designs. They are resistant to dirt, oil and many chemicals, and are primarily used to secure heavy loads due to their highly robust construction.

Lashing chains
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Discardability of lashing chains

• An elongation of more than 5 % occurs on the chain, a chain link or an accessory.

• Heavy wear.  This is the case if the link thickness is more than 10 % below the nominal thickness at one point.

• Significant cuts, deep notches, grooves, (cracks), excessive corrosion (e.g. rust scars) or heat discolouration or signs of subsequent welding work as well as bent and 
twisted chain links.

• The load hook has expanded 10 % of the nominal value.

• An illegible component designation, information deviating from the standard or the absence of the marking tag.
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Load securing sets

Load securing sets
Put load safety at your fingertips with our handy and complete load securing sets for cars, combi vehicles, vans, mobile homes and small pick-up trucks. These sets include 
everything you need to secure loads, including anti-slip mats, edge protectors, load securing nets, lashing straps and instructions for proper use of these load securing solutions.

LasiSack1

• 1x net for load securing 1,200 x 1,000 mm, DEKRA-tested with test piece L/B 2,370/1,500 
mm, reinforced with belts 25 mm and transition to belts 2,000 x 25 mm

• 2x lashing straps (LC 250 daN), red, 2,000 x 25 mm, with clamping lock (LC 125 daN)

• 2x flexible edge protection plates, white, 200 x 100 x 10 mm with 2 long holes for 
pulling through straps

• 8x anti-slip mats 200 x 100 x 6 mm, MT 2000 coloured material (μ = 0.80)

• Black-Cat anti-slip mat, anthracite, 1,000 x 750 x 3 mm

• Black-Cat mobile phone mat, 150 x 150 mm, octagonal

• Fitting instructions for load securing net and "The 10 commandments of securing 
loads"

• Instruction brochure, "Load securing basics"

• 4x lashing straps 35 mm (LC 1,000 daN, STF 220 daN, SHF 50 daN) 6.0 m (2-part), 
orange, with push ratchet and snap hooks on both ends

• 2x adjustable head lashing system belts 2,500 x 25 mm (2-piece) for fixing the lashing 
straps

• 6x elastic edge protection plates (178 x 75 x 3 mm), plastic, interconnectable (can be 
extended to any length) and stackable

• 21x anti-slip pads (230 x 120 x 6 mm), MT Premium, black

15-piece set with load securing net to secure loads in cars, vans and mobile homes. 

Simple and flexible load securing net with snap hook and clamping lock. The handy LasiSack 

can be tucked away in the corner of the boot.

The complete load securing equipment for safe transport in the field service vehicle or for 

rental cars and urgent transports with the necessary load securing aids.

37-piece complete set for securing loads in small vans, packaged in a high-quality plastic 

case. All equipment is easy for the driver to access and stored in the handy case, along with 

a fitting kit for attaching the equipment to the wall in the loading compartment.

Contents

Size: 250 x 500 x 250 mm

LasiBox2

Contents

Size: 400 x 300 x 270 mm

• 1x net for load securing 1,200 x 1,000 mm, DEKRA-tested with test piece L/B 
2,370/1,500 mm, reinforced with belts 25 mm and transition to belts 2,000 x 25 mm

• 2x lashing straps (LC 250 daN), red, 2,000 x 25 mm, with clamping lock (LC 125 daN)

• 4x lashing straps 35 mm (LC 1,000 daN, S
TF

 220 daN, S
HF

 50 daN) 6.0 m (2-part), red, 
with push ratchet and snap hooks on both ends

• 4x flexible edge protection plates, white, 200 x 100 x 10 mm with 2 long holes for 
pulling through straps

• 4x anti-slip mats 295 x 210 x 6 mm, MT 2000 coloured material (μ = 0.80)

• 1x Black-Cat anti-slip mat, anthracite, 1,000 x 750 x 3 mm

• 1x Black-Cat mobile phone mat, 150 x 150 mm, octagonal

• Fitting instructions for load securing net and "The 10 commandments of securing 
loads"

LasiKoffer3

Contents

Size: 390 x 310 x 150 mm

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Article no. 235-1101058427

Article no. 235-1101058429

Article no. 235-1101058428
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Testing equipment & measuring devices

Testing equipment & measuring devices

Model Article no.

Stainless steel, loose 235-50202

Stainless steel, in case 235-50203

Yellow chromated, loose 235-50204

Yellow chromated, in case 235-50205

DoMess pretensioning force measuring device4

• Enables pretensioning force to be measured in accordance with DIN EN 12195-2

• Suitable for all 50 mm belt straps

• Reduces the force on the clamping lever of the 
ratchet by around 65% and produces an acoustic and 
tactile signal to ensure that the required hand force 
(S

HF
) of 50 daN is applied.

• Incl. protective bag and instructions for use

• Lower force and greater load safety

• With integrated buzzer

• Made from sandblasted stainless steel

• Patented and certified hand force measuring device  
in accordance with DIN EN 12195-2

• Suitable for all 35 mm and 50 mm belt straps

• Set of two

• The two angle discs can be used to determine vertical 
angle α (for lashing down) and vertical angle α and 
horizontal angle β (for direct lashing).

• Precise and reliable

• Determine how many lashing straps are needed quickly 
and easily.

• These two rotatable discs can be used to determine 
what lashing equipment is required for lashing down or 
diagonal lashing in a specific transport application.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Article no. 235-50201 Article no. 235-50101 Article no. 235-50206

Article no. 235-50207 Article no. 235-50208
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5 Pretension testing tongs 6 Belt tension controller 7 SpannControl hand force measuring device

8 TruckerDisc 9 Angle measurement tool
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Lashing systems

Well thought-out and high-quality lashing systems that ensure the correct and safe 

operation of your transports. We not only offer you a wide range of airline rails, 

fittings, clamping bars and lashing rails, but of course we also stock various lashing 

boxes and points, locking rods and intermediate wall closures. If proper, efficient 

and easy to handle load securing is important to you and you want to avoid possible 

dangers and risks, our lashing systems are the right choice for you.



With a wide range of design options and an array of accessories, these airline lashing rails are  
ideal as built-in equipment for box body trucks, tarpaulin body trucks and vans.

The "Standard" airline lashing rails can be used in conjunction with fittings as a lashing point in 
compliance with ISO 27956 (box vehicles) or DIN EN 12640 (pick-up trucks from 3.5 t permissible total 
weight).

The permissible load bearing capacities are achieved subject to the following requirements being 
met:

• Sufficient force transmission to vehicle underbody

• Fixing point distance of 75 mm in a 25 mm grid

• Fixing with M6 screws and a quality grade of 10.9

Airline lashing rails

"Standard" airline lashing rails
Fittings Installation standard Load bearing capacity

Single-stud fitting ISO 27955, ISO 27956 350 daN, 500 daN

Automotive fitting ISO 27955, ISO 27956 350 daN, 500 daN

KERL 500 ISO 27955, ISO 27956 350 daN, 500 daN

Double-stud fitting ISO 27956, EN 12640 800 daN, 1,000 daN

KERL 1000 ISO 27956, EN 12640 800 daN, 1,000 daN

Quattro-stud fitting ISO 27956. EN 12640 800 daN, 2,000 daN

KERL 2000 ISO 27956, EN 12640 800 daN, 2,000 daN

Length Article no.

3.00 m 217-111712090

2.00 m 217-111712090-20

1.50 m 217-111712090-15

1.00 m 217-111712090-10

0.5 m 217-111712090-05

"Standard" airline lashing rails, flat profile3

Length Article no.

3.00 m 217-111712060

2.00 m 217-111712060-20

1.50 m 217-111712060-15

1.00 m 217-111712060-10

0.5 m 217-111712060-05

"Standard" airline lashing rails, square1

Length Article no.

3.00 m 217-11171224

2.00 m 217-11171224-20

1.50 m 217-11171224-15

1.00 m 217-11171224-10

0.5 m 217-11171224-05

"Standard" airline lashing rails, semi-circular2

Length Article no.

3.00 m 217-111712070

2.00 m 217-111712070-20

1.50 m 217-111712070-15

1.00 m 217-111712070-10

0.5 m 217-111712070-05

"Standard" airline lashing rails, embedded profile4

• Made from aluminium

• For fitting on the floor, side walls or vehicle 
ceiling

• Ideal for retrofitting in vans

• Can be screwed or stapled into position

• Made from aluminium

• For fitting on the floor, side walls or vehicle 
ceiling

• Ideal for retrofitting in vans

• Can be screwed or stapled into position

• Made from aluminium

• For installation on side walls or in the floor 
panel for underbodies with side fixing points 
beneath the floor

• Can be screwed or stapled into position

• With fixing flanges on both sides

• Made from aluminium

• Ideal for embedding in the floor panel

• Can be screwed or stapled into position

• With side fixing points for underbodies with 
side fixing points above floor level

Aluminium, 25 mm/20 mm

Aluminium, 25 mm/20 mm

Aluminium, 25 mm/20 mm

Aluminium, 25 mm/20 mm

Adhesive tape on roll Adhesive in tube Fillister head screw Welding deviceStaple Welding device

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Airline lashing rails

"Light" airline lashing rails
Fittings Installation standard Load bearing capacity

Single-stud fitting ISO 27955, ISO 27956 350 daN, 500 daN

Automotive fitting ISO 27955, ISO 27956 350 daN, 500 daN

KERL 500 ISO 27955, ISO 27956 350 daN, 500 daN

Double-stud fitting ISO 27956, EN 12640 800 daN, 1,000 daN

KERL 1000 ISO 27956, EN 12640 800 daN, 1,000 daN

Quattro-stud fitting ISO 27956, EN 12640 800 daN, 2,000 daN

KERL 2000 ISO 27956, EN 12640 800 daN, 2,000 daN

Thanks to their optimum sizing and low wall thickness, these rails fit into any construction space and 
are flexible enough to accommodate a wide range of vehicle contours. They are ideal for use in cars, 
trailers and vans.

The "Light" airline lashing rails can be used in conjunction with fittings as a lashing point in compliance 
with ISO 27955 (cars) or DIN EN 75410-1 (pick-up trucks up to 3.5 t permissible total weight).

The permissible load bearing capacities are achieved subject to the following requirements being met:

• Sufficient force transmission to vehicle underbody

• Fixing point distance of 75 mm in a 25 mm grid

• Fixing with M5 screws and a quality grade of 8.8

Length Article no.

2.00 m 217-111712260-20

1.50 m 217-111712260-15

1.00 m 217-111712260-10

0.5 m 217-111712260-05

"Light" airline lashing rails, square5

Length Article no.

2.00 m 217-111520624-20

1.50 m 217-111520624-15

1.00 m 217-111520624-10

0.5 m 217-111520624-05

"Light" airline lashing rails, semi-circular6

"Light" airline lashing rails, flat profile7

"Light" airline lashing rails, embedded profile8

Length Article no.

2.00 m 217-111520609-20

1.50 m 217-111520609-15

1.00 m 217-111520609-10

0.5 m 217-111520609-05

Length Article no.

2.00 m 217-111520623-20

1.50 m 217-111520623-15

1.00 m 217-111520623-10

0.5 m 217-111520623-05

• Made from aluminium

• Ideal for retrofitting in trailers, cars and 
vans

• For fitting on the floor, side walls or vehicle 
ceiling

• Can be screwed or stapled into position

• Made from aluminium

• Ideal for retrofitting in trailers, cars and 
vans

• For fitting on the floor, side walls or vehicle 
ceiling

• Can be screwed or stapled into position

• Made from aluminium

• For installation on side walls or in the floor 
panel for underbodies with side fixing points 
beneath the floor

• Can be screwed or stapled into position

• With fixing flanges on both sides

• Made from aluminium

• Ideal for embedding in the floor panel

• Can be screwed or stapled into position

• With side fixing points for underbodies with 
side fixing points above floor level

Adhesive tape on roll Adhesive in tube Fillister head screw Welding deviceStaple Welding device

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Aluminium, 25 mm/20 mm

Aluminium, 25 mm/20 mm

Aluminium, 25 mm/20 mm

Aluminium, 25 mm/20 mm
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Fixtures and fittings

Quattro-stud fitting1

Double-stud fitting4

Double-stud fitting with ring5

Single-stud fitting3

Automotive fitting/KERL 500 2

M8 screw fitting with star grip6

• made of steel KTL, black

• Load capacity: up to 2,000 daN

• Tensile strength BC: 4,000 daN

• Made from galvanised steel, yellow passivated

• Load bearing capacity up to 2,500 daN

• Tensile strength BC: 5,000 daN

• Made from galvanised steel with plastic retainer

• Load bearing capacity of up to 500 daN in accordance with ISO 27956

• Tensile strength BC: 1,000 daN

• Opening of Ø 25 mm

• Made from galvanised steel, yellow passivated

• Load bearing capacity of up to 2,500 daN in accordance with ISO 9788

• Tensile strength BC: 5,000 daN

• Made from galvanised steel with aluminium retainer

• Load bearing capacity of up to 900 daN in accordance with ISO 27956

• Tensile strength BC: 1,800 daN

• Made from galvanised steel, blue passivated

• Clamping range: 0 - 29 mm

• Load bearing capacity:

Adhesive tape on roll Adhesive in tube Fillister head screw Welding deviceStaple Welding device

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Fixtures and fittings

Article no. 217-11151103310

Article no. 217-11171137

Article no. 217-11171138

Article no. 217-11171105

Article no. 217-111310275

Article no. 217-25031027650
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Horizontal up to 200 daN
Vertical up to 1,000 daN
Diagonal up to 200 daN
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Fixtures and fittings

Screw fitting with M8 nut9

Lashing plate, round11

• Made from galvanised steel, blue passivated

• Load capacity: horizontal up to 200 daN, vertical up to 1,000 daN, diagonal up to 
200 daN

• Made from aluminium

• Dimensions (Ø x H): 45 x 10.2 mm

• Load bearing capacity up to 500 daN

• Tensile strength BC: 1,000 daN

Clamping range Article no.

0 - 7 mm 217-25031000220

0 - 17 mm 217-25031000221

0 - 27 mm 217-25031000222

Screw fitting with M10 nut10

Clamping range Article no.

0 - 7 mm 217-25051000309

0 - 14 mm 217-25051000310

0 - 24 mm 217-25051000320

0 - 34 mm 217-25051000330

0 - 54 mm 217-25051000340

• Made from galvanised steel, blue passivated

• Load capacity: horizontal up to 500 daN, vertical up to 2,000 daN, diagonal up to 
500 daN

Lashing plate, round, black anodised12

• Made from aluminium, black anodised

• Dimensions (Ø x H): 45 x 10 mm

• Load bearing capacity up to 800 daN

• Tensile strength BC: 1,600 daN

Adhesive tape on roll Adhesive in tube Fillister head screw Welding deviceStaple Welding device

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Article no. 217-11171106 Article no. 217-5675784
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Quadruple end fitting Quattro-Fitting8

• Made from galvanised steel, yellow passivated

• Load bearing capacity up to 2,500 daN

• Tensile strength BC: 5,000 daN

Article no. 217-111310277End stop fitting with ring for 
airline rail

7

• Made from galvanised steel with plastic retainer, red

• Load bearing capacity up to 500 daN

• Tensile strength BC: 1,000 daN

• Opening of Ø 29 mm

Article no. 217-111310276
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Fixtures and fittings

Lashing plate, square1 Pallet Stop-Set KERL652

• Made from aluminium

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 76 x 46 x 10.2 mm

• Load bearing capacity up to 1,000 daN in accord-
ance with DIN 75410 and DIN EN 12640

• Made from galvanised steel, blue passivated

• Load bearing capacity: Up to 800 daN with aluminium pipe 
   Vertical up to 160 daN  
   Up to 280 daN with knotless wood

• For positioning pallets in vans

Article no. 217-1152019740 Article no. 217-11151103530

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

marotech 2000 double-stud fitting lashing strap3

With push ratchet

Length of fixed end: 200 mm

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-3222351120040

6,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-3222351120060

8,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 50 daN 1,000/2,000 daN 230-3222351120080

marotech 1000 single-stud fitting lashing strap4

With push ratchet

Length of fixed end: 350 mm

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 25 mm 210 daN 50 daN 500/1,000 daN 230-3222251110040

6,000 mm 25 mm 210 daN 50 daN 500/1,000 daN 230-3222251110060

8,000 mm 25 mm 210 daN 50 daN 500/1,000 daN 230-3222251110080

Information

During transport, the load distribution and the load bearing capacity of the loading surface, the posts and the side panels must be taken into account.
We are happy to help you select the right load securing solution for your application.
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KERL fittings

KERL fittings
We offer a range of modular fittings for all applications. Whether you need a lashing point, bracket, screw fitting, or 
another component for a special application, a wide range of new KERL fittings awaits.

KERL "Butler"5

• Made from galvanised steel with plastic retainer

• with long open hook

• Load bearing capacity: 50 daN

Article no. 217-111310287 KERL 5006

KERL 10007

• Made from galvanised steel with plastic retainer

• Load bearing capacity: 1,000 daN in accordance with EN 12640

• Eye opening: 37 x 33 mm

Article no. 217-111511228

• Made from galvanised steel with plastic retainer

• Load bearing capacity of up to 500 daN in accordance with ISO 27956

• Tensile strength BC: 1,000 daN

• Opening of Ø 25 mm

KERL 20008

KERL 2D9

• Made from galvanised steel with a plastic retainer for 360° force transmission

• With an M12 thread (M12-7/16-20 UNF)

• Suitable for wheelchair safety according to DIN 75078-2 and for airline rails with 
a metric inch grid

Article no. 217-111511226

• Made from galvanised steel with plastic retainer

• Load bearing capacity: 2,000 daN in accordance with EN 12640

• Eye opening: 53 x 25 mm

Article no. 217-111511229

KERL 2xM6 QC10

• Made from galvanised steel with plastic retainer

• With 2x M6 internal threads

• Load bearing capacity: Horizontal up to 1,000 daN
   Vertical up to 1,000 daN
   Diagonal up to 1,000 daN

Article no. 217-111511232

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Article no. 217-111310275
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Information

Suitable for all airline lashing rails
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End pieces

Plastic cover profile1

Length Article no.

3.00 m 217-11571380-3M

2.00 m 217-11571380-2M

1.00 m 217-11571380-1M

End piece for airline rail, square2

Model Article no.

Standard 217-115521496

Light 217-115521500

End piece for airline rail, semi-circular3

Model Article no.

Standard 217-115521499

Light 217-115521494

End piece for airline rail, flat profile4

Model Article no.

Standard 217-115521497

Light 217-115521501

End piece for airline rail, embedded profile5

Length Article no.

Standard 217-115521498

Light 217-115521502

Adhesive tape on roll Adhesive in tube Fillister head screw Welding deviceStaple Welding device

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

End pieces
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Lashing rails

Combi lashing rail, galvanised steel, blue passivated, 50.8 mm/25 mm6

Length Article no.

3.00 m 217-11171219

2.00 m 217-11171219-20

1.00 m 217-11171219-10

Combi lashing rail, aluminium, 60 mm/25 mm7

Length Article no.

3.00 m 217-11171005

2.00 m 217-11171005-20

1.00 m 217-11171005-10

4
3

25,5

Rod lashing rail, aluminium with PVC protective profile, 100 mm (rod distance)9

Length Article no.

3.00 m 217-111511034

• With combined long and round holes

• suitable for box bodies

• With offset long and round holes

• Suitable for box bodies

• Built-in PVC protective profile to guard against abrasion

• Suitable for box bodies and vans

• Standard length: 3.00 m

Adhesive tape on roll Adhesive in tube Fillister head screw Welding deviceStaple Welding device

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Lashing rails

Important information

We recommend the use of blocking devices! We are happy to provide advice on the best lashing and tensioning systems to use with each of our lashing rails. Opt 
for one of our individually extendable lashing systems — the right solution for construction situation.
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Lashing strap for combined lashing railswith pressure ratchet10

Length of fixed end: 500 mm

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 50 daN 750/1,500 daN 203-3222351107540

6,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 50 daN 750/1,500 daN 203-3222351107560

Lashing strap for rod lashing railswith pressure ratchet11

Length of fixed end: 300 mm

Length Belt strap width S
TF

S
HF

LC Article no.

4,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 150 daN 750/1,500 daN 230-32223514150-4M

6,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 50 daN 750/1,500 daN 230-32223514150-6M

8,000 mm 35 mm 220 daN 150 daN 750/1,500 daN 230-32223514150-8M
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Lashing rails

Lashing fitting for rod lashing rail / flat 
hook

1 Anchor rail fitting for
combi lashing rails

2

• Made from galvanised steel, yellow passivated

• Load bearing capacity up to 750 daN

Long hole lashing fitting 
with ring

4Long hole lashing fitting 
with band and D-ring

3

• Made from galvanised steel, 
yellow passivated

• Load bearing capacity up to 750 
daN

• for combi lashing rails

• Made from galvanised steel, 
yellow passivated

• Load bearing capacity up to 750 
daN

• Length: 400 mm

• for combi lashing rails

Adhesive tape on roll Adhesive in tube Fillister head screw Welding deviceStaple Welding device

Article no. 217-11171026 Article no. 217-11171022

• Made from galvanised steel, yellow passivated

• Load bearing capacity up to 750 daN

Article no. 217-322320

Article no. 217-322345

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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The 10 commandments of securing loads

Command-
ment 1

Is the load suitable for transportation (appropriately packed) and is the required transport documentation available (particularly for hazardous loads)?

Command-
ment 2

Observe the labels on the packaging. Take note of the danger label, particularly for hazardous loads. These labels must be clearly identifiable! Are all required 
labels present?

Command-
ment 3

The load compartment must be appropriate and of a sufficient size (e.g. the truck and its equipment comply with the standards set out in the German Road 
Traffic Registration Ordinance (STVZO) § 30) 

• The vehicle floor must be swept clean 

• The vehicle bodies must all be undamaged and functional

• The rear door and rear bench seat locking mechanism must be functional 

• The load securing equipment is appropriate and available in sufficient quantities

Command-
ment 4

Always involve the driver in securing the load. If the driver is not present during loading, ensure that the driver checks that the load is secure before the 
journey commences.  In internal transport, you as the loader and driver bear responsibility for securing the load. The driver must carry out an inspection prior 
to departure (§ 23, StvO).

Command-
ment 5

Gaps around loads must be no more than 3 cm per metre of load length, and no longer than 15 cm. Ensure that goods positioned in front of gaps are stable 
enough. Always position loads directly against the back wall/back rest.

Command-
ment 6

Gaps around loads must always be filled!  If goods cannot be positioned directly against surfaces, other appropriate steps must be taken to secure the load.

Command-
ment 7

Ensure that the securing equipment used is suitable and that the lashing points in the vehicle can withstand the forces generated by the securing equipment. 
The S

TF
 value must under no circumstances be higher than the permitted tensile force of the lashing point.

Command-
ment 8

Use lashing equipment! Ensure that no unsecured parts of the load are left lying around. Loose parts can turn into dangerous missiles when the vehicle brakes 
or drives around a bend.

Command-
ment 9

Once the goods have been unloaded, it is usually the driver's responsibility to clear up the vehicle. Ensure that you consider your own safety and conduct 
yourself appropriately during this work.

Command-
ment 10

Do not allow the loaded vehicle to depart if it is clear that the load is unsafe and that the unsecured load is likely to cause damage.
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Drum lashing

Adhesive tape on roll Adhesive in tube Fillister head screw Welding deviceStaple Welding device

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Drum lashing

Drum lashing system (one-way)1

• made of 50 mm PES strap

• for 200 litre steel drum Ø 600

• with sewn-on loops for securing via standard PET/PP pallet conveyor

Article no. 236-89750020569

• one-piece, 35 mm wide, length: 2.50 m

• S
TF 

 480 daN according to EN 12195-2, LC 1,000/2,000 daN

Lashing strap for one-way barrel lashing (set)

Article no. 236-89772120524

Drum lashing system (reusable)2

• made of 50 mm PES strap

• for 200 litre steel drum Ø 600

• with sewn-on loops for securing with the enclosed lashing straps  
(2 pieces per system)

Article no. 236-89750020570
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Lashing bracket & recessed lashing points

Recessed lashing point, square1

Load bearing capacity Article no.

800 daN 217-11170010

Recessed lashing point, rectangular2

Load bearing capacity Article no.

1,000 daN 217-464133562

1
5

1

2
78

60

102 21

1
2

5

1
0

6

6
0

Lashing bracket/recessed lashing point3

Description Article no.

Lashing bracket 217-464131391

Lashing lug 217-464131392

Recessed lashing point 217-464131393

Weld-on bracket4

Load bearing capacity Article no.

2,000 daN 250-7922729-1

3,000 daN 250-7922729-2

6,000 daN 250-7922729-3

• Made from galvanised steel

• With retaining spring

• Load bearing capacity 800 daN

• Recessed on both sides

• Made from galvanised steel

• With retaining spring

• Load bearing capacity 1,000 daN

• Made from galvanised steel

• Load bearing capacity 2,000 daN

• With weld-on D-bracket

• Bracket can be subjected to load from all sides and can be swivelled 180°

• Rotatable

Attachment point/swivel hook5

Load bearing 
capacity

Threaded guide Dimensions (b / c / t) Article no.

1,000 daN M 12 x 18 36 / 14.5 / 41 217-3222730-M12

2,000 daN M 16 x 30 46 / 15 / 42 217-3222730-M16

4,000 daN M 20 x 30 49.5 / 19 / 56 217-3222730-M20

6,300 daN M 24 x 30 57 / 22 / 66.5 217-3222730-M24

Lashing points and recessed lashing points

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Lashing bracket & recessed lashing points

2
8

116

76 24

7
2

Steel recessed lashing points6

Image Load bearing 
capacity

Model Article no.

6.1 2,000 daN semi-circular 217-464131557

6.2 2,500 daN square 217-464131560

6.3 2,500 daN rectangular 217-464131590

60

70

1
1

0

1
2

0

14

70

4
5

Steel lashing boxes7

Image Description Model Article no.

7.1 2,500 daN square 217-464131739

7.2 2,500 daN round 217-464131746

Information signs for lashing points8

Model DIN Dimensions Article no.

400 daN DIN 75410-1 200 x 120 mm 217-464551190

800 daN DIN EN 12640 210 x 160 mm 217-464551746

1,000 daN DIN EN 12640 210 x 160 mm 217-464551747

2,000 daN DIN EN 12640 210 x 160 mm 217-464551748

2,500 daN DIN EN 12640 210 x 160 mm 217-464552085

• Tested to DIN EN 12640 standards

• Made from adhesive film

Suitable for loading on both sides

30

9
0

95

3
4

110

30

40

7
4

Ø63

1
1

0

1
2

5

1555

45°

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Image 6.1

Image 6.2 Image 6.3

Image 7.1

Image 7.2
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Load restraint bars

Load restraint bars
Load restraint bars can be adjusted exceptionally quickly and without tools. Superior material qual-
ity and high material strength ensure that the load and the driver are kept safe. Our load restraint 
bars are designed to protect mesh transport boxes and cardboard boxes in all forms of transport, 
securing various types of loads in pick-up trucks, trucks or trailers when there is a risk of the load 
tipping. marotech load restraint bars can be positioned diagonally as well as horizontally. In its 
retracted state, the load restraint bar can be tucked neatly away into a pallet storage compartment.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

PAT 1000 two-part load restraint bar1

• Made from aluminium with 1,000 daN blocking force

• For side wall thicknesses of 18 - 35 mm

• With tensioning element at both ends

• Can be fitted diagonally

• Clamping range: 2,290 mm to 2,520 mm

• Adjustment range (B): 230 mm

• Weight 7.20 kg

• Special lengths on request

Article no. 215-8551102310

Article no. 215-8551102211

Before first use, the clamping area must be adjusted to the cor-
rect board wall thickness. Load restraint bars can be adjusted 
exceptionally quickly and without tools. Superior material qual-
ity and high material strength for safety and stability. In its re-
tracted state, the load restraint bar can be tucked neatly away 
into a pallet storage compartment.

Faster, lighter, safer

MT 1000 Vario load restraint bar3

• Galvanised steel tube with 1,000 daN blocking force

• For side wall thicknesses between 8 and 54 mm

• Ideal for construction vehicles (tippers) and small trailers

• Clamping range: 1,140 to 2,710 mm

• Adjustment range (B): 1,570 mm

• Weight: 8.00 kg

Extreme load bearing capacity

Article no. 215-464623144

Article no. 215-464138723

MT 400 load restraint bar

Strap

2

4

• Made from steel with 400 daN blocking force

• For side wall thicknesses of 21 - 36 mm

• Clamping range: 2,400 - 2,700 mm

• Adjustment range (B): 300 mm

• Weight: 7.80 kg

• Strap with hook for intermediate wall closures

• Length: 30 mm

• Belt strap width: 25 mm
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Clamping range

Model Location Clamping range Adjustment range Article no.

Rubber foot two-sided 2,400 - 2,850 mm 450 mm 215-13751207401

19 mm pin, one-sided top on request

19 mm pin, one-sided bottom on request

24 mm pin, one-sided top on request

24 mm pin, one-sided bottom on request

Model Location Clamping range Adjustment range Article no.

Rubber foot two-sided 2,000 - 2,500 mm 500 mm 215-13751207701

19 mm pin, one-sided top on request

19 mm pin, one-sided bottom on request

24 mm pin, one-sided top on request

24 mm pin, one-sided bottom on request

Lasi-Stop Light clamping bar7

• Adjustable clamping bar for flexible horizontal and vertical installation

• For use in vans, tarpaulin body vehicles and box body vehicles

• Robust aluminium tube (42 mm) with external teeth, max. weight just 5 kg

• Load bearing capacity BC: 200 daN

• Clamping range: 130 daN

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Clamping range 

Clamping bar SAM 55 Profi

Clamping bar SAM 46 Profi

6

5

• Adjustable clamping bar for flexible horizontal and vertical installation

• For use in vans, tarpaulin body vehicles and box body vehicles

• Can be anchored directly into almost all lashing rails using pins for 20 mm/25 mm round holes

• Simple and safe handling with telescopic brake

• Robust aluminium tube (55 mm)

• Load bearing capacity BC: 140 daN

• Adjustable clamping bar for flexible horizontal and vertical installation

• For use in vans, tarpaulin body vehicles and box body vehicles

• Can be anchored directly into almost all lashing rails using pins for 20 mm/25 mm round holes

• Simple and safe handling with telescopic brake

• Robust aluminium tube (46 mm)

• Load bearing capacity BC: 140 daN

Clamping range Adjustment range Article no.

2,100 - 2,470 mm 370 mm 215-464138089

2,350 - 2,720 mm 370 mm 215-464138090

2,650 - 3,020 mm 370 mm 215-464138091

84

Also available in the clamping ranges 1,150 - 1,550 mm and 1,550 - 2,050 mm.
Accessories: Push-on frame optionally available.

Also available in the clamping ranges 1,850 - 2,300 mm and 2,100 - 2,550 mm.
Accessories: Push-on frame optionally available.
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Locking bar KIM 4x4 Airline Profi

• made of high-strength aluminium square tube (42 
mm) for horizontal and vertical use

• supplied with two opposite mounted airline rail pro-
files (transverse to the direction of travel), optionally 
retrofittable with further airline rail profiles up to 
four-sided design

• Use in vans with a permissible maximum mass of up to 
3.5 t and box trucks up to 7.5 t

• Blocking force BC: 300 – 400 daN

• Simple and safe handling with telescopic brake

• suitable for all airline rails 

Model Airline rail profile Clamping range Adjustment range Article no.

Anti-twist device X  in 
direction of travel

two-sided 1,850 - 2,300 mm 450 mm 215-13751208101

Anti-twist device X  in 
direction of travel

one-sided, three-sided, 
four-sided

on request

Anti-twist device Y  against 
the direction of travel

one-sided to four-sid-
ed

on request

19 mm bolt three-sided on request

24 mm bolt two-sided on request

Model Location Clamping range Adjustment range Accessories Article no.

19 mm slotted bolt two-sided 1,400 - 1,900 mm 500 mm Without protective 
hose

215-13751111010

19 mm slotted bolt two-sided 1,400 - 1,900 mm 500 mm With protective hose 215-13751111011

24 mm bolt two-sided With/without  
protective hose

on request

Sortimo flat screw two-sided With/without  
protective hose

on request

Model Location Clamping range Adjustment range Accessories Article no.

19 mm slotted bolt two-sided 1,150 - 1,550 mm 400 mm without protective 
hose

215-13751207601

19 mm slotted bolt two-sided 1,550 - 2,050 mm 500 mm without protective 
hose

215-13751207602

19 mm bolt two-sided With/without  
protective hose

on request

24 mm bolt two-sided With/without  
protective hose

on request

24 mm slotted bolt two-sided With/without  
protective hose

on request

33 mm bolt two-sided With/without  
protective hose

on request

Locking bar KIM 44 Profi

Locking bar KIM 46 Profi

2

3

• made of high-strength aluminium square tube (44 
mm) for horizontal and vertical use

• Use in trailers, sprinters and trucks with a maximum 
permissible mass of up to 7.5 t

• Blocking force BC: 250 - 350 daN

• easy to telescope with a quick-release fastener

• for hole diameters (Ø) of 20mm, 25 mm and Sortimo® 
ProSafe® system possible

• made of high-strength aluminium square tube (46 
mm) for horizontal and vertical use

• Use in trailers, sprinters and trucks with a maximum 
permissible mass of up to 7.5 t

• Blocking force BC: 400 – 500 daN

• Simple and safe handling with telescopic brake

• suitable for hole diameters (Ø) of 20 mm, 25 mm and 
34 mm

1

Locking bars
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Locking bars 

85

Also available in the clamping ranges of 2,100 - 2,550 mm and 2,400 - 2,850 mm.
Accessories: Airline rail profile optionally available for retrofitting.

Also available in clamping ranges from 2,000 - 2,500 mm and with long bolts.
Accessories: Protective hose optionally available in blue and black.

Also available in the clamping ranges of 650 mm with an adjustment range of 499 mm and 1,250 - 2,500 mm 
with an adjustment range of 250 mm.
Accessories: Protector and park holder optionally available. Protective hose available in blue and black.
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Model Location Clamping range Adjustment range Accessories Article no.

24 mm slotted bolt two-sided 2,445 - 2,515 mm 70 mm without control belt 215-13751207501

19 mm slotted bolt two-sided with/without  
operating belt

on request

24 mm bolt two-sided with/without  
operating belt

on request

19 mm bolt two-sided with/without  
operating belt

on request

34 mm bolt two-sided with/without  
operating belt

on request

Model Location Clamping range Adjustment 
range

Article no.

19 mm bolt two-sided 2,000 - 2,500 mm 500 mm 215-13751204701

19 mm bolt two-sided 2,350 - 2,850 mm 500 mm 215-13751204702

24 mm bolt two-sided on request

Model Location Clamping range Adjustment range Article no.

19 mm slotted bolt two-sided 2,100 - 2,550 mm 450 mm 215-13751207301

24 mm slotted bolt two-sided 2,100 - 2,550 mm 450 mm 215-13751207302

19 mm bolt two-sided on request

24 mm bolt two-sided on request

34 mm bolt two-sided on request

Locking bars
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

• made of high-strength aluminium rectangular tube 
(66x49 mm) for horizontal and vertical use

• For use in tarpaulin body vehicles and box body 
vehicles

• Blocking force BC: 800 – 1,000 daN

• Simple and safe handling with telescopic brake

• suitable for a hole diameter (Ø) of 20 mm or hole 
diameter (Ø) of 25 mm

• made of high-strength aluminium square tube (55 
mm) for horizontal and vertical use

• For use in tarpaulin body vehicles and box body 
vehicles

• Adjustment range: 450 mm

• Blocking force BC: 400 - 500 daN

• easy to telescope with a hex wrench

• suitable for a hole diameter (Ø) of 20 mm and rod 
diameter (Ø) of 8 mm or hole diameter (Ø) of 25 mm 
and rod diameter (Ø) of 10 mm

Locking bar KIM 555

• made of high-strength aluminium square tube (55 
mm) for horizontal and vertical use

• For use in tarpaulin body vehicles and box body 
vehicles

• Adjustment range: 70 mm

• Blocking force BC: 450 daN

• easy to handle due to spring bolts

• suitable for a hole diameter (Ø) of 20 mm and rod 
diameter (Ø) of 8 mm or hole diameter (Ø) of 25 mm 
and rod diameter (Ø) of 10 mm 

Locking bar KIM 5x7 Profi

Locking bar KIM 55 Profi

4

6

86

Also available in clamping ranges from 640 - 2,520 mm with 70 mm spring travel and with long bolts.
Accessories: Control belt and with long bolts available as an option.

Also available in clamping ranges from 1,850 - 2,300 and 2,400 - 2,850 mm and with long bolts.

Also available in clamping ranges from 1,800 - 2,000 and 2,700 - 3,200 mm and with long bolts.
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Loading bar
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Loading bar KAT 1.100 Combi 2,440 - 2,531 mm

• made of high-strength aluminium rectangular tube with aluminium insert

• For use in tarpaulin body vehicles and box body vehicles

• Maximum extension: 90 mm

• Adjustment range: 2,440 - 2,531 mm

• Load bearing capacity BC: 1,100 daN

• for horizontal use and double-deck loading in combination lashing rails

Article no. 217-137511304

1

87

Loading bar KAT 2.800 Combi 2,470 - 2,530 mm

Loading bar KAT 1.100 SL 2,440 - 2,510 mm

• made of high-strength aluminium rectangular tube with aluminium insert

• For use in tarpaulin body vehicles and box body vehicles

• Maximum extension: 60 mm

• Adjustment range: 2,470 - 2,530 mm

• Load bearing capacity BC: 2,800 daN

• for the horizontal use in combi lashing rails

• made of high-strength aluminium rectangular tube with aluminium insert

• For use in tarpaulin body vehicles and box body vehicles

• Maximum extension: 70 mm

• Adjustment range: 2,440 - 2,510 mm

• Load bearing capacity BC: 1,100 daN

• for the horizontal use double-deck loading in keyhole lashing rails

Article no. 217-137511305

Article no. 217-137511310

2

3

Loading bar
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Gas cylinder holders

Gas cylinder holders
The transport of gas cylinders and steel canisters is risky and is subject to ADR and GGVSEB regulations in Germany. 
With marotech's branded products, the transport risk for construction companies, horticulturists, craftsmen and mu-
nicipal vehicles is decisively minimised.

Attention

Holding brackets may only be used in pairs! 
Form-locking loading in the direction of travel 
is required!

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Gas bottle holder type 05/11 (2 pieces)

• Transport of upright 5 and 11 kg propane and butane 
gas cylinders

• TÜV-tested

• quick and easy attachment to vertical, smooth vehicle 
surfaces

• Mounting material included in the scope of delivery

•  Ø = 28.0 cm (small ring)      Ø= 34.0 cm (large ring)

Article no. 225-832320511

Gas bottle holder type 00/10 (1 pair)

• Transport of horizontal 10 kg gas cylinders

• no screwing necessary, secure hold due to integrat-
ed anti-slip mat

• Ø = 16.5 cm

Article no. 225-832320010

Gas bottle holder type 20/50 (1 pair)

• Transport of horizontal 10 kg and 50 kg gas cylinders

• TÜV-tested

• quick installation (please note our installation 
instructions)

• no screwing necessary, secure hold due to integrat-
ed anti-slip mat

• Ø = 24.5 cm

Article no. 225-832322050

Gas bottle holder type 22/33 (1 pair)
 

• Transport of horizontal 22 kg and 33 kg gas cylinders

• TÜV-tested

• quick installation (please note our installation 
instructions)

• no screwing necessary, secure hold due to integrated 
anti-slip mat

• Ø = 33.0 cm 

Article no. 225-832322233

Gas bottle holder type Universal (1 pair)
 

• Transport of all standing gas cylinders

• quick and easy attachment to vertical, smooth vehicle 
surfaces

• Set consisting of: Wall bracket, lashing strap with clamp 
lock and fixing material

Article no. 225-832320000

Gas bottle holder, set with 500 mm lashing 
rail (1 piece)

• Transport of all standing gas cylinders

• quick and easy attachment to vertical, smooth 
vehicle surfaces

• Set consisting of: Lashing rail 500 mm, lashing strap 
with pressure ratchet incl. protective pad

Article no. 225-8323220345

canister holder KA 05/20 (2 pieces)

• Transport of upright 20 litre canisters

• quick and easy attachment to vertical, smooth vehicle 
surfaces

• Mounting material included in the scope of delivery

Article no. 225-832321000

Attention fines

Transport of unsecured petrol cans or gas 
bottles is subject to substantial fines.

• Driver: 300 Euro
• Loaders: 500 Euro
• Carrier/vehicle keeper: 800 Euro

Please observe the prescribed ventilation when 
transporting gas cylinders.

Practical in a set

Easy to use

88
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Nets and tarpaulins

Skip containers External dimensions Tarpaulin size Net size

5 m3 3.30 x 1.70 m 4.00 x 2.30 m 5.00 x 3.00 m

7 m3 4.00 x 1.70 m 4.50 x 2.30 m 5.00 x 3.00 m

10 m3 4.50 x 1.70 m 5.00 x 2.30 m 5.00 x 3.00 m

Roll-on-roll-off-containers External dimensions Tarpaulin size Net size

12 m3, 18 m3, 20 m3 6.30 x 2.50 m 7.00 x 3.00 (3.10) m 7.00 x 3.50 m

30 m3 6.80 x 2.50 m 7.50 x 3.00 (3.10) m 8.00 x 3.50 m

38 m3, 40 m3 7.30 x 2.50 m 8.50 x 3.00 (3.10) m 8.00 x 3.50 m

• Skew distortion: ± 1.50 % of the fabric width

• Length deviation: ± 3.00 % of the fabric length

• Inlet deviation: ± 3.00 % of the finished dimension

• Dimensional deviations for ready-made textiles: ± 1.50 % of the original dimension

The recommended dimensions for the nets and tarpaulins are given in the following tables:

For safety reasons, we recommend a bungee cord with a minimum thickness of 8 mm for skip containers and 10 mm for roll-on-roll-off containers.
We recommend an addition of 50 cm to the trailer or platform size.

Dimensional tolerances



Safety nets

Safety nets for cars, trucks and trailers
The safety nets are suitable for securing loads in estate cars, trucks and trailers and are all characterised by a high degree of flexibility. For fastening to lashing points or airline rails, 
the nets can be equipped with carabiners or webbing straps, for example.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Important information

Use our lashing straps too for an even more secure load. Lashing straps with hooks are ideal for light and medium-duty applications.

91

All tarpaulins are available in standard sizes or can be made to your specific requirements.

Covering net1

• made of polypropylene (PP), for car trailers, flatbeds and containers

• Mesh width: 45 mm

• Cord thickness: 3 mm

• Basis weight 180 g/m2

• Reinforced and extremely tear-resistant edge cord with retracted bungee 
cord. Thanks to its soft structure, the net can easily adapt to the load on 
the trailer.

Length Width Article no.

2,500 1,600 220-032025016

2,500 2,000 220-032025020

3,000 2,500 220-032030025

3,500 2,500 220-032035025

4,000 2,500 220-032040025

4,500 2,500 220.032045025

5,000 3,500 220-032050035

6,000 3,500 220-032060035

7,000 3,500 220-032070035

8,000 3,500 220-032080035

Cargo securing net for estate cars2

• Dimensions (L x W): 1,200 x 1,000 mm

• with reinforced edge cord with sewn-on loose ends (1.50 m and 1.00 
m), 2 snap hooks 8 x 80 mm made of galvanised steel and 2 fixed 
ends (clamp lock and pointed hook)

• Mesh width 30 mm, cord thickness: 3 mm

• Load bearing capacity LC: 200 daN, maximum permissible lashing 
force per fixed end of 125 daN

Colour Model Article no.

Blue loose 220-13703401

Black packed in PE bag 220-13703402

Luggage compartment separation net3

• made of 25 mm strap with loose end and sewn-on clamping buckle 
for fastening

Colour Model Article no.

90 mm Blue 220-68088130T221-1

90 mm Black 220-68088130T221-3

200 mm Blue 220-68088130T221-2

200 mm Black 220-68088130T221-4
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Safety nets

Article no. 220-125088105T

Cargo securing net for vans5

• with two loose and two fixed ends each for fastening

• Mesh width 30 mm

• 3 mm thick cord

• Surface weight: 290 g/m2

• Colours: blue, green, black

• For further information please call us, we will be happy to advise you.

Load securing belt net for vans6

• is ideal for transporting cartons, crates, pallets or other loose goods in sprinters

• A D-ring is incorporated at every second bridge.

• Mesh width 260 x 220 mm

• Belt strap width: 25 mm

• LC: 500 daN

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700,     
sheet 3.3

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Article no. 220-12600909

Car load-securing net7

• Dimensions (L x W): 0.90 x 0.90 m

• Belt strap width: 25 mm

• Mesh width 100 mm

• LC: 200 daN

• at all 4 corners integration of a buckle with 50 cm strap for lashing

• You have the option of guiding the strap through your lashing point or attaching it to 
the lashing point using the pointed hooks provided.

• Certified in accordance with VDI, sheet 3.3

Strap net8

• Strap width 25 mm (tear resistance: 1,200 daN) / 35 mm (tear resistance: 2,000 daN)

• ideal for transporting and covering loaded trailers or flatbed vehicles

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

A

B

D

C

E

For vans

For sprinters
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Belt strap 
width

Mesh width Colour Basis weight (g/m2) Article no.

25 mm 90 mm Blue 1,050 220-68088130221-2

25 mm 90 mm Black 1,050 220-68088130221-4

25 mm 200 mm Blue 520 220-68088130221-1

25 mm 200 mm Black 520 220-68088130221-5

25 mm 325 mm Blue 360 220-68088130221-3

25 mm 325 mm Black 360 220-68088130221-6

35 mm 90 mm Yellow 1,300 220-68088131221-2

35 mm 200 mm Yellow 650 220-68088131221-1

35 mm 325 mm Yellow 450 220-68088131221-3

Dimensions (L x W) Article no.

4,000 x 1,300 mm 220-13704600

4,000 x 1,600 mm 220-13704500

4,000 x 2,450 mm 220-13704700

Equipment variants: Loops, loops with D-rings or loose ends on the long or short side possible.
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Safety nets
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Head lashing net 2.40 m1

• made of high-strength, red PES strap (polyester strap) with a strap 
width of 50 mm

• for direct lashing of loads incl. two 0.3 m fixed ends (fixed parts) 
with pressure ratchet and double pointed hook (STF 300 daN, LC 
2,500/1,000 daN, SHF 50 daN)

• tested and certified according to VDI guideline 2700 
Sheet 3.3 - Securing loads on road vehicles - Nets for securing 
loads

Metal to metal (coefficient of friction 0.1 µ)

α = 20°, ß = 5°: 947 kg

α = 20°, ß = 55°: 3,330 kg

α = 65°, ß = 5°: 1,039 kg

α = 65°, ß = 55°: 1,940 kg

Foil on wood (coefficient of friction 0.2 µ)

α = 20°, ß = 5°: 1,530 kg

α = 20°, ß = 55°: 4,120 kg

α = 65°, ß = 5°: 2,220 kg

α = 65°, ß = 55°: 2,870 kg

Wood on wood, rough sawn (coefficient 
of friction 0.3 µ)

α = 20°, ß = 5°: 2,500 kg

α = 20°, ß = 55°: 5,230 kg

α = 65°, ß = 5°: 4,190 kg

α = 65°, ß = 55°: 4,190 kg

Anti-slip mats on used screen printing 
floor (coefficient of friction 0.6 µ)

α = 20°, ß = 5°: 20,000 kg

α = 20°, ß = 55°: 15,000 kg

α = 65°, ß = 5°: 19,600 kg

α = 65°, ß = 55°: 16,000 kg

α Vertical angle, ß Horizontal angleThe maximum loads specified must be checked for each application on the basis of the geometric conditions.

We will be happy to advise you on other applications.

Article no. 220-13749004

Maximum load weight per net in kg

Load securing net 1.80 x 1.20 m2

• made of 25 mm strap with 6 D-rings all around

• Label with protective cover includes

• Load bearing capacity: LC
net total

: 1.000 daN 
   LC

Net mounting point
: 500 daN

• Mesh width 150 mm

Article no. 220-464138811

Lashing net 1,300 x 900 mm3

• for pallets and small vans

• made of 35 mm strap

• Mesh width 250 x 220 mm

• Load bearing capacity LC: 1,000 daN

Article no. 220-13705500

Information

In conjunction with a 35 mm lashing strap (not includ-
ed in delivery), securing the load is simple and safe.
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Safety nets
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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• 3 mm thick cord

• Mesh width 45 mm

• reinforced rim

• Surface weight: 170 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 
2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: blue, green, black

• 2.5 mm thick cord

• Mesh width 20 mm

• reinforced rim

• Surface weight: 270 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 
2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: green

• 6 mm cord thickness:

• 8 mm thick edge cord

• Surface weight: 250 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, 
sheet 3.3

• Colours: green, black

• very stable due to 3 mm thick cord

• Mesh width 30 mm

• With 6 mm bungee cord along entire 
edge

• Surface weight: 300 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 
2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: blue, green, black

Article no. 220-125088120 Article no. 220-125088182 Article no. 220-125088180 Article no. 220-125088185/G

6 Large mesh safety-
Net with edge cord

7 Car trailer net,
coarse meshed

8 Car trailer net,
finely meshed

9 Car trailer net,
with bungee cord

Loading space transporter restraint net4

• made of 25 mm strap

• Mesh width 175 mm

• Label with protective cover includes

• Attachments via flat hooks with securing for rods  
up to 8 mm diameter

• with 2 adapter straps 1,000 mm with clamp and plasticised S-hook

• Operating height: 1,805 mm

• Operating width: 1,550 - 1,850 mm

• LC
net total

: 800 daN

• LC
net mounting point

: 600 daN

Article no. 220-464138820

Truck 6-pallet net with belt strap or D-rings5

• Size: 2.70 x 2.70 m

• Belt strap width: 50 mm

• System resistance: LC 2,500 daN

• Use our standard lashing belts to tension the net.

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

Designs Mesh width Article no.

Belt strap 250 mm 220-13707250-1

Belt strap 500 mm 220-13707500-1

D-rings 250 mm 220-13707250-2

D-rings 500 mm 220-13707500-2

Rapid securing
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PVC pick-up tarpaulin3

• PE tarpaulin with PVC coating

• Watertight

• eyelets every 40 cm, with cord

• Tarpaulin fitted as a cover with shaped corners, standard height cover 15 cm

• Surface weight: 630 g/m2

• Colours: ecological grey (varies to dark grey), chimney red (RAL 3002), deep orange (RAL 
2011), pure white (RAL 9010), traffic yellow (RAL 1023), opal green (RAL 6026), ultramarine 
blue (RAL 5002), deep black (RAL 9005)

Platform cover nets & platform tarpaulins
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Important information

Use our lashing straps too for an even more secure load. Lashing straps with hooks are ideal for light and medium-duty applications.

Article no. 220-125088120/P

Platform cover nets, coarse meshed1

• 6 mm thick cord

• 8 mm thick edge cord

• Mesh width 100 mm

• Surface weight: 240 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: green, black

Article no. 220-125088102/P

Article no. 220-68099100/P

Article no. 220-68099201/P

Platform cover nets, finely meshed2

• 3 mm thick cord

• 8 mm thick edge cord

• Mesh width 45 mm

• Surface weight: 169 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: green, black

95

Platform cover nets and platform tarpaulins

Pick-up tarpaulin made of PE4

• good foldability and soft fabric

• eyelets every 40 cm, with cord

• Tarpaulin fitted as a cover with shaped corners, standard height cover 15 cm

• Surface weight: 220 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: blue, yellow, green, red, black
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Article no. 220-125088145

End wall protection and retaining net7

• 3.30 x 2.70 m or individually cut to the required size

• Mesh width 8 x 5 mm

• Reinforcement with 50 mm strap

• Surface weight: 650 g/m2

• Colours: green

This load securing net is recommended for use on unprocessed wood loaded lengthways, 
up to a length of six metres. Since 01/10/2007, all vehicles must be fitted with retaining 
equipment for loose lengths of wood., which are able to prevent individual logs lying in 
caverns from slipping out.

For wood transport and trucks

Safety nets for containers

Safety nets for containers
In addition to securing loads in containers, load securing nets can also be used to divide load compartments, protect loads at the rear and for lashing down. Our nets are available in 
various mesh widths, cord thicknesses and of course with reinforced edges. The nets can simply be attached to the tarpaulin hooks for use on containers.

Article no. 220-125088140

Mesh sheet5

• PE/PVC, high strength

• With and without bungee cord

• Mesh width 8 x 5 mm

• UV-resistant coating

• Surface weight: 650 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: green

Article no. 220-125088160

Safety net, fine mesh, with draw cord6

• PP net, high strength

• Mesh width 20 mm

• Cord thickness: 2.50 mm

• Surface weight: 290 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: green

Robust safety net

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

All tarpaulins are available in standard sizes or can be made to your specific requirements.
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Article no. 220-125088100

Safety net with draw cord1

• PP net, high strength

• Mesh width 45 mm

• Cord thickness: 2.30 mm

• Surface weight: 170 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colour: Black

Article no. 220-125088101

Safety net with draw cord and bungee cord2

• PP net, high strength

• Mesh width 45 mm

• Cord thickness: 2.30 mm

• with all-round 6 mm bungee cord

• Surface weight: 190 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colour: Black

Article no. 220-125088102

Safety net with draw cord3

• PP net, high strength

• Mesh width 45 mm

• Cord thickness: 3 mm

• Surface weight: 169 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: blue, green, black

Article no. 220-137070107

Three-hole tarpaulin hook4

• Made from galvanised steel (13 mm)

• Punched design

• Dimensions approx. 50 x 39 mm

• Material thickness: 2.50 mm

• suitable for 10 mm cord

Safety nets for containers

Bungee cord5

Diameter Article no.

4 mm 220-68070205

6 mm 220-68070201

8 mm 220-68070202

10 mm 220-68070203

12 mm 220-68070204

Price per metre. Maximum 100 m per roll.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Container tarpaulins

Container tarpaulins
Our high-quality container tarpaulins ensure safe transport and are especially suitable for covering open transport containers. They seamlessly protect the container load from 
moisture and other environmental influences. The eyelets make it easy to attach and guarantee a secure hold. All container tarpaulins are available in the common standard sizes 
and in individual custom sizes.

Article no. 220-125099200

Woven fabric tarpaulin6

• air-permeable PE fabric tarpaulin

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• Available with and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 200 g/m2

• Colours: green

Article no. 220-125099103

Container tarpaulin made from jute fabric7

Article no. 220-125099201

Fabric tarpaulin, air-permeable8

Article no. 220-125099250

Fabric tarpaulin, air-permeable, robust9

Article no. 220-125099255

Fabric tarpaulin, air-permeable,  
with reinforced edges

10

Article no. 220-125099140

HDPE cover tarpaulin11

• Secured with the expander cord supplied

• Surface weight: 305 g/m2

• Hard-wearing and dust-resistant

• Colour: natural

• Air-permeable fabric tarpaulin made from PE mono filament 
fabric

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• Available with and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 220 g/m2

• soft and easy to fold

• Colours: blue, green, black

• Air-permeable fabric tarpaulin made from PE mono filament 
fabric

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• Available with and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 200 g/m2

• stiff, very stable

• Colours: blue, grey, green, red, black

• Made from PE mono filament fabric, reinforced at sides

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• Available with and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 250 g/m2

• dimensionally stable and rigid

• Colours: blue, grey, green

• HDPE (high-density polyethylene) cover tarpaulin

• UV-resistant

• Limited water resistance

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• Available with and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 220 g/m2

• Colour: grey, green, white

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

All tarpaulins are available in standard sizes
or individually cut to size.

See price list
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Certified according to
VDI 2700, sheet 3.3
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Article no. 220-125099101

Container tarpaulin with fitting for construction waste chute1

• Fitting can be mounted directly on the waste chute

• Protects loads and covers waste containers

• eyelets approx. every 40 cm 

• Watertight

• Surface weight: 630 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colour: grey

Article no. 220-125099900

Jute tarpaulin, heat-resistant2

• Surface weight: 305 g/m2 and 450 g/m2

• For the transport of bitumen mixes

• Tear-resistant and high temperature stability

• Available with and without eyes

• Colour: natural

Article no. 220-125099160

PE fabric, robust3

• Very tightly woven

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• Available with and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 190 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: blue, green

Container tarpaulins

Article no. 220-125099260

Tarpaulin with 2 stitched and reinforced corners4

• Air-permeable fabric tarpaulin made from PE mono filament fabric; reinforced corners 
for a long service life

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• Available with and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 200 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colours: blue, grey, green, red, black

Article no. 220-125099102

Standard container tarpaulin with reinforced corners6

• Watertight and hard-wearing tarpaulin made from PE/PVC

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• With and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 630 g/m2

• Certified in accordance with VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

• Colour: grey

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Container tarpaulins

Article no. 220-125077100

Roll tarpaulin for roll-off containers7

• An ideal solution from a health and safety perspective: It takes just a few 
minutes to cover or uncover the container from the ground. Roll tarpaulins can 
be retrofitted to all common roll-off containers. Ratchet belts can be used to 
securely fasten the roll tarpaulin onto the container.

• Surface weight: 630 g/m2

Article no. 220-125099110

Tarpaulins with support profiles8

Article no. 220-125099800

Tarpaulin with bungee cord9

Article no. 220-125099225

Heavy-duty, air-permeable tarpaulin10

Article no. 220-125099165

PVC tarpaulin with two shaped and 
reinforced corners

12

Article no. 220-125099100

Standard container tarpaulin11

• Watertight cover tarpaulin made from PE/PVC

• Prevents the tarpaulin from sagging due to integrated wooden support profiles  
every 50-60 cm

• eyelets every 40 cm, bungee cord

• Surface weight: 630 g/m2

• Colour: grey

• very hard-wearing and heat-resistant material (up to 180 °C), impregnated

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets and bungee cord

• Surface weight: 550 g/m2

• Colour: olive, sandy

• made of high-strength PE fabric, air-permeable

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• very hard-wearing, yet soft and flexible

• Available with and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 550 g/m2

• waterproof, PE tarpaulin with PVC coating

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• Accuracy of fit due to formed and reinforced corners at the front, tarpau-
lin at the rear flat

• With and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 630 g/m2

• Watertight and hard-wearing tarpaulin made from PE/PVC

• Secure hold thanks to eyelets approx. every 40 cm

• dimensionally stable and non-stretchable

• Available with and without bungee cord

• Surface weight: 630 g/m2

• Colour: ecological grey (varies to dark grey)

• available in special qualities

         - flame retardant B1

         - with fabric inlay

         - HD heavy quality 900 g/m2

         - other colours

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

All tarpaulins are available in standard sizes
or individually cut to size.
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Certified in accordance with
VDI 2700, sheet 3.3

Article no. 220-68070300

Repair set 
for waterproof PE/PVC tarpaulins

13

  

• 1 can of adhesive, 1 can of cleaner/diluent, 1 round brush, 1 roller, 2m2  

tarpaulin fabric

• Colours: blue, dark grey, yellow, green, ecological grey, orange, red, 
black, white

Article no. 220-68070310

PVC adhesive tape / repair patches14

• for gluing on PVC tarpaulins for small cracks and holes

• 1 roll 10.0 x 0.1 m

• Colours: blue, dark grey, yellow, green, ecological grey, orange, red, black, 
white

Repair accessories
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Stowage pads
Stowage pads are designed to secure the areas between pallets and to protect containers, boxes or canisters. They are used universally in trucks, ships, container loading and railway 
transport. You can opt for single-use or reusable models.

Actively securing your loads reduces the risk of accidents and issues if your vehicle is inspected by the police or goods transport authorities. 

Stowage pads

Size Article no.

1,200 x 1,000 mm 235-1382203

2,400 x 1,200 mm 235-1382204

Standard multiple-use load cushion2

• With multiple-use valve (round valve made from PP with 60 mm air inlet/outlet) for gaps 
of approx. 50 mm to approx. 400 mm in size

• Comprises an outer layer made from polypropylene woven fabric and an inner layer made 
from PE blown film (air chamber)

Size Article no.

1,200 x 900 mm 235-1385879

1,800 x 900 mm 235-1385880

2,100 x 900 mm 235-1385881

1,800 x 1,200 mm 235-1385883

2,250 x 1,200 mm 235-1385934

2,400 x 1,500 mm 235-1385023

Can be reused up to 50 times

Ideal for securing gaps in loads

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Other sizes available on request.

Stowage pads Level 11

Other sizes available on request.
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• with reusable round valve made of polyethylene foil (PE) with 80 µm, Polypropylene 
ribbon fabric (PP) with 85 g/m2 (2-ply) for spaces from 50 mm to 400 mm

• Working pressure: max. 2.8 psi / 0.2 bar

• Bursting pressure: min. 8.0 psi / 0.55 bar with a loading gap of 30 cm

Benefits of the product

• meets the requirements for the AAR directive applicable in the USA (Association of 
American Railroads Standards).

• effective securing of your cargo in containers, rail wagons or ship holds

• 100 % recyclable, easy to dispose of

• simple, time-saving and cost-efficient load securing

1.1

2.1

Rapid-fill pistol Level 1

Reusable rapid-fill pistol

Article no. 235-1383501

Article no. 235-1383301
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Rapid-fill pistol Level 1 Reusable rapid-fill pistol Disposable rapid-fill pistol



Size Article no.

1,200 x 1,000 mm 235-1382103

2,400 x 1,200 mm 235-1382104

Standard multiple-use load cushion3

• Comprises an outer layer made from coated polypropylene woven fabric and an inner 
layer made from PE blown film (air chamber)

• With flexible PE hose valve and self-adhesive fastening for gaps from approx. 50 mm to 
approx. 400 mm in size

Other sizes available 
on request.

Maximum safety at a 
fair price

3.1 Disposable rapid-fill pistol

Article no. 235-1383401

Stowage pads
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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3D multiple-use load cushion4

• With side fold and multiple-use valve 
(round valve made from PP with 60 mm 
air inlet/outlet) for filling and bridging 
gaps of up to approx. 800 mm in size

• Comprises two outer layers made from 
polypropylene woven fabric and two 
inner layers made from PE blown film 
(air chamber)

4.1

5.1

Rapid-fill pistol 
Reusable Rapid-fill pistol 

Reusable
Article no. 235-1383301

Article no. 235-1383301

Strong multiple-use 
load cushion

5

• With multiple-use valve (round valve 
made from PP with 60 mm air inlet/
outlet) for gaps of approx. 50 mm to 
400 mm in size

• Comprises two outer layers made from 
polypropylene woven fabric and two 
inner layers made from PE blown film 
(air chamber)

3D disposable load cushion6

• Comprises an outer layer made from 
coated polypropylene woven fabric and 
an inner layer made from PE blown film 
(air chamber)

• Two layers with side folds and a flexible 
one-way hose valve for filling and 
bridging gaps of up to approx. 800 mm

Strong disposable 
load cushion

7

• Comprises two outer layers made from 
polypropylene woven fabric and two 
inner layers made from PE blown film 
(air chamber)

• With flexible PE hose valve and self-ad-
hesive fastening for gaps from approx. 
50 mm to approx. 400 mm in size

Size Article no.

1,200 x 1,000 mm 235-1383205

2,400 x 1,200 mm 235-1383206

Size Article no.

1,200 x 1,000 mm 235-1383105

2,400 x 1,200 mm 235-1383106

Size Article no.

2,300 x 1,200 x 800 mm 235-1384205

Size Article no.

2,300 x 1,200 x 800 mm 235-1384106
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6.1 Rapid-fill pistol 
Disposable

Article no. 235-1383401
7.1 Rapid-fill pistol 

Disposable

Article no. 235-1383401



Lashing
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Lashing strap1

• made of thermofixed and impregnated PES strap in raw white

• low elongation behaviour with extremely high tensile strength at the same time

• simple container securing in connection with double web locks and double pointed hooks

Lashing
Lashing straps and container securing devices are used for securing loads in containers, on railway wagons, in trucks or on flat racks. 
However, always follow the CTU packing guidelines, which apply to all transportation by land and water.

Strap width tensile strength Packaging units Article no.

25 mm 1,200 daN 500 metres 236-165251200

35 mm 1,600 daN 200 metres 236-165351600

50 mm 2,000 daN 250 metres 236-165502000

50 mm 6,000 daN 200 metres 236-165546000

50 mm 7,500 daN 200 metres 236-165557500

• made from galvanised steel

Strap width tensile strength Article no.

25 mm 1,000 daN 236-16525

35 mm 1,400 daN 236-16535

50 mm 2,000 daN 236-16550

Strap width tensile strength Article no.

50 mm 5,000 daN 236-16554

• made from galvanised steel

Strap width tensile strength Article no.

25 mm 1,000 daN 236-165104

35 mm 3,000 daN 236-165204

50 mm 3,000 daN 236-165304

2 Bar fastener for lashing strap, 
punched

• made from galvanised steel

3 Bar fastener for lashing strap, 
forged

4 Double claw hook

• suitable for lashing straps up to 32 mm width

• solid and robust construction

5 Strapping tool for lashing strap

• suitable for lashing straps up to 50 mm width

• made from galvanised steel

• Made of PES strap with a width of 25 mm

• Loop diameter: 150 mm

• Holding force: approx. 41 kg, magnet diameter: 36 mm

6 7Tension ratchet for lashing strap Magnetic holder for container lashing

Article no. 236-165001 Article no. 236-165002

Article no. 236-165002
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Maximum Securing Load (system strength): Article no.

7,794 daN 236-035001

11,691 daN 236-035002

15,588 daN 236-035003

Lashing
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Container lashing set 2,600 mm8

• consisting of 38 mm lashing strap with sewn-on double pointed hook

• flexibly height-adjustable as container restraint system for securing goods in containers

• tested and certified by the TÜV Rheinland Academy

• Maximum Securing Load (system strength): 4,000 daN

• including bar fasteners

• according to the specifications of the CTU Code and national standards such as DIN EN 12195

Model Article no.

2 cross straps 236-89782119945

4 cross bands 236-89754023721

Positioning aid for lashing systems

Container edge protection

Container restraint system RHS

11

10

9

• Adjustment range of 640 mm with a maximum extension of 1,540 mm

• made of wood with anti-slip backing, ISPM-15 treated

• with flexible radius to increase the contact area and even distribution of securing forces on 
the load

• suitable for loading IBCs, hobbocks, drums, cartons and pallets

• Load capacity of 1,500 daN per 50 mm single strand

• Dimensions (L x W x D) 850 (870) x 185 x 25 mm

• consisting of 38 mm straps with sewn-on double pointed hook

• suitable for loading BigBags, IBCs, hobbocks, drums, cartons and pallets

• tested and certified in Hapag Lloyd Steel Floor Container by SIBT

• complies with the specifications of the CTU code and national regulations such as DIN EN 12195 
or the Intermodal Loading Guide of the AAR/TTCI

• including bar fasteners

Article no. 236-89756018773

Article no. 236-035101
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Our textile slings are carefully manufactured using the best materials. marotech lifting 

straps boast a long service life and represent excellent value for money. Our lifting sling 

production process is subject to constant quality monitoring to ensure that our products 

are safe for you to use.  Lifting straps are particularly well suited as slings for bulky loads.

Lifting slings and round slings from marotech are made of stretched Polyethersulfone (PES) 

and UV-stabilized, light and supple, but extremely wear-resistant due to the special impreg-

nation.

Slings and lifting gear



Lifting straps
marotech lifting straps are made from a soft material to protect the surface of your load, and boast a high load bearing capacity compared to their own weight. We offer a wide 
range of high-quality, tried-and-tested lifting straps, all the accessories you need and guaranteed friendly service.

Lifting straps

Lifting capacity in kg
Direct
L

A
 = 1 = WLL

Choker hitch
Parallel
L

A
 = 0.8

Folded
Parallel
L

A
 = 2

Folded
ß 0° - 45°
L

A
 = 1.4

Folded
ß 45° - 60°
L

A
 = 1

Strap width Loop size (approx.) Strap colour

1,000 800 2,000 1,400 1,000 30 mm 250 mm Violet

2,000 1,600 4,000 2,800 2,000 60 mm 350 mm Green

3,000 2,400 6,000 4,200 3,000 90 mm 400 mm Yellow

4,000 3,200 8,000 5,600 4,000 120 mm 500 mm Grey

5,000 4,000 10,000 7,000 5,000 150 mm 600 mm Red

6,000 4,800 12,000 8,400 6,000 180 mm 600 mm Brown

8,000 6,400 16,000 11,200 8,000 240 mm 800 mm Blue

10,000 8,000 20,000 14,000 10,000 300 mm 800 mm Orange

Two-layer lifting strap with loops

• in accordance with DIN EN 1492-1

• Made from stretched and dimensionally stabilised polyester (PU-impregnated) with tapered, reinforced end loops

• Exceptional stretch characteristics, high strength, UV-stable

• Low moisture absorption, no loss of strength

• Can be used at temperatures from -40°C to +100 °C

WLL Usable length Article no.

1,000 kg 1.00 m 260-19510001

1.50 m 260-19510001.5

2.00 m 260-19510002

2.50 m 260-19510002.5

3.00 m 260-19510003

4.00 m 260-19510004

5.00 m 260-19510005

6.00 m 260-19510006

WLL Usable length Article no.

2,000 kg 1.00 m 260-19520001

1.50 m 260-19520001.5

2.00 m 260-19520002

2.50 m 260-19520002.5

3.00 m 260-19520003

4.00 m 260-19520004

5.00 m 260-19520005

6.00 m 260-19520006

WLL Usable length Article no.

4,000 kg 2.00 m 260-19540002

2.50 m 260-19540002.5

3.00 m 260-19540003

4.00 m 260-19540004

5.00 m 260-19540005

6.00 m 260-19540006

5.00 m 260-19540005

6.00 m 260-19540006

WLL Usable length Article no.

3,000 kg 1.00 m 260-19530001

1.50 m 260-19530001.5

2.00 m 260-19530002

2.50 m 260-19530002.5

3.00 m 260-19530003

4.00 m 260-19530004

5.00 m 260-19530005

6.00 m 260-19530006

WLL Usable length Article no.

6,000 kg 2.00 m 260-19560002

4.00 m 260-19560004

6.00 m 260-19560006

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Information

Our range includes a number of different designs with lifting capacities of up to 24 tonnes. The width and flexibility of our straps mean that your load won't be damaged in 
transit.

Our textile slings are carefully manufactured using the best materials. marotech lifting straps boast a long service life and represent excellent value for money. Our lifting 
sling production process is subject to constant quality monitoring to ensure that our products are safe for you to use.

Available in lengths of 1.00 m and above. Other lengths available on request. Also available in one-layer design.

Other lifting capacities and lengths available on request.
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Working Load Limit (WLL) = nominal load capacity or max. working load



Round slings
marotech round slings boast a high load bearing capacity compared to their own weight. They are easy to use, take up little storage space and protect the transport load with their 
high degree of flexibility and elasticity, making them ideal for a diverse range of lifting and transport tasks.

Round slings

Lifting capacity in kg
Direct
L

A
 = 1 = WLL

Choker hitch

L
A
 = 0.8

Folded
Parallel
L

A
 = 2

Folded
ß 0° - 45°
L

A
 = 1.4

Folded
ß 45° - 60°
L

A
 = 1

Strap 
width

Sleeve width Number of 
marking 
lines

Strap colour

1,000 800 2,000 1,400 1,000 30 mm 45 mm 1 Violet

2,000 1,600 4,000 2,800 2,000 60 mm 49 mm 2 Green

3,000 2,400 6,000 4,200 3,000 90 mm 60 mm 3 Yellow

4,000 3,200 8,000 5,600 4,000 120 mm 69 mm 4 Grey

5,000 4,000 10,000 7,000 5,000 150 mm 80 mm 5 Red

6,000 4,800 12,000 8,400 6,000 180 mm 85 mm 6 Brown

8,000 6,400 16,000 11,200 8,000 240 mm 95 mm 8 Blue

10,000 8,000 20,000 14,000 10,000 300 mm 115 mm 10 Orange

Double jacket round sling

• in accordance with DIN EN 1492-2

• Made from stretched and dimensionally stabilised polyester (PU-impregnated)

• Low moisture absorption, no loss of strength

• Can be used at temperatures from -40°C to +100 °C

Available in lengths of 0.50 m and above. Also available as a single jacket round sling.

WLL Usable length Extent Article no.

1,000 kg 0.50 m 1.00 m 233-322201000-0.5M

1.00 m 2.00 m 233-322201000-1M

1.50 m 3.00 m 233-322201000-1.5M

2.00 m 4.00 m 233-322201000-2M

2.50 m 5.00 m 233-322201000-2.5M

3.00 m 6.00 m 233-322201000-3M

4.00 m 8.00 m 233-322201000-4M

WLL Usable length Extent Article no.

2,000 kg 0.50 m 1.00 m 233-322202000-0.5M

1.00 m 2.00 m 233-322202000-1M

1.50 m 3.00 m 233-322202000-1.5M

2.00 m 4.00 m 233-322202000-2M

2.50 m 5.00 m 233-322202000-2.5M

3.00 m 6.00 m 233-322202000-3M

4.00 m 8.00 m 233-322202000-4M

WLL Usable length Extent Article no.

3,000 kg 0.50 m 1.00 m 233-322203000-0.5M

1.00 m 2.00 m 233-322203000-1M

1.50 m 3.00 m 233-322203000-1.5M

2.00 m 4.00 m 233-322203000-2M

2.50 m 5.00 m 233-322203000-2.5M

3.00 m 6.00 m 233-322203000-3M

4.00 m 8.00 m 233-322203000-4M

WLL Usable length Extent Article no.

4,000 kg 0.50 m 1.00 m 233-322204000-0.5M

1.00 m 2.00 m 233-322204000-1M

1.50 m 3.00 m 233-322204000-1.5M

2.00 m 4.00 m 233-322204000-2M

2.50 m 5.00 m 233-322204000-2.5M

3.00 m 6.00 m 233-322204000-3M

4.00 m 8.00 m 233-322204000-4M

Other lifting capacities and lengths available on request.

WLL Usable length Extent Article no.

6,000 kg 1.00 m 2.00 m 233-322206000-1M

2.00 m 4.00 m 233-322206000-2M

3.00 m 6.00 m 233-322206000-3M

4.00 m 8.00 m 233-322206000-4M

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Chains

Hoist type
Tilt angle ß

1-leg
direct

0°

1-leg
laced

0°

1-leg
direct
45°

2-leg
laced

0° - 45°

2-leg
direct

45° - 60° 

2-leg
laced

45° - 60°

3-leg
direct

0° - 45°

4-leg
direct

45° - 60°

6 1.12 0.90 1.60 1.26 1.12 0.90 2.36 1.70

7 1.50 1.20 2.12 1.70 1.50 1.20 3.15 2.24

8 2.00 1.60 2.80 2.24 2.00 1.60 4.25 3.00

10 3.15 2.52 4.25 3.55 3.15 2.52 6.70 4.75

13 5.30 4.24 7.50 6.00 5.30 4.24 11.20 8.00

16 8.00 6.40 11.20 9.00 8.00 6.40 17.00 11.80

Ring and hook chains1

• in accordance with DIN EN 818-4

• Grade 8

• Available in 1-leg, 2-leg, 3-leg and 4-leg designs

• Longer service life thanks to 20% greater hardness at pivot point than conventional DIN-EN chains

1 0.8 1.4 1.12 1 0.8 2.1 1.5

The load capacities stated above correspond roughly to the load factors below:

Chains
Tilt angle ß

1-leg
0°

2-leg
45°

2-leg
60°

3-leg
45°

3-leg
60°

4-leg
45°

4-leg
60°

6 1.12 1.60 1.12 2.36 1.70 2.36 1.70

7 1.50 2.12 1.50 3.15 2.24 3.15 2.24

8 2.00 2.80 2.00 4.25 3.00 4.25 3.00

10 3.15 4.25 3.15 6.70 4.75 6.70 4.75

Sling chains2

• in accordance with DIN EN 818-4

• Grade 8

• Available in 1-leg, 2-leg, 3-leg and 4-leg designs

• Longer service life thanks to 20% greater hardness at pivot point than conventional DIN-EN chains
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For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Chains

Available with safety hook or chain end piece
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Chains

Sheet pile chains, painted black3

Our flexible, modular system means that we can produce sheet pile chains to meet virtually any customer requirements.

With countless combinations of different links, toggles and chains, we can manufacture a hugely diverse range of sheet pile 
chains.

We generally keep all common basic versions in stock, and we can produce special designs for our customers based on their 
drawings or descriptions.

Model Load bearing 
capacity

Chain thickness 
(Ø)

Length

Toggle (one end)
95 mm

1,600 kg 10 mm 650 mm

Toggle 95 mm and A-link 1,600 kg 10 mm 650 mm

Toggle 95 mm and A-link
13 x 85 mm

1,600 kg 10 mm 1,000 mm

Toggle 120 mm and A-link
16 x 70 mm

3,150 kg 13 mm 1,000 mm

Toggle (both ends)
95 mm

1,600 kg 10 mm 1,000 mm

Toggle (both ends)
120 mm

3,150 kg 13 mm 1,000 mm

Other lengths available on request.

Chain thickness 
(Ø)

Load bearing 
capacity
Direct

Load bearing 
capacity
ß 0° - 45°

Load bearing 
capacity
ß 45° - 60°

Length

6 2,240 kg 1,230 kg 900 kg 1,000 mm

6 2,240 kg 1,230 kg 900 kg 1,500 mm

6 2,240 kg 1,230 kg 900 kg 2,000 mm

7 3,000 kg 1,650 kg 1,200 kg 1,000 mm

8 4,000 kg 2,200 kg 1,600 kg 1,000 mm

8 4,000 kg 2,200 kg 1,600 kg 1,500 mm

8 4,000 kg 2,200 kg 1,600 kg 2,000 mm

10 6,300 kg 3,600 kg 2,520 kg 1,000 mm

10 6,300 kg 3,600 kg 2,520 kg 2,000 mm

13 10,600 kg 5,800 kg 4,240 kg 1,000 mm

16 16,000 kg 9,000 kg 6,400 kg 1,000 mm

Other lengths available on request.

Endless chain, bare4

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Complies with DIN EN 818-4 G8 ELK

All chains also available as Niro round steel chains.

Further information available at www.marotech.de or by calling +49 (661) 862020
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Shackles
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Shackles
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Curved shackle with eye bolt

• Shackles and bolts made of high-strength steel.

• hot-dip galvanized shackle, bolt galvanized and painted

• Minimum breaking load = 6-fold WLL (Working Load Limit)

• Load capacity and nominal size are permanently attached to the shackle

• Forging tolerances are a maximum of approx. 3 - 6 %.

• Can be used at temperatures from -20 °C to +200 °C

• Manufactured and developed as part of hoists or lifting equipment. They may be used as 
lifting gear, slings or load-bearing devices, in particular within the scope of the Machinery 
Directive 2006/42/EC.

• Can be used as a connecting element for crane loading gear, for towing motor vehicles, for 
extending ropes and chains, for transporting heavy and bulky goods.

• All shackles are also available on request with continuous bolt, nut and split pin.

Load capacity (WLL)
Nominal size in 

inches
Diameter d1 (Ø) 

in mm
Diameter d2 (Ø) 

in mm
Diameter d3 (Ø) 

in mm
Width b1 Width b2

Height 
h2

Article no.

750 kg 5/16 8 mm 10 mm 21 mm 13 mm 21 mm 31 mm 160-737542007

1,000 kg 3/8 10 mm 11 mm 25 mm 16 mm 26 mm 36 mm 160-737542010

1,500 kg 7/16 11 mm 13 mm 27 mm 18 mm 29 mm 42 mm 160-737542015

2,000 kg 1/2 13 mm 16 mm 30 mm 21 mm 33 mm 48 mm 160-737542020

3,250 kg 5/8 16 mm 19 mm 40 mm 27 mm 43 mm 60 mm 160-737542032

4,750 kg 3/4 19 mm 22 mm 48 mm 32 mm 51 mm 71 mm 160-737542047

6,500 kg 7/8 22 mm 25 mm 64 mm 36 mm 58 mm 84 mm 160-737542065

8,500 kg 1 25 mm 29 mm 60 mm 43 mm 68 mm 95 mm 160-737542085

9,500 kg 1 1/8 29 mm 32 mm 67 mm 46 mm 74 mm 108 mm 160-737542095

12,000 kg 1 1/4 32 mm 35 mm 76 mm 52 mm 82 mm 119 mm 160-737542120

13,500 kg 1 3/8 35 mm 38 mm 84 mm 57 mm 92 mm 133 mm 160-737542135

17,000 kg 1 1/2 38 mm 41 mm 92 mm 60 mm 98 mm 146 mm 160-737542170

25,000 kg 1 3/4 44 mm 51 mm 110 mm 73 mm 127 mm 178 mm 160-737542250

35,000 kg 2 51 mm 57 mm 127 mm 83 mm 146 mm 197 mm 160-737542350

55,000 kg 2 1/2 63 mm 70 mm 152 mm 105 mm 184 mm 267 mm 160-737542550

1
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• Shackles and bolts made of high-strength steel.

• hot-dip galvanized shackle, bolt galvanized and painted

• Minimum breaking load = 6-fold WLL (Working Load Limit)

• Load capacity and nominal size are permanently attached to the shackle

• Forging tolerances are a maximum of approx. 3 - 6 %.

• Can be used at temperatures from -20 °C to +200 °C

• Manufactured and developed as part of hoists or lifting equipment. They may be used as 
lifting gear, slings or load-bearing devices, in particular within the scope of the Machinery 
Directive 2006/42/EC.

• Can be used as a connecting element for crane loading gear, for towing motor vehicles, for 
extending ropes and chains, for transporting heavy and bulky goods.

• All shackles are also available on request with continuous bolt, nut and split pin.

Shackles
For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Straight shackle with eye bolt

Load capacity (WLL)
Nominal size in 

inches
Diameter d1  
(Ø) in mm

Diameter d2 (Ø) 
in mm

Diameter d3 (Ø) 
in mm

Width b1
Height 

h1
Article no.

1,000 kg 3/8 10 mm 11 mm 25 mm 16 mm 31 mm 160-737541010

1,500 kg 7/16 11 mm 13 mm 27 mm 18 mm 36 mm 160-737541015

2,000 kg 1/2 13 mm 16 mm 30 mm 21 mm 41 mm 160-737541020

3,250 kg 5/8 16 mm 19 mm 40 mm 27 mm 51 mm 160-737541032

4,750 kg 3/4 19 mm 22 mm 48 mm 32 mm 60 mm 160-737541047

6,500 kg 7/8 22 mm 25 mm 54 mm 36 mm 71 mm 160-737541065

8,500 kg 1 25 mm 29 mm 60 mm 43 mm 81 mm 160-737541085

9,500 kg 1 1/8 29 mm 32 mm 67 mm 46 mm 90 mm 160-737541095

12,000 kg 1 1/4 32 mm 35 mm 76 mm 52 mm 100 mm 160-737541120

13,500 kg 1 3/8 35 mm 38 mm 84 mm 57 mm 113 mm 160-737541135

25,000 kg 1 3/4 44 mm 51 mm 110 mm 73 mm 146 mm 160-737541250

35,000 kg 2 51 mm 57 mm 127 mm 83 mm 171 mm 160-737541350

55,000 kg 2 1/2 63 mm 70 mm 152 mm 105 mm 203 mm 160-737541550
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marotech GmbH from Fulda, Hesse, has made a name for itself throughout Europe as an ex-

perienced, innovative and high-performance partner in the field of fall protection.  For exam-

ple, we offer a wide range of rubber products: Old town pavement, elastic panels, palisades, 

bordering, hockey boards, playground accessories, sandbox accessories, elastic plaster in 

different colours and versions and mounts for spring-rocker devices.

The feel-good experience in your own garden, in kindergartens, retirement homes, swimming 

pools or golf courses: Run like on forest ground - experience our sample surfaces in Fulda.

Floor coverings and fall protection



Fall protection

Fall protection
General information

Due to production factors, we sometimes need to manufacture our products up to 5 mm longer and wider than specified. The dimensions level 
out after 48 hours in storage. Check the dimensions before starting to lay the product, especially in high temperatures. Observe the general 
tolerance for surfacing systems of ±2 mm.

After determining the surface type and size, we recommend drawing up a layout plan. This plan will ensure that the surface is laid as economi-
cally as possible by minimising waste.

If there are small stones, gravel or grit in the environment in which the surface is laid, and these are transferred onto the surface itself, the 
additional abrasive wear will quickly damage the surface.

Care instructions

Coloured surfaces can be preserved after installation through the application of a special spray-on coating. Aggressive environmental contami-
nants should be ground off the EPDM slabs.

When the surface is cleaned for the first time after installation, we recommend using our special cleaning solution. The grease-free BIO cleaner 
is suitable for all other surface cleaning tasks.

Elastic paving bricks are interlocking individual elements, 
designed to guarantee a long-lasting homogeneous 
surface appearance. 36 bricks create one square metre of 
paving. Our edging systems are highly recommended for 
use with this product.

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Fall protection

Elastic slabs1

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate with rubber fibre content

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 500 x 500 x 30 mm

• Specially designed for standing work areas (with sealed surface) and fitness, leisure and sports 
centres; can also be fitted under playground equipment in the garden, around pools and in 
basements to protect against cold

• 30 mm slabs should only be laid on flat, stable surfaces such as concrete, screed etc., taking 
into account any inclines on the surface.

• Water-permeable and anti-slip

• Suitable for all-weather use thanks to drainage system on underside; with click-in connectors

• Temperature and UV-resistant

• Elastic and dimensionally stable; optional: click-in system with cross joints

• Also available with an EPDM upper layer

Our 30 mm thick elastic slabs with drainage are ideal for use on terraces and balconies, as well as 
around swimming pools and on camp-sites.

They can be fitted during construction or renovation/covering work performed on existing 
surfaces. The underside of each slab features an integrated drainage system that drains away any 
build-up of water.

Fall protection slab2

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate with rubber fibre content

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 500 x 500 mm

• With drainage and click-in connectors, ideal for all play area and leisure facilities

• Fall height certified in accordance with EN 1177 (HIC 1000)

• Versatile solution for covering surfaces around playground equipment in compliance with 
standards

• Easy to lay on various surfaces and easy to clean

• Weather-resistant and rot-free

• Can only be laid on water-permeable surfaces

• Elastic, heat-insulating and noise-damping

• Will not loosen or crack after laying

Fall protection slabs tested at fall heights of 1.50 to 3.00 m based on Euro standard 1177 (HIC 
1000). Fall protection slabs including draining and click-in connectors.

Slab thickness Fall height

30 mm 1.00 m

40 mm 1.30 m

45 mm 1.50 m

65 mm 2.00 m

80 mm 2.40 m

65 mm + 20 mm 3.00 m

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Fall protection

Lawn grid fall protection plates1

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate with rubber fibre content

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 1,000 x 1,000 x 45 mm (for fall height up to 1.50 m)   
               1,000 x 1,000 x 65 mm (for fall height up to 2.10 m)

• Fall heights certified in accordance with EN 1177 (HIC 1000)

• Chambers must be filled with lawn substrate to achieve the fall protection properties

• Designed especially for the challenging surfaces around slides and zip lines, and the heavy-use 
areas under children's swings

• Flexible for use on slight inclines

• Prevents molehills

• The tight connections between individual elements and the  
lawn mesh structure prevent the surface from becoming worn through play

• Creates an accessible surface (wheelchair-friendly)

These new elastic rubber lawn grids were designed especially to protect children, and are ideal 
for installation on the challenging surfaces around slides and zip lines, as well as in the heavy-
use areas under children's swings. They are ideal as a fall protection surface for fall heights of up 
to 2.10 m in accordance with European standard EN 1177.

The product boasts excellent fall protection properties and a natural look. The integrated click-in 
connection system creates a tight joint and significantly reduces installation costs.

H-block2

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate with rubber fibre content

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 200 x 160 x 43 mm

• "Bone shape" makes installation simple

• Ideal for children's play areas, sports facilities or around swimming pools

• Protects against falls, noise and heat or protects sports equipment

• Easy to lay on various surfaces and easy to clean

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Traditional-style paving3

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate with rubber fibre content

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 500 x 500 x 45 mm

• Ideal for use as play area edging, in parks, on paths and on terraces 

• Traditional paving design

• Includes connectors and drainage

• Elastic, heat-insulating and noise-damping

• Exceptionally easy to install



Fall protection

Palisade chain element4

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate with rubber fibre content

• Chain element for edging sandpits and for creating edging and borders in and around play 
areas and sports and leisure facilities

• Chain element features an integrated ground anchor to secure the element in concrete 
foundations

• Easy to install on solid or loose surfaces

• Eliminates or reduces risk of injury, incredibly easy to install

• Environmentally friendly and heat-insulating

• Weather-resistant, water-permeable and anti-slip

• Easy to install on variable surfaces

These chain elements can be flexibly combined to create a sealed, fixed edge (e.g. around 
sandpits).

Dimensions (L x W x H)

650 x 250 x 400 mm

1,150 x 150 x 400 mm

Palisades5

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate with rubber fibre content

• Chain element for edging sandpits and for creating edging and borders in and around play 
areas and sports and leisure facilities

• Palisade features an integrated ground anchor to secure the element in concrete foundations

• Easy to install on solid or loose surfaces

• Eliminates or reduces risk of injury, incredibly easy to install

• Environmentally friendly and heat-insulating

• Weather-resistant, water-permeable and anti-slip

• Easy to install on variable surfaces

This round palisade is an attractively shaped and practical addition to your edging system: It is 
the perfect edging and ending element for floor coverings, path edges and sandpits. The one-sid-
ed indentation allows seamless setting and any design.

Height Diameter (Ø)

400 mm 250 mm

600 mm 250 mm

800 mm 250 mm

1,000 mm 250 mm

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Fall protection

Block stone1

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate with rubber fibre content

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 1,000 x 300 x 150 mm

• Eliminates or reduces risk of injury

• Environmentally friendly and heat-insulating

• Flexible layout

• Water-permeable, anti-slip and weather-resistant

• Easy to install on variable surfaces

• Modular design options

Block stones can be used as edging or glued in place to create steps on solid surfaces such as 
concrete or wood. Block stones are a robust edging element that can also be used as a border around 
areas of floor coverings They can also be used to add steps to an installation after construction.

Edging2

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate with rubber fibre content

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 1,000 x 50 x 250 mm

• Edging/paving edging for creating edges and borders around play areas, running tracks, 
lawns, sandpits, artificial lawns and long-jump pits

• Eliminates or reduces risk of injury

• Water-permeable, anti-slip and weather-resistant

• Easy to install

• Environmentally friendly

Edging for play areas, running tracks, lawns and sandpits.

Sandpit edging3

• Made from PU-bonded rubber granulate with rubber fibre content

• Dimensions (L x W x H): 1,000 x 400 x 140 mm

• Eliminates or reduces risk of injury

• Environmentally friendly, heat-insulating and weather-resistant

• Flexible layout options

• Water-permeable and anti-slip

• Bonding on solid substrates recommended

• Modular design options

Edging suitable for use as a protective cover on existing sandpit edging or to cover wall edges.

Rubber edging post4

• Reduces vehicle damage

• Bollard made from coloured rubber granulate

• with standpipe and integrated ground anchor

• also available with reflectors or chain attachment

Height Diameter (Ø)

600 mm 200 mm

900 mm 200 mm

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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Fall protection

Coloured rubber granulate

Coloured rubber granulate, spray-coated

EPDM upper, coarse

EPDM upper, smooth Polygrass upper

Ochre/red Red/ochre Blue/white Ochre/white/black Green Blue Ochre Red

Red/brown Green Anthracite Grey Metallic Silver grey Blue

Red/brown Green Anthracite

Grey/white/black Red/white/grey Blue/white/grey Natural green Red on request Grey on request

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Installation instructions/installation plan

Further information available at www.marotech.de
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Lasi on-line load securing calculator
Simple calculations with just a few clicks of the mouse

Available in 26 languages

Available on CD-ROM

Data can be presented to police

if the vehicle is inspected

Quickly and accurately calculate exactly what load equipment is required for transport.

Lasi calculator incl. one language (standard: German)
Article no.: 235-400160005

Language package Lasi calculator (includes ALL languages WITHOUT the Lasi calculator 
software)
Article no.: 235-400160008

Single language (includes ONE of the languages without the Lasi calculator software)
Article no.: 235-400160006 

LasiPortal.de
Your first port of call for load securing topics

• Working groups and forums

• Supervisory bodies

• Consultants, specialists, training

• Professional associations

The largest German load securing network:

Extensive consultant search function

Up-to-date check-lists

The A to Z of load securing

• Driving schools, hazardous goods agents

• Police, inspection authorities

• Testing institutes, associations

• The A to Z of load securing

• Images and videos for training use

• Fine catalogue

• Quality management check-lists

• Specialist media

• Court judgements

• Load securing tools

• Load securing news

• Legal regulations

Albanian
Flemish
Bulgarian
Danish
English

Finnish
French
Greek
Italian
Latvian

Lithuanian
Dutch
Norwegian
Polish
Portuguese

Romanian
Russian
Swedish
Slovakian
Slovenian

Spanish
Czech
Turkish
Ukrainian
Hungarian

All other available languages
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3G — Innovation, knowledge and testing

3G European Competence Centre for Load Securing

Werner-von-Siemens-Straße 12-14
D-36041 Fulda, Germany

info@3g-lasi.de
www.3g-ladungssicherung.de

Tel.   +49 (0)661 380 308 0
Fax   +49 (0)661 380 308 99

The European Competence Centre for Load 
Securing brings together innovation, knowl-
edge and testing to promote traffic safety 
across a diverse range of economic sectors.

For us, simply producing and selling load se-
curing equipment alone was not enough — our 
mission was to combine our offering with 
information, advice and training to make a 
greater contribution to traffic safety. We were 
keen to make users more aware of this impor-
tant topic and promote open discussion. So in 
2008, we founded the load securing network 
at www.lasiportal.de.

This portal is updated daily with new informa-
tion on the topic of load securing technology.

This network has been actively developed 
into a European Competence Centre for load 
securing (www.3g-ladungssicherung.de), 
establishing a central point of contact in 
Fulda for all load securing topics. The "3G" 
Centre offers advice, training and testing 
in the fields of load securing with vehicle 
construction and purchase and packaging 
and hazardous goods, as well as transport 
and warehouse logistics as external ser-
vices or in-house consultancy options. You 
can also host logistics events or trade fairs

at the 3G Competence Centre.

The 3G Competence Centre offers around 
2,300 square metres of space for meetings, 
events, training, research, development and 
administration, spread across five levels. 
Around 400 square metres are set aside for 
load securing testing facilities; the Centre 
also houses a 10-tonne ABUS gantry crane. 
The Competence Centre is available to all ex-
perts undertaking additional training in Fulda 
or who wish to use the test equipment at the 
facility.
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Tests
Our portfolio covers the full spectrum of load securing services — from the 
development and testing of securing solutions for the transport of your load 
unit to the fully legally compliant loading of goods onto the vehicle.

• Co-efficient of friction tests with up to 10 t loads

• Load unit tests to verify transport stability (cost-effective testing per-
formed using our braking simulator)

• Development of transport-stable load units

• Dynamic driving tests to verify load unit stability and check that the load 
is secure

• Packaging testing and development

Loading recommendations
Creation of load securing concepts and certificates for the transport of your 
goods. Creation of special packaging and loading recommendations, through 
to implementation within your company.

• Analysis of current situation and testing of current load securing solutions

• Certificates for loading and securing your products in actual loading 
processes

• Creation of loading recommendations for full legal compliance when load-
ing and securing your products

Seminars/training
We offer a range of interesting seminars and training events to help you 
understand the practicalities of load securing solutions.

• Practical training at 3G load securing info trailer

• Training on customer-specific loading instructions

• Practical training on using load securing equipment

• In-house trainings

• Load securing trainer and advisor training

If you have any questions or requests in relation to training and testing 
options or seminars and events, please do not hesitate to contact us.
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Looking for the perfect venue to celebrate your wedding, a special 
birthday or a company event? Then look no further than the 3G Com-
petence Centre. The Centre is in a great location and our events team 
will organise a sophisticated backdrop for your event.

Whether your event is private or professional in nature, you can 
opt to welcome your guests in the relaxed atmosphere of the 
Asia-Zen garden. Or, if the weather is poor, your guests can gath-
er in our comfortable lounge area and enjoy a welcome glass 
of sparkling wine or a cocktail. The 3G team will decorate the 
event hall for your event. And you don't need to worry about 
a thing: From the musical supporting programme to a festive,

a festive, lively or unusual decoration to high-quality culinary ca-
tering, everything can be organised on request. Of course there are 
enough free parking spaces for your guests as well as a hotel and a 
shuttle service. We also have a smoking lounge with club armchairs.

At 3G, we can cater to all your requirements. You decide everything 
from the type of table and the layout of the room right down to the  
finest aesthetic details. You would like to bring the birthday boy or 
girl's favourite car into the hall? We'll open the gates for you. Want 
to host a themed casino night party? We'll create just the right at-
mosphere. Just ask us. We will work with you to turn even your most 
unusual ideas into reality and make your day truly unforgettable.
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Useful information

Rubber quality CR

CR = Short name for chlorobutadiene rubber with good mechanical properties and 

elasticity, good resistance to ozone, weather, chemicals and ageing, medium resist-

ance to oil and fuel, high flame retardation. Available in hardness range 30° - 90° 

Shore A.

Rubber quality EPDM

EPDM = Short name for ethylene-propylene-diene rubber with very good electrical 

insulating properties. Excellent ozone resistance / sunlight resistance and good 

ageing resistance. Good resistance to heat, chemicals, hot water and steam. Not 

resistant to oil or petrol. Available in hardness range 25° - 90° Shore A.

Rubber quality NBR

NBR = Abbreviation for acrylonitrile butadiene rubber or nitrile rubber with good 

abrasion resistance and good temperature resistance, very good resistance to fu-

els, mineral oils, lubricating greases, vegetable, animal fats and oils. Available in 

hardness range 30° - 95° Shore A.

NBR / SBR
Rubber quality NR

NR = Short name for natural rubber with good mechanical properties. Very high 

strength, high break elongation and very high impact elasticity, good abrasion re-

sistance. Available in hardness range 35° - 95° Shore A.

NR / SBR
Rubber quality SBR

SBR = short for styrene-butadiene rubber with even better abrasion resistance than 

NR. Better resistance to ageing than NR but less elastic than NR, no resistance to 

mineral oil or greases. Available in hardness range 40° - 95° Shore A.

Rubber quality Butyl

BR/IIR = short for butyl rubber/isobutylene isoprene rubber, a material with good 

resistance to acids and alkalis, very good weather and o-zone resistance, very good 

electrical insulation properties and low gas and air permeability. Heat resistant up 

to 120°C. Available in hardness range 40° - 85° Shore A.

Rubber quality Silicone

SI/VMQ or MVQ = short for silicon rubber, a material with a very high level of heat 

resistance and extreme resistance to cold (-45°C to +250°C), very good resistance 

to acids, o-zone, UV rays and weather, very good electrical insulation properties, 

physiologically harmless. Available in hardness range 30° - 85° Shore A.

Rubber quality Viton

FKM/FPM = short for fluoro rubber, a material with very good fuel, oil and chemical 

resistance, very high heat resistance of up to 200°C and excellent o-zone, age-

ing and weather resistance; highly flame retardant and low gas permeability. Sul-

phur-free and self-extinguishing. Available in hardness range 50° - 90° Shore A.

Rubber quality Polyurethane

PU/PUR = short for polyurethane (urethane rubber), a material with excellent me-

chanical strength; impermeable to gas and very good resistance to fuel, mineral 

oils and o-zone. Very good abrasion resistance and impact resistance. Outstanding 

technical properties. Available in hardness range 55° - 95° Shore A.

Thicknesses:

0.5 | 1 | 1.5 | 2 | 3 | 4 |  5 | 6 | 8 | 10 | 15 | 20 mm

Inserts:

0, 1, 2

Designs:

Smooth on both sides or one side,  

fabric finish on one side

Roll widths:

Subject to availability, 1,000, 1,200 or 1,400 mm 

Roll lengths:

1 - 6 mm = 10 m

8 - 20 mm = 5/10 m

At marotech, we offer a wide range
of high-quality materials.
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        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de

Special applications?

We'll help you to find the right rubber for your application. Please 
contact us!



Physics

As soon as a mass (or an object, such as a load), is accelerated, it strives to main-

tain its direction and speed (mass inertia). To ensure that the load does not de-

velop a mind of its own when the vehicle drives around bends, accelerates and 

brakes, the load must be fastened to the load surface as effectively as possible.  

The various types of load protection solutions available are designed for this pur-

pose, taking into account parameters such as tight positioning, co-efficient of 

friction, tip protection and contact pressure.

Standards

As with many other areas of production and service provision, load securing 

is subject to a number of standards and regulations. In Europe, the applicable 

standards include EN 12195-1 in relation to the calculation of generated forces,  

EN 12195-2 in relation to the quality and properties of lashing straps and EN 12195-3 

in relation to the quality of chains; EN 12640 provides definitions of lashing points.

Guidelines

Prior to the introduction of European standards, the VDI guidelines 2700 and 2701 

were applied in Germany. The recommendations in these guidelines continue to 

apply where the EN standard does not contain a replacement provision.

Laws

Through various laws, such as §§ 22, 23 StVO, BGB §§ 30, 31 StVZO and  

 

HGB § 412, the securing of loads is regulated.

Lashing down

The most common load securing method is lashing down the load, usually using 

lashing straps. To calculate the required lashing force, four points must be deter-

mined and factored into the calculation.

For three of these four points, optimisations can be made to reduce the total load 

securing force required.

Direct lashing

The term 'direct lashing' also includes diagonal lashing. To calculate the required 

lashing force, five values must be determined and factored into the calculation.

The guidelines state that at least four of the lashing straps must be the same.

Training

You and/or your employees can attempt to get to grips with the complex topic of 

load securing by yourself. But it's much easier to join our training courses instead. 

Our training staff will ensure that you become familiar with all regulations and 

calculation processes required to secure loads. We will also explain the responsi-

bilities and duties of the vehicle operator, the contractor, the driver and the send-

er in the logistics chain. These seminars are delivered in groups at our site. We 

can also deliver training at your site subject to a minimum group size of 15 people.

Useful information

1. Ratchet S
TF 

value

2. Lashing angle

3. LC of lashing point

4. Load weight

1. LC value of strap system

2. Co-efficient of friction

3. Lashing angle

4. LC of lashing point

5. Load weight

More information on-line

www.marotech.eu
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About marotech

Article no.
I would like to order the following 

products
Colour Quantity Unit price € Total price €

Invoice address Delivery address

Company Company

First name, surname First name, surname

Street Street

Postal code/city Postal code/city

Telephone/fax Telephone/fax

(Please complete only if the delivery address differs from the invoice address)

My order Customer number:

Order by telephone Order by fax Order by e-mail

We're happy to provide advice or take your order 
by phone.

Monday to Thursday 8.00 am to 5.00 pm and
Friday 8.00 am to 2.30 pm

If you wish to order via e-mail, please don't forget to 
provide your customer numberor your full address.

You can, of course, also send us your completed order 
form by fax.

+49 (0)661 86202-0 +49 (0)661 86202-339 info@marotech.de

For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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General
The contractual conditions set out below apply exclusively to all sales 
contracts and all associated legal transactions entered into with maro-
tech. We hereby expressly reject any claims by the buyer to the contrary 
in relation to the application of its own terms and conditions of business 
or purchase. The terms and conditions of sale of marotech also apply 
to all future business relationships with the same customer, even if 
these terms are not expressly re-agreed at that point. (Choice of law) 
German law shall apply exclusively in relation to all purchasing parties 
and persons and organisations acting as a purchasing party; the United 
Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is 
expressly excluded. Amendments, additions, contractual agreements 
and ancillary agreements, whether made in writing or verbally, must be 
confirmed in writing by marotech in order to be considered valid. (Data 
protection) All data will be processed in accordance with the applicable 
data protection legislation. The buyer is hereby informed, in accord-
ance with § 33 para. 1 of the German Data Protection Act (BDSG), that 
its personal data will be stored in a machine-readable format and pro-
cessed electronically for the purposes of this contract. If required, data 
will be passed on to other companies involved in the transaction. Such 
transfers of data may also take place for the credit checking purposes. 
Aside from the cases mentioned above, the data will not be transferred 
to third parties.

Offers
Announcements, advertisements and pictorial depictions of marotech 
are non-binding; such communication is intended only as a prompt from 
marotech to potential buyers for the submission of offers and does not 
oblige marotech to accept an order. Once marotech confirms an order 
in writing, a contractual obligation to deliver is established. The order is 
binding on the customer/client for a period of four weeks.

Design changes/deviations
marotech reserves the right to make minor changes to colour, shape, 
material or finish; the buyer shall acquire no rights to complaint as a 
result. In particular, marotech reserves the right to make improvements 
resulting from technical progress. Information provided by marotech or 
suppliers, e.g. drawings, assembly sketches, technical data and refer-
ences to standards, is of a descriptive nature only and does not repre-
sent guaranteed characteristics or properties. If the buyer requires an 
assurance of certain characteristics or properties, a request must be 
made in writing to marotech, stating the specific application conditions 
and environmental variables.

Order confirmation
As soon as an order confirmation has been sent by marotech in ac-
ceptance of an offer, the client must immediately check that the order 
confirmation is accurate, and in particular that the type, dimensions, 
quantities, prices and delivery times of the ordered objects are correct. 
The content of the order confirmation becomes binding on marotech 
and the customer if the customer does not immediately, and at the lat-
est within a period of one week of receipt of the order confirmation, 
communicate any deviations from its order.

Confirmation letter
If the recipient (customer) is acting at least in the capacity of a commer-
cial party, and if, in the opinion of marotech, a contract has already been 
concluded verbally, the legal transaction is enacted—in the absence of 
communication to the contrary by the recipient—with the contents of 
the commercial confirmation letter.

Prices
Deliveries for which no fixed price has been agreed will be charged at 
the list price applicable on the day of order in the stated currency. The 
prices apply only to the quantities ordered and only to the execution of 
the individual contract. For businesses and commercial parties, prices 
are indicated as net prices without VAT. For consumers, the end price 
including the legally chargeable VAT is also stated. If the customer is a 
commercial party or acting in the capacity of a commercial party, the 
rate of VAT to be charged depends on a number of factors, including 
the identity of the buyer, the quality of the product purchased and the 
destination to which the product is being shipped.

Packaging and shipping
Unless otherwise expressly agreed, all prices are quoted ex-stock from 
FULDA excluding packaging, which will be invoiced at cost price. Ship-
ping takes place at the buyer's own cost and risk. marotech will select 
packaging, shipping type and shipping method. The risk is transferred 
to the commercial buyer as soon as the goods are made available to 
the buyer or transferred to a logistics provider or freight carrier, at 
the latest when the goods leave the warehouse in FULDA. If shipping is 
delayed as a result of circumstances outside of marotech's control, the 
risk is transferred to the buyer as soon as it receives notification that 
the goods are ready for dispatch. Due to legal requirements, the cost 
of any transport insurance is borne by the buyer and regulated in the 
shipping conditions.

Payment conditions
Cash discount deductions are, unless otherwise arranged in a separate 
agreement, permissible if the buyer has paid all previous outstanding 
invoice amounts due to marotech. marotech invoices become due immedi-
ately upon delivery of the goods and receipt of the invoice. The buyer will 
be considered in default of its payment obligations to marotech if it fails 
to pay an invoice or make the required payment in line with a payment 
schedule within a maximum of 30 days of the due date and receipt of the 
invoice. If the date of receipt of the invoice or payment schedule is un-
clear, any buyer who is not a consumer will be considered to be in default 
at the latest 30 days after the due date and receipt of the counter-per-
formance. If the invoice amount is received within ten days of the invoice 
date, the buyer is entitled to deduct a discount of 2%. For other types of 
invoice, e.g. invoices for services, assembly, repair, etc.), no discounts are 
granted. Offsetting or withholding payments for counter-claims disputed 
by marotech or counter-claims with no legal capacity is not permitted. In 
the event of payment default, marotech reserves the right to charge fixed-
sum reminder fees of 15.00 Euro per reminder. If the payment deadlines 
are exceeded, marotech will charge default interest. The annual interest 
rate is 5 percentage points above the base rate. For legal transactions that 
do not involve a consumer, the interest rate for payment claims is 8 per-
centage points above the base rate. marotech may apply higher rates for 
other legal reasons. marotech reserves the right to claim further damag-
es. Bills of exchange will only be accepted by marotech subject to separate 
agreement. Bills of exchange and cheques are accepted only on account 
of performance and are not considered as performance in their own right; 
only upon successful redemption of the bill of exchange or cheque is the 
original debt deemed settled. marotech may reject or withhold the service 
it is required to perform if it becomes evident, upon conclusion of the con-
tract, that its counter-performance claim may be at risk due to the buyer's 
lack of ability to deliver, and may withdraw from the contract if the buyer 
is not prepared to enter into a performance upon counter-performance 
arrangement or provide a guarantee.

Delivery periods/delivery terms
The delivery time is calculated from the day of order confirmation, if send, 
to the date of dispatch of the goods, or the date of collection of the goods 
from the marotech warehouse in FULDA. Delivery days are working days 
excluding Saturdays. marotech is entitled to make partial deliveries and 
invoice for such deliveries. Any parts requests made by the customer 
must be actioned in good time to enable the part to be manufactured and 
delivered within the agreed delivery time. If this is not the case, the deliv-
ery period is extended by the relevant length of time. If failure to deliver 
within the delivery term can be attributed to issues that are outside the 
control of marotech, such as strikes, lock-outs, delayed deliveries from our 
suppliers etc., the delivery period will be extended appropriately.

Retention of ownership
marotech retains ownership of all delivered goods until full payment is re-
ceived for all outstanding sums, including charges incurred after delivery 
but within the same business relationship, regardless of the legal reason 
for such charges, even if the purchase price is paid for specific deliveries. 
Before attaching or otherwise disposing of rights held by marotech to 
third parties, the buyer must inform marotech without delay. The buyer 
is entitled to dispose of the goods supplied by marotech in the course of 
ordinary business. If the buyer sells the goods, it surrenders to marotech, 
with immediate effect and until all outstanding payments due to marotech 
for goods deliveries have been made, the rights to all payments due from 
its customer as a result of the sale. On the request of marotech, the buyer 
is obliged to inform its customer of the surrender of these rights and to 
provide marotech with the information and documentation it requires to 
exercise its rights. If goods are mixed or connected to other goods and 
marotech's retained ownership rights expire as a result, the buyer will im-
mediately transfer co-ownership of the item created as a result of connec-
tion or mixing to marotech; physical transfer of the goods is replaced by 
the co-ownership rights granted to marotech free of charge by the buyer.

Complaints
If the transaction is a commercial transaction for the customer, the cus-
tomer is obliged to investigate and report as a complaint all identifiable 
defects, missing parts or incorrectly delivered items immediately follow-
ing handover of the goods and in all cases before processing or installing 
the components. If an obvious defect only becomes obvious to the con-
sumer at a later stage, or if a hidden defect only becomes obvious to the 
buyer acting as a commercial party or a consumer at a later stage, the 
buyer must submit a written complaint within two months of the discovery 
of the issue, unless the defect is connected to a wilful or grossly negligent 
failure on the part of marotech to meet its obligations. If the complaint 
is not submitted in good time to marotech, the goods will be deemed 
approved and free of defects, and all guarantee rights will expire. Goods 
sold in inferior quality classes by marotech, such as "Quality 1 B" or "2nd 
choice" goods, are not subject to the above notification of defects rules.

Returns/right to cancel
Commercial customers must arrange all returns of delivered 
goods with marotech in advance and cover all costs for returns. 
If commercial customers return goods without paying all charges 
due, the delivery will be rejected and the freight costs incurred 
will not be refunded by marotech. If incorrectly ordered goods 
are returned, marotech will charge a processing fee amounting 
to 10% of the order value, to a maximum amount of 25.00 Euro. 
If correctly ordered goods are returned voluntarily, marotech 
will charge its usual return processing fee amounting to 20% of 
the order value. The provisions above do not apply to returning 
test goods supplied as such by marotech. Any contract conclud-
ed between marotech and a consumer via the exclusive use of 
distance communication tools may be cancelled by the custom-
er within two weeks. The customer may cancel the contract in 
writing or by returning the goods to marotech without providing 
a reason for cancellation. The customer will be deemed to have 
cancelled within two weeks as long as the purchased goods are 
dispatched back to marotech in their original condition before 
the expiry of the two-week period. If the consumer is exercising 
a justified right to cancel, it must bear the regular costs of the 
returned item if the price of the product does not exceed 40.00 
Euro, or, in the event of a higher price, if the consumer has not 
made any payment or partial payment towards the item at the 
point of cancellation.

Guarantee
For commercial parties and businesses and persons and organ-
isations acting as such, the guarantee in the event of justified 
complaint is limited to replacement or repair, at the option of 
marotech. Additional guarantee provisions apply to all products 
if supplied with such by the manufacturer. If attempts to repair 
or replace the product do not prove successful within a reason-
able time frame, the customer may request a reduction of the 
purchase price or the dissolution of the contract. The reasona-
ble time frame is at least four weeks. Repair or replacement are 
deemed unsuccessful when three unsuccessful attempts have 
been made to resolve the defect. Guarantee claims become time-
barred for commercial customers after a period of one year, or 
two years for consumers.

Limitation of liability
The customer is not entitled to claim damages due to, for exam-
ple, non-fulfilment, culpa in contrahendo, violations of secondary 
contractual obligations, consequential damage, damage caused 
by prohibited actions (except where death, physical injury or 
other damage to health occurs) or other legal reasons, unless 
marotech is liable for failing to provide a product with the war-
ranted characteristics, or for acting with wilful intent or gross 
negligence. This exception does not apply for claims arising from 
the German Product Liability Act.

Place of fulfilment and jurisdiction
The place of fulfilment for the obligations of both parties under 
the contract is the company headquarters of marotech GmbH; the 
exclusive court of jurisdiction shall be the court with responsi-
bility for the place of fulfilment if the customer is a commercial 
party as defined in the German Commercial Code, a legal person 
in public law, a public asset, an entity with no general place of 
jurisdiction in Germany or an entity that moves its registered ad-
dress or normal place of residence abroad after conclusion of the 
contract, or if the registered address or normal place of residence 
is unknown at the time that the complaint is filed.

marotech GmbH
Industriepark West
Heinkelstraße 2-4
36041 Fulda

www.marotech.de

Image sources
www.shutterstock.de
marotech GmbH
allsafe GmbH & Co. KG

Layout and design
re7consulting UG, Fulda, Germany
www.re7consulting.com

Terms and conditions of sale
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For tailored advice, call

        +49 (0)661 862020

For more information, visit

         www.marotech.de
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marotech GmbH

Industriepark West
Heinkelstraße 2-4
D-36041 Fulda, Germany

Phone +49 (0)661 - 862 02 0
Fax +49 (0)661 - 862 02 339

info@marotech.de
www.marotech.de

marotech AG

Ribistrasse 7
CH-4460 Gelterkinden

Phone +41 (0)61 - 981 60 90
Fax +41 (0)61 - 981 60 93

info@marotech.ch
www.marotech.ch

marotech d.o.o.

Trgovska olica 3
SI-2310 Slovenska Bistrica

Phone +386 (2) 608 00 25
Fax +386 (2) 608 00 26

info@marotech.si
www.marotech.si


